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SUMMARY 
Using molecular hybridization reactions with a ODNA copy, the 
complexity of polysomal polyadenylated mENA from the day-old chick 
lens was found to correspond to 5800 - 7200 sequences of average size, 
arranged in three abundance classes. Experiments with heterologous 
cDNAs are consistent with the interpretation that essentially all the 
sequences expressed in eight-day embryonic neural retina and pigmented 
epithelium were found to be present in lens mRNA • A cDNA fraction 
complementary to the most abundant lens mRNAa (presumably the crystallin 
mRNA5), and representing a minimum of four sequences, was used to assay 
the dosage of putative crystallin sequences in other embryonic tissues. 
Neural retina and pigmented epithelium cytoplasmic mRNAs have low con-
centrations of these sequences, and they appear to be absent from mRNA 
prepared from headless bodies and muscle. Additionally, the sequences 
are amplified during appearance of arys tall in-<mntaininq levtotd bodies 
in neural retina culture. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION  
Differentiation is associated with the appearance or loss of 
proteins, and is the result of differential gene activity. Most 
current thought and experiment in molecular genetics seeks to under-
stand the strategy and tactics of development (Waddington, 1957b). 
The systems of choice in these studies are traditionally those 
characterized by the production of large amounts of one or a few 
proteins, such as the actin and myosin of muscle cells, globin of 
erythrocytes, proteolytic enzymes of the pancreas and keratin of 
feather cells. As a first step, we try to understand the role of 
these major protins in the context of determination and differentiation. 
Waddington (1957b), looking at studies of developmental abnormal-
iti.s produced by mutation, suggested a distinction between two kinds 
of factors, peripheral and focal. Peripheral factor, allow develop-
ment which is formally normal, but abnormal in some character. Eye 
color or wing mutants in Drosophila are appropriate example.. 
Mutations in focal genes cause development which is formally abnormal, 
such as aristop.dia, where a log develop, from all or part of the 
antenna. 	tnc* tissue development is existentially dependent on 
the.e factor., they merit further study. H. proposed that the 
majority product(s) mi'ht be focal factor., or 'histogen.tic key 
substances', around which Later differentiation is organized. 
The study of protein distribution in embryonic and adult tissues 
was based on the supposition that species-specific proteins called 
isoantigens (such as histocompatability antigens common to all cells 
In an individual) might be regulated differently than tissue-specific 
proteins (Ebert, 1959). In a refinement of this notion, Rutter .t 
2 . 
.1. (1968) proposed that protein, could be classed constitutive, 
,.isp.c1fic or specific on the basis of studies of the pattern of 
enrype production by cells of the !.v.1oping rat pancreas. Three 
reouletory transitions could control tissue distribution: 
(1) differentiation of an undifferentiated cell to a Mproto.diff.r-
ant iatmt state, cbaract.rised by low levels of * broad range of 
proteins, (2) different iation , in which concentration of tissue-
specific proteins increased areatly, and (3) modulation of differ-
entiated levels by ext.rnal stimuli. floitser and Abbott (1968) 
spoke of these tissue-specific proteins as luxury molecules N, In  
that they do not contribute immediately to the survival of cell., 
this being the function of essential molecule.. They specifically 
proposed that the synth..is of essential molecules is regulated 
homeo.tatically, while that of luxury molecules is a11 or none". 
Txp.riments in three differentiating systems were seminal in 
contributing to the development of this theory, ten Cate and van 
Doorenmaalen (1950), amonq other., found substances capable of re-
acting with antisera against adult lens antigens in a homoosnete of 
chick embryos at 15 - 50 hr of development, van Ooor.nnaalen (1957) 
got a reaction with homogenates of lens rudiments (as well as iris 
extract) at 50 - 60 hr of development, shortly after lens induction. 
In the chick, formation of th, heart and initiation of beating are 
preceded by localisation of cardioqsnic cells. Cells reacting with 
antisrue against adult cardiac myosin were found throuchout the 
primitive streak embryo, some time before heart induction. At the 
head fold stage, this reaction is restricted to the heart-forming 
region (Ebert, 1959) • Uoltzer at al. (1957) found that specific 
3 . 
localization of skeletal myosin, as assayed by iumofluore.cence, 
occurs only in differentiating syoblasts. These experiments all 
suggest that histosp.ci f La proteins become restricted to, or only 
appear in appropriate tissues. These studies suffer fran the trad-
itional drawbacks of Immunological approaches. Antiqenic specificity 
depends on determinant groups rather than the structure or cosposition 
of the entire molecule, and this limits interpretations of antiqsnic 
cross-reactivity. While the technique is extremely sensitive, the 
objection that very low antigen levels will be undetected is one 
difficult to overcere, particularly in LiTw*of1ucrasosnce •xperinsnts. 
The advent of techniques for the isolation of aessencer MA and 
preparation of a radioactive rKjk copy thereof (acian at al., 1972 
ioss at al., 1972; Verne at al., 1972) makes it possible to corro-
borate and supplement not only immunological, but morphological and 
biochemical studies on developsent. messenger TWA sequences in the 
nucleus and cytoplasm of cells can be quantitated by molecular hybrid-
ization (Mshcp et Al., 1975b: Lewin • 1975s,b) • visualized by in situ 
hybridization (Harrison at .1., 1973, 1974s Conki• it al., 1974) and 
nost inportantly, anpilfied by propagation of chimeric reco&inant 
molecules (Efstratiadia at el. • 1976: maniatis it al., 1976: 
Ffstretiadis, Xaf.to. and Maniatis, 19). The power of these 
techniques is exerplified by the finding, of Weintrau! and Groudine 
(1976) and Carel and Axel (1976) that genes active in transcription 
are held in a conformation which rakes ther sensitive to tease di-
gestion. 	$e Cannot be far from finding molecules that effect this 
state and the rrolecular site(s) of their action. The characteristics 
and unique advantages of the vertebrate lens as a system for the study 
of gene expression will be set out in the remainder of the Introduction. 
Figure 1. Anatomy of the Chick Eye 
Panel A: A schematic diagram of the eye of a post-hatching chick. 
Panel B: The topology of the lens with reference to the various 
cell types. After Papeconstantlnou (1967). 
Panel C: Photograph of a section of the day old chicken retina, 
stained with hemetoxylin-eosin. x 160. Courtesy of 
Mr J.A. O'Berq. 
The cell types are labeled as follows: 
INL - inner nuclear layer, 
IPI - Inner plexiform layer, 
OML - outer nuclear layer, 
OPI - outer olexiform layer, 
P1 - photoreceptor layer, 
PE - pigmented epithelium, 
C - chorold, 
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4. 
Lens Development 
The basic features of lens development detailed below are 
characteristic of all vertebrates but the times mentioned refer 
specifically to the chicken (Hamilton, 1952; Coulcs*r., 1965&,b; 
Balinsky, 1970). shortly after fertilization, the anterior and of 
the neural tube extends laterally to form outpockatlngs called the 
optic vesicle,, which grow out towards the surface ectoderm. At 
bout 35 hr of dev.lopnent, the tips of the optic vesicles come to 
iie beneath the bead ectoderm. A. the overlying epithelial cells 
of the lane primordium elongate to form the lens placode, a glyco-
protein matrix is laid down at the lens placode-optic vesicle 
interface by secretion from cells of both rudiments (Runt, 19611 
Hendrix and Zwaan, 1974, 1975). At 52 hr the lens placode in-
vaginates to form a sac called the lens vesicle, composed of a single 
layer of cells. 
By 5 days of development, the continued elongation of the post-
erior calls of the lens sac fills the lens cavity from the polar axis 
outwards (as elongation is createat in this region). The diameter 
of this cell mesa at 0 days defines the primary fiber cells of the 
adult lens. The anterior cells of the lens vesicle are the pre-
suaptFue lens epithelium, and divide for a ti,'e as lens size in-
creases, but are arrested in Cl in the adult (Papaconstantinoud 1967). 
In the equatorial region of the lens, a ring of qerninal epithelial 
cells persist in mitosis (Nodak, Norris and Yamada, 19681 Persona 
and Nodaic, 1970) and give rise to fiber cells. The increase in 
height of these now fiber cells as they start to elongate results 
in a thickened ring around the lens called the annular pad. These 
S . 
new fibers, called secondary fiber cells, are laid down in concentric 
riws upon older fiber cells. Indeed, the lens is unirnie in that 
there is a relationship between the position of a call in the lens 
and its developmental state. 
Influences upon lana Development 
Transplantation experiments using early embryos show that, al-
though initially most primitive .ctod.rm is ccrrpstent to form lens, 
this capability becomes restricted to the region overlying the optic 
vesicle (Mangold, 19381 Jacobson, 1958). The tip of the optic 
vesicle, ich is presumptive neural retina, must come in proximity 
to surface ectoderm for a lens to form. Sirlin and Brahma (1959) 
noted that Xenopus optic cups labelled with [ 
35 
 El l methionine trans-
ferred label into induced lenses in vivo and in vitro, although the 
nature of the transferred substances involved is not known. It is 
tempting to speculate whether the observed disappearance of nba-
nucleoprotein from cell, at the tip of the optic vesicle directly 
results its increase in the inner margin of the surface ectodermal 
cell. (Bunt, 1961). When the optic c' does not reach head ectoderm, 
no lena is formed and the tip of the optic vesicle tends to form 
pigmented, instead of neural epithelia of the retina (Coa1oere, 
1965a). The interaction results in altered determination for both 
tissues. 
The interaction between the lens and presumptive neural retina 
is not limited in time, but continues throughout development. Fiber 
elongation is influenced by the neural retina, as eleaantly demon-
strated by Coulombre and Coulcre (1963) and Cenia-Celvea (1964). 
The lane of a dick embryo was reversed at three or five days of 
Figure 2. CrystallIn Subunit Composition 
Purification of the three crystallin classes by the 
protocol of Thomson et at. (1977a) is monitored under denaturing 
conditions - separation by size on the left (In SDS-acryla1de 
am 
gels) and by Isoelectric point on the right (In ItFAurea gels). 
A sample of total soluble protein from pooled day-old chick 
lenses Is Included in each group for comparison. Photograph 
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development. The .pith.lial cells differentiated into fibers and 
the fibers now facing the cornea atop elongating and the equatorial 
cells synthesize anew, appropriately oriented epithelium. Explants 
of isolated lens epithelium have been shown to be capable of a 
limited degree of fiber differentiation in vitro (Phi]pott and 
Ccu1or., 1965), suggesting a certain degree of independence from 
neural retina. 
Lena development doss not asee' to be influenced by development 
of other eye tissues. In the salamander, removal of the lens results 
In regeneration of a new lens from cells of the dorsal margin of the 
Iris (Yamada, 1967). 	Tf the iris Is reversed and allowed to heal 
and then the lens is removed, the r.qenerat.d lens is oriented cor-
rectly with respect to the neural retina, even though it arises from 
cells of the reversed iris (Coulcsrbrs, 1965b). Cornea and sclera 
appear to have no influence upon chick lens d.v.lcpvent, as it pro-
cs.ds normally when they are removed (Couloebre, 1969). Cou1are 
and Herrmann (1965) implanted • drainage tube in the vitreous cavity 
to prevent the accumulation of the vitreaug humor. The tissues 
conpri.inq the outer wall of the eye (pigmented epithelium, choroid) 
ceased growing. The lens and the neural retina, however, grew at 
the normal rat.. This ongoing interaction between the lens and the 
neural retina ensures that both tissues maintain a size and shape 
appropriat, for the very stringent tolerances their function will 
require. 
7. 
The Crystalline: Structure and Ontoger.y 
Eighty to ninety per cant of the soluble protein of the day-old 
dick lens is the crystalline, which are wall proteins ranging in 
molecular weight from 20,000 - 50,000 daltons (Clayton, 1970, 1974; 
ardinq and Dilley, 1976). They are found in larger aggregates com-
prised of various cokintions of submits from one of three families, 
ci, 0 and 6. Tr most vertebrates other than birds and reptiles, 8-
crystalline are replaced by y-cry.talline. The a, 0 and 8 h.tero-
polymers are ctenerally separated by exclusion chromatography using 
agarose or agarose-acrylamide beads and the purity of the fractions 
can easily be snitcred by iirmunoelectrophoresis (Thcwaon at al., 
1977a; Watanabe and Kawakami, 1973) or electrophoresis in di.-
.ociatinq condition.. 
I1pJta crystallin first appears in the nuclear area of the oldest 
prlmarj fibers at four days of development, as detected by i,rwnc-
fluorescence (Zvaan and T)eda, 196P). Truman, Frown and Campbell 
(172) were able to detect ci antigens in chick lens homogenates using 
Osserman tests at 4 - S days of development. Turing , cntcqeny its 
expression first spreads to all lens cell types and than becomex re-
stricted to the cortical fibers and epithelium. Fynthesle in the 
epithelium increases slowly throughout develcpr'ent, as determined  by 
pulse-label experiments (Yoshida and 7atoh, 1971b). But at S weeks 
post-hatdinrT no ci-crystalith can be detected in the nuclear fibers 
(Zwaan and I)eda, 168). However, the high protein concentration 
in the lens may eask determinants in iaunof1uorescence (Clayton, 
1970), as low levels of ci-crystallin  were noted or starch gel 
a I ectrophore sic and ismunoele etrophores is of post-hatching soluble 
8 . 
protein extracted from nuclear fiber. (Genie-(alvez, Maisel and 
Castro, 1968; ents-C,alv.g, Castro and Battaner, 1968). 
The extreme evolutionary conservation of the c-crystal1ins was 
implied by immunological cross-reactivity and .1.ctrophor.tic mobility 
(Maisel, 19641 P1aneki at al. 1967a,b,o; Clayton, 1970, 1974; Day, 
19711 Day and Clayton, 1973) and p.ptide mapping (de Jong at *1., 
1973) and confirmed by primary sequence data (do Jong at al., 1975, 
1977). Chick and calf ci-crystallin subunits show similar (but not 
identical) •1.ctrophor.tic mobility (d. Jong .t *1. • 1977) and cross 
react as determined by iunoa1ectrophoresis and immunodiffuston 
(Beebe and Piatigorsky, 1976). 
Alpha-cry. tallin aggregates contain 4 major subunits as shown by 
SDS-acrylamide gel electrophoreses: 	
2' 8
1 and 92 in order of 
decreasing mobility (or increasing p1 in i.o.l.otrio focusing gets). 
Most of the work on the ct-crystalline comes from studies on the post-
natal bovine lane (where they are more prominent) and indicates that 
GA I and perhaps ci81 arise through a posttranecriptional modification 
of nA2 and (i82 , respectively (Stauffer at al., 1974; !).lcour, Otlaert 
and Bouchet, 1976). Structurally, they are vary closely related. 
Stauffer at al. (1973) showed that calf D2 and Bi  have 23 of 24 
tryptia peptid.s in ocemon and A
2 
 and A have 28 peptides in common. 
Palmer and Papsconstantinou (1969) have shown that aA is absent in 
early calf embryonic lenses, and increases with sq. • In pules-lab.l 
experiments using excised lenses from embryonic and adult calves, 
there was no incorporation into h and very little into B 1 (Palmer 
and Papeconstantinou, 1969; D.loour and Papaconstantinou, 1972; 
Stauffer .t a3., 1974). Chan at *1. (1974) had claimed synthesis 
of all four u--cry.tallin polypeptides in a Rrebs 11 Ascites cell-free 
9. 
oyster primed with calf lens vrFWA, but the aberrant pattern of in-
corporation (?2 <1 A2 > A1), places the validity of the.e 
sxperi,ents as a model for in vivo synthesis in doubt. A more recent 
report ((ham and Spector, 1977) confirns results obtained in other 
laboratories (Perna et .1., 19721 Mathews at al., 1972) that only 
and QB2 
 chains are wade in call-free systems. 	van Venrooij 
et al. (1974) have managed to reproduce the deamidation of A 2 to pro-
duce A In vitro. Stauffer et .1. (1974) euqqestd that B may arise 
from a poataynthetic modification of R2 , a)thouab the evidence is 
less clear-cut. Clayton (1969, 1970) found subunits corresponding 
to aA2 and aD in 12- and 13-day chick eirtryo lenses as monitored by 
urea-polyacrylamide qels. As in Me a*-, there were somewhat larger 
amounts of QA  than of aB 2 (teiccur and Papaconatantinou, 1974). By 
staqe 44 (ar1urqar and Hamilton, 1952), 18 days of development, ctA 
and traces of ctB had appeared. In both chick (Ganis-Galvas, 1975) 
and calf (r4i1cour and Papeconstantinou, 1970) 	 are present 
in the ecxuatorial epithelial cells and absent from cortical fibers. 
van der Oudersa et .1. (1974) have sequenced aA 
2 
 and CLE cry.-
tal1ins and they show a maximum of 57% homology in their amino acid 
sequences. ?anski and Spector (1972) cared the distribution of 
antigens in chick acidic and basic ci-crystallin subunits in micro-
Oucbterlony diffusion platesi two determinants were restricted to 
either the acidic or basic group of subunits with two others shared 
in all subunits. 
The -crysta11ins are a more complex family of heteropolywere 
than the i-crystallins. Immunofluorescence experiments using class-
specific antisera show -rystal1ins first appear in the basal part 
10. 
(nearest the developing retina) of the central cells of the lens 
placode (50 - 56 hr) and as the presumptive lens changes in morphology, 
spread through the posterior wail of the lane vesicle. Py 3 days 
of development, the entire lens is positive for 8-crystallins (Zwasn 
and Ikeda, 19681 Waggoner at .1., 1976). twiofluorescsncs 
(Waggoner at al., 1976) as well as ismunoelectrcphoresis and Ossarman 
tests (Clayton, 19701 Trwan,, crown and Campbell, 19721 Zwaan, 1968) 
show that the 8-crystalline first to spear are subunits of cathodal 
mobility (at 50 - 56 hr) anA that enodal 8-crystalline do not appear 
until 3', - 4 days of development. The precipitin are formed by 
cathodal 6-crystallin is Incomplete at 3, days and additional det.r-
sinante appear at 7 days of develornent, when the react-ion is identical 
to that of adult ,ateria1. Burns (1975) detected 8-crystalline of 
low isoelectric point (anodal) at 4 days and those of high isoelectric 
point (cathodal) at 11 days of development using isoslectric focusing 
gels in the presence of urea. His results may be reconciled with 
those of other workers if the early cathodal 8-crystalline were not 
detected for some reason. These two f7roups are independently 
localized. The cathodal 8-crystalline b.coe largely restricted 
to the annular pad and anterior epithelium (Genis-Galves, ralsel and 
Castro, 19681 Genie-Calves, Castro and Battanor, 19661 Waggoner 
at .1., 1976) ani here they increase from 30% to 600 of total crys-
tallin synthesis between 7 and 18 days of development (Clayton, 1970; 
Yoshida and Xatoh, 1971a). Cathodal and anodal 8-crystallin sub-
units are found in different locations within the cells of the 
central lens epithelium, as seen in double-label iwaunofluoreecence 
studies (Clayton, 1970). Residual amounts of 8-crystallin (seen 
11. 
in Jimmanoelectrophor.sis and starch gel electrophoreei.) in 18-day 
embryonic fiber nuclei are not detected by iinofliaoreacenc. re-
actions, presumably for the same reasons as those proposed previously 
for a-crystallin (rent.-Calveg, Maisel and Castro, 19681 Ganis-C3alve., 
Castro and Battaner, 1968; Zwaan and Ikeda, 1968; Waggoner at al., 
1976). 
Clayton (1969) presented experiments which indicated that at 
least in vitro, the chick 8-crystallin polymers can exist in dynamic 
equilibrium with their subunits • When the isolated aggregates are 
denatured, each is comprised of 4 - 6 subunits, of which at least one 
is found in another 6 het.ropol.ymer (Clayton, 1969; Rana and Maisel, 
1970; Truman and Clayton, 1974). 
Estimates vary as to the total number of chick 8-crystalliri 
subunits. Truman and Clayton (1974) confirmed the presence of eleven 
different po].ypeptides in native -crystaflin (proposed by Clayton 
(1969)) using polyacrylainide or isoelectric focusing gels in the 
presence of urea. Beebe and Piatiqorsky (1976) arbitrarily ..ti-
mated there to be 16 - 18 -crysta1lins. Of these, six are major 
specie. (Clayton, 1970: Rana and Maisel, 1970; Truman and Clayton, 
1974; Clayton at al., 1976b, Thomson at al., 1977a). 
The sequence relationship between the various subunits has been 
probed by immunological methods (Clayton and Truman, 1974). The 
el.ctrophorotic separation of the six major subunits into three 
anodal and three cathodal chains is mirrored by the restriction of 
antigenic determinants to subunits from one of these two groups. 
Although the two groups share no antiq.nio determinants, they are 
related in that other, minor subunits possess both types of deter-
minant. Additionally, t-crysta1lin aggregates tend to contain 
12. 
subunits from both groups. There is evidence which indicates that 
the 3-subunits contain various cthixaattcns of independently evolving 
antigenic sites, some of which are highly conserved. This family 
of proteins used to be known as the "long-line" crystalline due to 
the single uniform line of cross-reactivity observed when, for 
example, chick lens soluble proteins were reacted against anti-
Xenopus lens serum in an iis,iunoelictroj bore sis assay. This line 
c3rnonstrat.a the presence of one or a few hirhly conserved deter-
minants in all classes of native -crystaUin polymers. Ziqier and 
Sidbury (1976ah) have shown that a calf 8 det.rrinsnt is shared with 
five masm,alian and four sub-maumalian species (including chicken). 
Another 0 determinant, however, is not so widely distributed, being 
restricted to three artiodactyls. 
What evidence is ther. to consider the 5-crystalline as a fily? 
The relationship between the neers is not nearly as clear-out as 
for the c-crystalline and they are also less highly conserve'. The 
aaub.irs also appear at different times during develoent. The 
various subunits must share some similar binding capabilities, as 
the corposition of aggregates shows that one subunit can be exchanged 
for another. This fact, plus the deronstrated antigenic relation-
ship of the subunits imply a history of gene duplication and diver-
gence 	on, 19701 Clayton and Truman, 1974). In this respect 
future studies on the status of the rtnor B-crystalline as indepeneent 
gene products and their relationship to the major polypeptides may 
prove to be helpful. 
Delta crystallin in the first crystallin to appear during chick 
lens ontogeny (kaey. 19621 zvsan and Ikeda, 1968, Geni.-Calvsz, 
13. 
Maise]. and Castro, 19681 Clayton, 1970). It appears in the central 
cells of the lens niacode at 50 - 53 hr of development (Zwaan and 
Ikeda, 19681 Katch and Yoshida, 1973). These cells were the first 
to be contacted by the optic cup, and are thus the most advanced in 
development (Zwaan and Ikeda, 1968). The reaction to anti-s (in 
indirect imanofluoreacence) spreads to other cells, which react 
first in the end nearest the retina. By three days of development, 
all the cells of the lens are seen to contain 6-crystallin. But by 
five weeks after hatching, it I. completely restricted to the nuclear 
fibers (Cenis-Galves, Maisel and Castro, 1968) • As assayed by 
iu.nunoelectrophoresi., it is absent from the annular pad and present 
in decreasing amounts in the cortical fibers of posthatching chicks 
(enis-Ca1vez, 1975). Inmunoe1.ctropbor.sis shows that this cry.-
tallin in widely present throuc'iout the orders Ayes and Raptilia, 
but in complexes of differing electrophoretic behaviour (Rabaey, 19621 
Gye1s, 1969). As for the a- and -crysta1lin., closely related 
species tend to be distinguished mainly in the quantitative balance 
of subunits of identical electrophoretic mobility (Clayton, 1969, 
1970). The native -crysta11in molecule has a molecular weight of 
200,000 daltons and is composed of four subunits of 50,000 daltona 
(Piatigoraky, Ze1.nka and Simpson, 1974; Thomson at al. 1977a). 
Charge heterogeneity present in both native molecules and subunits 
is best evidenced by iso.1.ctric focusing of iS-crystallin subunits 
in dissociating conditions (Piatigoreky, Zal.nka and Simpson, 1974, 
Burns, 1975; Thomson at al., 1977a). Pure 8-crystallin does 
not focus completely, but shows several diffuse bands representing 
species of similar p1. The charge heterogeneity of native 8- 
14. 
crystallin is certainly a reflection of this phenosenon (acuts and 
van Doorensaalen, 1970). Piatiqoraky (1973) • using pulse-chas, ax-
p.riasnta with excised 15-day embryonic lenses, showed that newly-
synthesized 8-crystatlin tetrasers have a slightly higher isoslectric 
point than mature molecules, although th.re is no apparent difference 
in the molecular weir!ht of newly-synthesized and mature subunits. 
They are converted into mature molecules within 40 hr In vitro. 
Pecant data fros this laboratory (Piatiqorsky and S1tinchara, 1977; 
Pesselbach, 9hinchara and Piatiqor.ky, 1977), using n!-ur.s-po1y-
acrylamide qel electrophoresis, confirmed a previous suggestion of 
two size class.. 4- 8-cxystallin on St-po1yacry1amtds gal. 
(Piatigoraky, 19761 Shinchara and Piatiqor.ky, 1976). Burns (1975) 
electrophoresed total crystallin from day-old chick lens on urea-
StS-po1yacry1aaide gels and found a bread band of 46,000 dalton., 
perhaps representing Incomplete resolution of these species. Thenson 
at al. (1977c) found the single 6-crystallin band on 9-po1yacry-
1ani% gels was resolved into two band@ on gradient gels of call-
free translation products. Th..e molecules are closely related 
on the basis of aethicnine- (Piatiqor.ky, 1976) and 1.ucin.-containing 
pptid. saps (Pszethach, Shinchara and Piatigoreky, 1977), and 
pulse-chase experisents do not show a precursor-product relationship 
between thee. Additionally, the balance of synthesis between the 
two spcies appears to be related to cataract formation in vitro 
(Piatiqor.ky and S]iinthara, 1977). The sequence relationship bet-
wan these two polypaptides will help resolve the important question 
of whether they are coded for by different genes. 
The function of the lens, to focus light upon the retina, and 
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the curvature of its anterior surface require that there exist 
decreasing gradient of refractive index from the nucleus to the 
cortex of the lens achieved through decreasing protein concentration 
(Bettelheis and Wang, 1974; Wal.y, 19691 Veils, 1974). Is a lens 
grows in also during the postnatal life of the organize, this gradient 
mm  be maintained for light to be correctly refracted, Specific 
localization of crystallin heteropolyzers with differing abilities 
to enter into close packing configurations is certainly a reflection 
of this constraint. During ontogeny • this localization is accoeplished 
through the constitutive synthesis of acre chains (though modulated 
genetically) and the replacement of others by closely related member* 
of the same class (Clayton, 1970, 1974). 
tans eess.noer IWA 
Williaweon, Clayton and Truman (1972) isolated two discrete size 
classe, of messenger ribonucleoprotein particles from day-old chick 
lens polyaosas which sedinented at 15 and 225 and were found to con-
tain 9 and 158 PNA, respectively. Pooled RNA fa these two peaks 
when added to either of two ce1l-freesystems, stimulated synthesis 
of protein specifically precipitated by anti-lens antiserta. A 
putative mP!IP peak fro high-resolution  zonal gradients contained 
1 • 5% of total polysonal PNA anti an subsequent gel electrophoresis 
gave a profile which had peaks at 15, 12 and 9 (Burns, 1975). 
Fifteen-day e,rycnic lens fibers are cells highly specialized in 6-
crystallin synthesis (Canis-Ga1vez, Maisel and Castro, 196R; Xatch 
and Yoshida, 19731 Piatiqorsky, Webster and Craig, 1972). 
Piatiqorzky and coworl.rs have studied .(A isolated frcie this 
source (Piatigor.ky .t al., 1976). Zlenk. and Piatigoraky (1974) 
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found that poly (A+) MA from this tissue, which had a prominent 
6$o,000 dalton component in denaturing gala, coded mainly for 8-
cryatallin in a cell-fr.o protein synthesising system. The reaction 
between -cryst.11in mJk and a co,s4erentary TWA (cTA) copy gives 
a kinetic conpiexity which agrees, within error, with the physical 
ala. of 8 m1A. This suggests that the 17 aIA is composed of . a 
single sequence (Zalanka and Ptatiqorsky, 1476a), although these 
tachnicvues could not distinguish between two closely related but dis-
tinct .RN sequences (Shinchara and Piatiqorsky, 1977). 6-crystallin 
genes were fo*xtd to be wiciue in r.natursticn experiments in the 
presence of trace amounts of 4 cT)NA and do not appear to be axpU fi.d 
in lens or lens fiber tiUt (Zelenka and Piatigoraky. 1976b). Extra-
polation of the levels of aPNA per cell in early embryos (48 - 72 hr 
of development) indicates that crystallin nPNA starts to accumulate 
at 43 - 44 hr of development, just before lens placode formation 
(binchara and Piatigorsky, 1976) and 8 - 9 hr before 8-crystallin 
can be detected in cells of the lens placode by iwmofluorescsncs 
(Zwaan and fled., 1968). This mMA is active in translation, as 
determined by imeunoprscipitatian of in vitro labelled protein from 
eii*ryc'nic chick heads using anti-4-crystallin antiserum. 	this 
data, together with the finding that the Increase in 6-crystallin 
synthesis in •lcngstinçv lens fibers in viva and in vitro is matched 
by differential mYNA synthesis (I'i1.tone, 2sleake and Pistioor.ky, 
1976) is support for the notion that transcriptional (or at least 
pro-translational) control is of importance in regulation of 6-
crystallin çrene expression. 
The postnatal bovine lens has been coonly used to study a- 
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arystallin, as it makes up a much larger part of the total crystallin 
than in the chicken. Total polysomal RWA isolated from calf lenses, 
whether prepared by zonal centrifugation or affinity chromatography, 
shows two absorbance peaks corresponding to 10 and 148 (Barns at $1., 
1971, 1973). As assayed in vitro translation systems, the 148 
aWA codas mainly for ah crystallin and the 108 species codas for 
cryatallin as well as small amounts of 0 and y crystalline 
(Mathewsetal., 1972; Barns at .1., 1972a,b; Barns at al., 1973; 
Chen at *1., 1974; Chan and Spector. 1977). 	Much interest 
centers around the 14S ciA2 mRXA as it is such larger (1500 nucleo-
tides) than is required for a protein of 173 amino acids. By Com-
parison, 032 crystallin, 175 amino acids long, is synthesized on a 
108 template, approximately 730 nucleotides in length. A report 
that the 148 mRNA has a 200-nucleotide long poly (A) tract used 
somewhat indirect methodology (Favre at al., 1974) • Conventional 
techniques used to measure the steady-state size of poly (A) tracts 
in calf lens polysoiaal R!Th. (which contains a significant proportion 
of 148 eRNA) found a narrow distribution of molecules about 50 
nucleotides Long • located at the 3' end of the mRNA molecules as 
determined by .xonuclsase digestion (Levers, Chen and Spector, 1974). 
In any case, poly (A) tracts, whether 50 or 200 nucl.otides long, 
cannot account for its large size. The initial translation product 
might be a larger protein, which in cleaved to produce ciA 2 crystal].in. 
Molecules of this type are known (insulin, vitellog.ntn, trypsin, 
ohyniotrypsin) but pulse-chase experiments have not detected a larger 
precursor (Bloemendal, 1977). It has also been proposed that the 
148 niRNA is bicistronic (Mathews at a]., 1972; Chen and Spector, 19771 
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i1oeiteivia1, 1'77), 	but eukaryotss do not use such an arrangerent 
in situations where it is most likely to be useful (hi.tcnes, qlcLir*, 
oliqcsQric proteins). The fIndLnq of th.n and Spector (1977) that 
the 148 mJ? makes both cIA andOM2 chains requires verification, 
preferably in other organisms. The h.t.roq.neity in products syn-
thseiz.d by a1M isolated by repeated gradient centrifugation may be 
due to ccntsmthatian by species of other sizes. It could be that 
this particular wMA has an atypical size resulting from an insertion. 
If so, it happened cams time ago and conferred scee evolutionary ad-
vantage, an both calf and rat nA ePflA sediment at 148 (Cohen at al., 
1976). Other proteins have been found to have unusually long i,PW 
template. 	 r 4 tTt 	.ir.1 7tYj4rR, 1974; t;efer and Sekaris, 1977). 
Chen and Spector (1977) have characterised the initiation frag-
rents produced when purified 10 or 149 nPW* is ceupl.xed with ribo-
some and degraded with ribonuclease (St.itz, 1969). Fingerprints 
of protected rotyicna are very similar (but not identical), suggesting 
that the noncoding parts of these two vnMA molecules have stretches 
of similar nucleotide sequence, as is known to be possible for the 
coding region. (van der (luderea .t al., 1974). 
For a cell dedicated primarily to the synthesis of one or a 
few proteins, the use of lanq-Uved templates offers an obvious 
economy in that excess energy intensive transcription is obviated. 
As the calculations of Kafatoe (1972, 1973) show, a striking degree 
of translational specialization can be imaintained with only moderate 
transcriptional rates of unique genes. Polyp.ptides whose synthesis 
is not constitutive would be coded for by short-lived aM. 
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The lifetime, of the aIk sequence* of tissue culture cell, or 
see urchin .shryoa have been measured either by following the approach 
to steady-state label or the 'i.cay of a pulse label of P?lt precursor. 
Although ..& has its drawbadcs, they both show that classes of itPA 
with different lifetimes can coexist within the same cell (!tnqer 
and Penman, 19731 Spraduing, Hui and Penman, 1973, Lenqyel and 
Penman, 1977). In manse I. cell., histon* mPNA was found to decay 
with zero-order kinetics and a fixed lifetime of 11 hr. The poly (M) 
wMJk population, by contrast, decayed with first-order kinetics and 
a mean lifetime of 15 hr (Perry and relley, 1973). Lodtsh and Small 
(1976) showed that mU syntbesizinq a 64.000 dalton protein has a 
much shorter ii fetir. than qlcbin =MJk in rabbit retteulocytea, 
which have no nucleus and synthesize no 7A. Pibroin i,PN7 in milk-
moth larvae is stable with respect to both rPNA and ribosorel PITh in 
experiments where decay of in vivo labeled F?UL species was monitored 
(Suxu)i and Brown, 1972). An experiment of Reeder and Bell (19G5) 
suggested the presence of stable mWA in the nuclear fiber, of the 
twelve-day chick eithryo. The lenses were cultured in vitro in the 
presence of VNA and protein precursors followed y autoradioqraphy 
of sections. While no W* label was found in cortical or nuclear 
fibers, label was foiii in protein in these cells. Beebe and 
Piatiqor.ky (1976) followed the decay of 19 erystallin and 25 non-
crystallin polypeptidas in a pulse-chas, experiment using excised 6-
day central epithelium. They calculated that the average non-
crystallin turnover was 10% faster then that of the crystalline. 
The data of Clayton, Truman and Campbell (1972) and Clayton, Truman 
and Hannah (1974) are compatible with the notion of differential 
stabilities of crystallin !!PW* in the a-day embryonic lens. 
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The stability of particular mPNA ap.cias has traditionally been  
assessed in the followinq manner: after MA synthesis is largely 
inhibited (more than 95%) by the use of the I-bindinq druq actino-
siiycin I), incorporation of a pulse-label of amino acid into protein 
is monitored. Psa.nqer PKA is presumed to act as a tai%1*te in 
this situation for a tire related to its functional stability. Un-
fortunately, there are many prthlesa associated with this approach. 
First, the precursor pool must be shown to have a turnover rapid 
enough to permit a pulse-label followed by a chase. Not only ray 
various cell types have differing permeability to the drug, but th 
creasinq inhibition of )A synthesis m  be balanced aaainat its 
severe cytntcxic effects at high concentrations. Finally, actino-
Tycin D has known side effects which render interpretation of the 
a mrisezita difficult. Singer and Penman (1972) and Goldstein and 
Penman (1973) have shown that the drug causes polysome diaaggr.qaticr 
by interfering with initiation of protein synthesis. Levis and 
Penman (1977) deronstratad that administration of actinamycin to 
cultured Dzovoçtla cells caused deranged processing of nuclear PNA 
transcripts. It is therefore unreasonable to treat experiments of 
this kind as more than auqce.tive. We here review those performed 
on chick lenses. 
Scott and 5.11 (1965) found that at about 11 days of development, 
there is a shi ft in polysose structure from those with 2 - 5 ribososes 
to those with 8 - 10 ribosams.. The biological meaning of the 
shift Is unclear. The larger polysoses are also differentially 
resistant to actincmycin I) and the kinetics of decay of a pulse label 
could be resolved into two classes with half-lives of 3 and over 30 
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hr. Synthesis of a 45,000 dalton protein (later shown to be $ cry.-
tallin) was resistant to actinoeycin 1) in 6-day embryonic lens api-
the1it explant. (Craig and Piati',orsky, 1973). 
Epithelial cell versus Fiber _call 
As stated previously, there is a relationship between cell 
position and developmental state in the cells of the lens (Clayton, 
1977, Papacon.tantinou, 19671 Piatiqoreky, Webster and Craig, 1972). 
The germinal epithelial cells and cortical fibers can be seen as 
points on a spectrum between two extrenee' central epithelial cells 
and nuclear fibers. Yndeed, they are of internediata character in 
eany ways (Papaeon.tantinou, 1967). One nf the unique advantages of 
the lens 10 that these cell typem ran he separated fror each other by 
dissection. Rtociienical and cytological techniques have been used 
to ocare these cell types in three najor aressi ultrastructuro 
and morphology, instantaneous and cumulative pattern of crystallin 
synthesis, and n'PN?i stability. 
The anterior epithelial cells divie at a declinthq rate as the 
organism ages and the lens reaches its final sice although occasional 
mitotic figures can still be detected by autoradiography in adult 
lenses (Manna and roatts, 1966, Persona and $od.k, 1970). Fiber 
cell., on the other hand, are inactive in EHA synthesis and mitosis 
(mode)c, )orris and Yamada, 1968). 	Indeed, the nuclei of the oldest 
central fibers are pyncnotic and the !Th in the.* cells is being de- 
graded ('odak and io1lu,, 19701 ModsIc and Perdue, 1970). 	In the 
equatorial epithelial cells, mitotic activity is naturally at its 
sost intense, although declining with increasing •qs (eed.r and 
Bell. 1q65). 
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Piatigoreky, Webster and Craig (1972) have conducted studies on 
the ultrastructure of the six-day eeIrycinic chick lens • The cells 
of the anterior epithelium are cuboidal end basophilic, containing 
large nuclei with prominent convolutions and nucleoli. The cyto-
plasm contains large amounts of rough entioplaanic reticul*sii with 
many free rthoaoees and nitothctndria visible in the electron sicro- 
scope. Cells at the equator have stoother, ovoid nuclei whose valor 
axis is parallel to that of the elcingetinc cytoplasv. Y!icrotuhulee 
are numerous anel arranged 1cni,itudtna11y near the cell surface • The 
cytoplasm has a high polysorne content, but in general, the density of 
cytoolasic organelles (rough endoplasnic reticulum, mitochondria, 
free ribosome) is not as high as that of the central epithelial 
cells. The fibers are extrerely long acidophilic cells arranged in 
hexagonal arrays, with ellipsoid nuclei. The cytcplanr contains 
densely packed granular material (preemab1y crystallina) a somewhat 
lower polysore anrR uiicrotubule content than cells of the annular pad. 
Benedetti, runia en'! Bloer3endel (1974) have shown by electron Micro -
scopy of freeze-etched replicas that fiber formation is associated 
with the occurence of specific types of intercall junctions. 
Changes in crvstalltn synthesis end content during development 
have been outlined in a previous section (The Crystalline: structure 
and ontogeny). Table 1 suarizes the crystallin content and syn-
thesis in the various cell types of the day-old lens. It is 
iiportant to rarerber that the .psctrur of crystallin potypeptide 
synthesis and accumulation is rwielflied continually throughout life. 
Jklthoudh the level of protein synthesis in the post-hatching chick 
is much less than in erkryos, further changes in the qualitative 
pattern of synthesis are still to occur ("aey, 1965; Cenis-(atvez, 
TARLF 1 	DIFFENTIAL LOCALIZATION OF CRYSTALLINS IN THE DAY-OLD CHICK LENS 
Cell Type 	 Instantaneous crystallin synthesis 	Accuwulated crystalllns 
Central epithelium 	 a.$ 3 
	 a cathodal e 194,5 
anodal 
Annular pad 	 a, cathodal 0 l 2456 
Cortical fibers 	 B 6 	 a1 '2 ' 6 anodal e1.2*56 (6) 
1,2,6 
Nuclear fibers 	 (6) 	 M' 2 '4  (anodal B)1'2 6112 
Reference 	 Technique 
Genis-Galvez, Castro and Battener, 1968. 	 Inrunoelectrophoresis. 
Genls-Galvez, Maisel and Castro 1968. Starch gel electrophoresis. 
Yoshida and Katoh, 1971b. 	 Cellulose acetate meirtrane electrophoresis. 
Clayton, 1970. 	 I,IfltiflOflUOreSCenCe. 
Waggoner et al., 1976. 	 Inru, ofluorescence. 
Genls-Galvez, 1975. Ininunoelectrophoresis. 
The data of Yoshida and Katoh is derived from experirents using 18-day ertryonic lenses. Subunits 
enclosed In parentheses were found In trace arounts. 
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Maisel and Castro, 1968; enis-galvez, 1975; McDevitt and Croft, 
1977; de Pomerai, Pritchard and Clayton, 1977). 
The general conclusion to be drawn from these experiments (as 
well as others to be diacussed below) is the increasing special-
ization during ontogeny of epithelial and fiber cells for a + 
and 8 synthesis respectively. 
Reeder and Bell (1967) performed experiments in which 12-day 
embryonic chick lenses were cultured in the presence of actinomycin 
D for various lengths of time and then pulse-labeled with (14C] l*wine 
followed by autoradiography of the sections. The label over the 
epithelium gradually disappears with longer exposure to the drug, 
while that over the fibers rename:! unchanged. Control experiments 
with [ 3H ]actinceycin followed by autozadiography show that it perm-
eates all cell types in the lens (Yoshida and Xatoh, 197th) • The 
resistance of fiber cells was round as early as seven days of develop-
ment (Yoshida and Katob, 1972). The epithelium becomes resistant 
at 12 days of development concomitantly with (1) a shift in the dis-
tribution from small to large polysomes in the lens (Scott and Bell, 
1965), and (2) progressive loss of 8- and increase in 3-crystallth 
in the epithelium (Waggoner at al., 1976). A causal relationship 
between these events has not been established. In fact, a shift 
to a larger potysome size would imply, ceteris parthus, a shift to 
synthesis of a larger polypeptide. 
Studies on the bovine lens point to the same conclusion where, 
as in amphibian., y-crystallin synthesis L. exclusively associated 
with fiber differentiation (Takata, Albright and Yana" , 1966; 
Papaconstantinou, 1967; McDevitt, Mesa and Yamada, 1969; flothiqer, 
McT)evitt and Yamada, 1971). The effect of actinomycin 0 on protein 
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synthesis in the lens epithelium is severe in the fetus sinhthitory 
In calf, and necilic,ibls in adult. Fiber, are lass sensitive at any 
tine, and protein synthesis in adult cells is stimulated (Stewart 
and Papaconetantinou, 1967). 
Our understandina of the factors effecting, and the morphological 
and molecular events during fiber cell di fferent1ation is aided by 
the fact that it has been shown to occur in vitro under suitable 
conditions. Philpott and Coulonbra (1965) cultured explants from 
6-day .wbrycnic lens . itheliun in nediim containing serum. Within 
24 hr the cells elongated and after 4 - 5 days developed histological 
characteristics of young fiber cells. Thie tine structure of cultured 
lens epithelia has been comipared to that of various parts of the six- 
day lens (Piatiiorky ', -.ter and Craii, 1072; 	-n ini inne'!r 
1974). After 1 day in vitro it reseled equatorial lens epithelial 
cells and after 2 days it reseiled youna fibers from the intact 
six-day lens. If cultured for longer periods (2P days), events 
characteristic of fiber meturation can be men (Piatigorsky, 
Pothechild an! ?ilstone, 1973). 
The morphological &aiues observed are acccsanied by a biphasic 
stirulation of 3-crystallin synthesis. Pulse-label experisents 
show increasiirn ep.cializatian for 3-crystallth synthesis over this 
4P hr period (Piatiqor*v, Webster and Craig, 1972). The dianees 
are not merely dun to acting, as freshly-excised - and s-day upi-
thélia have identical patterns of protein synthesis. In pore tie-
tailed studies, all protein synthesis in the explants was stimulated 
about two-fold over the first 5 hr in vitro. Between 5 and 24 hr, 
noncrystallin synthesis reverts to its original rats, the rats of 
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u- and B-cry.tallin synthesis remains constant and the rats of 4-
cry.tallin synthesis increases 2.3-fold above the initial stimulation 
(Kilotons and Piatiçorsky, 19751 Beebe and Piatigoraky, 1976). 
However, only the secondary stimulation of 6-orystallin synthesis 
Is matched by an increase in 6-crystallin m-%'P (Milatone, Z.lenk.a 
and Piatigor.ky, 1976; Piatigorsky at *1., 1976). Continued e- and 
P-crystallin synthesis under these conditions shows that complete 
fiber differentiation has not been achieved (Piatigorsky, Webster 
and Craig, 1972). 
None of these changes occur in the absence of serum, though 
periocular or limb bud me..nohyvae (Philpott and Coulombre, 1968) or 
Insulin (Piatigorsky, 1973; Piatigor.ky, Rothschild and Wollberg, 
1973s Miletone and Piatigoraky, 1977) have the same effect. If 
explants are cultured in the absence of added serum, the capacity 
to differentiate upon subsequent addition of serum or insulin is 
gradually lost (Philpott and Coulombre, 19681 Philpott, 1970; 
Milstone and Piatigoraky, 1977). In this case, the cells are stim-
ulated to divide rather than differentiate, as are explanted 19-day 
Ions epithelia (Piatigorsky, Webster and Craig, 1972). The cultured 
cells are no longer competent to respond to the factor (5) supplied 
by the serum but are still capable of differentiation when trans-
planted into lentectamized embryonic eye. (Philpott and Coulambre, 
1968). 
Dissociated lens epithelial cells from older embryos (8 - 18 
days) and posthatching chick., after proliferation to confluency 
in medium containing serum (about 7 day.), form "lentoid bo&tes a 
similar to cortical fibers from newly-hatched chicks in ultra-
structure and characterized by crystallin content (Okada, Xquchi 
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and Takeioht, 1971 Eguchi, Clayton and Perry, 1973; Clayton at al. 
1976a; de Porai, Pritchard and Clayton, 1977). Lentoids of similar 
type can be formed from single cell clones (Okada, Eguchi and Taksichi, 
1973, Eguchi, Clayton and Perry, 1975). 
The two systems (cell sheets and dissociated cell.) are not 
strictly analogous, thouqh cell-cell contact phenomena (topology and 
multilay.rinq) are important in both. Elongation in lens epith.1tal 
explants is in)thited if cultured with the .pith.lial cells folded 
outside the capsule or unfolded (McLean and Finnegan, 1974). Pre-
cocious lsntoid formation is observed in cultures of diteociatd 
lens epithelium from abnormal chick genotypes which exhibit hyp.r-
plasia of the lens epithelium and faster growth in culture (Clayton, 
1975; Eguchi, Clayton and Perry, 1975; Clayton at al., 1976a,b,ct 
do Pomerai, Pritchard and Clayton, 1977). 
Transdifferentiation 
The tissues of the vertebrate eye are interconvsrtible to a re-
markable extent in vivo (Royer, 1954, 1962; Lopashov, 19631 Stone, 
1965, Scheib, 1965; Yamada, 1967, 1976; Lopashov and Sologub, 
1972) and in vitro (Eguchi, Okada, 19761 Clayton, 1977). In the 
chicken, l.ntoids are formed in mass or clonal culture of dissociated 
8-day embryonic neural retina (Moscona, 1957; Okada at *1., 1975; 
Itoh, 1976; Redfern at al., 1976; (*ada, 1977; d. Pcmerai, Pritchard 
and Clayton, 1977) and pigmented epithelium (Eguchi and Okada, 19731 
Itoh at al., 1975; Redfern at at., 1976; do Pomerai, Pritchard and 
Clayton, 1977). Pigmented foci are also seen in neural retina 
cultures (Peck, 1964; Itch at al., 1975, Redfern at el., 1976). 
These ].ntoids, by morphological, ultrastructural and biochemical 
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criteria, are similar to those formed in dissociated lens epithelial 
ashs in vitro. The time and quantity of lentoid body formation, 
and in neural retina cultures, the balance of lentolds as opposed 
to pigmented colonies, am influenced by species and genotype of 
tissue of origin (the process occurs in cultural quail neural retina 
and in chicks exhibiting cell membrane abnormalities), plating den-
sity, medium characteristics, multilayering and certainly other 
factors yet to be identified. A discussion of these factors at 
this time would be premature, not to mention speculative. 
The Independence of lens development from other eye tissues 
except neural retina has been reviewed here and elsewhere (Coaiombr., 
1965b, 1969). When the optic vesicie invaginates to fore the optic 
cup simultaneous with, though independent of, lens placode in-
vagination, the Inner wall (which was the anterior part of the 
optic vesicle) and the outer wall become presumptive neural retina 
and px.sumptive pigmented epithelium, respectively. The contact 
with neural retina prevents differentiation of pigmented epithelium 
into neural retina, a process which can occur when the layers 
are separated surgically (Orts-Llorca and Cenis-Galves, 1960). 
Pigmented epithelium seems to maintain normal growth of neural 
retina because when they are either separated surgically (Ort-
Llorca and Gsnis-Galvez, 1960) or the neural retina is thrown into 
folds by drainage of the vitreous (Coulambr., 1956) the separated 
neural retina cells either necrose or show abnormal growth and 
U ssne architecture. 
Transplantation experiments using very early chick embryo 
hosts showed that 3-day embryonic neural retina or pigmented 
epithelium can regenerate each other (Alexander, 19371 Dorris, 
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1918). At 4 days of development, pigmented epithelium can do-
differentiate and r.differentiate as neural retina in viva, but the 
presence of a snail piece of retinal or otocyat neural epithelium 
is required (Coulonbrs and Cou1oa&r., 1965). 
The appearance of lentoids in chick neural retina and pig-
mented epithelium cultures is tamed transiffersntiaticn (quchi, 
1976; Cicada, 1976; Selman and Xafatos, 1974). 	It is reminiscent 
of (though perhaps not analogous to) lens regeneration from cells 
of the dorsal margin of the iris epithelium in ur°cieles, called 
metaplasia (Yamada, 1967, 1976). The requirement for retina and 
restriction to dorsal iris cells in vivo are bypassed in cell culture 
conditions (!qucbi at al., 1974). 'rransdiff.rentiaticn may fall 
outside the strict definition of n.taplasia, as 8-day embryonic 
neural retina and pignentad epithelium are not fully differentiated. 
In the piqnsnted epithelium, deposition of melanin qranules has be-
gun (Hamilton, 1952), and the neural retina consists of five layers 
of partially differentiated cell type. (Pujisawa, 1971). But it 
is clear that in the chick, neither neural retina or pigmented 
epithelium can regenerate a lens in situ (Cnis-Ca1ves, 1962) and 
neural retina is no longer capabie of forming pigmented epithelium 
in viva. Radomn (1966) showed that single cells of flroscpbila 
i.aqthal disks, which are regionally determined, can exhibit 
"allotypic differentiation upon maintenance in vitro, called 
transdeternination. It may be sons time before we can may whether 
there is any more than superficial similarity in the.. processes. 
Certainly several cell divisions in vitro appears to be a common 
requirement. There also seems to be a limited (or unique) number 
of exclusive pathway, the calls can follow. That is • within the 
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limits of present perception, one dos not observe either large 
numbers of cell types or cells of character intermediate between 
the several possibilities. It is likely that these phenomena, like 
normal ci.veicmental processes, are "canalized" (Waddinqton • 1957.). 
owever the reversibility of sosi of these pathways and observed 
stapwise transdetermination into secondary and tertiary call types 
sets the iwaqinal disks apart from the other phenomena (Gehring, 
3972). 
?r.n.differentiation of avian embryonic neural retina and 
pigmented epithelium into lentoids in vitro (and Wolf fun lens re-
generation in urodeles) probably involves dedifferentiation, as 
followed in pigmented epithelium cultures by loss of pigment granule., 
and redifferentiatiai into cells with properties of lens fibers. 
Pedi fferentiation into pigmented cell, occurs under acne culture 
condition. (Cahn anti Cahn, 1966, Whittaker, 1968, 1974) • This 
process is more difficult to follow in the case of neural retina 
cultures as there are presently no molecular markers for any of the 
heterogeneous cell types, though 9100 protein is a possible candi-
date for the axon-like cells (Wenger and Freeman, 1970). 
It is our Impression that in the particular case of avien 
embryonic eye tissues, the tendency of determined or differentiated 
cell types to exhibit inappropriate differentiation is normally re-
pressed in vivo by what may be called • fesack processes" ('Irmean, 
1974). That is, the proximity to neural retina in vise inhibits 
h.t.rotypic differentiation of pigmented epithelium and vice-wet a. 
That these potentialities are, in some cases, not expressed when 
tissues are removed in viva is not really surprising, e.g. there is 
no lens regeneration from neural retina or pigmented epithelium in 
chides. An .xaiçle is the inhibition of lens regeneration frost  
Z.ncpus cornea in vitro by piecss of hue epithelium (Mainvarinq, 
1972) • When the mlc&oenvlrcnmmt of cells in a tissue is disrupted 
by (1) separation from other tissues, and (2) dissociation, which 
undoubtedly lead to cell surface perturbations, cells are released 
from the.. constraints. Three exa1es ccss to mind. Fiber 
differentiation frce lens epithelium is not dependent upon the 
presence of neural retine in vitro. Additionally, the restriction 
of fiber differentiation to equatorial •pithlial cells Is bypassed, 
as it is in vivo in certain chic strains which have cell eerrane 
abnormalities (Clayton at *1., 1976a1 !quchi, Clayton and Perry, 
1975). In the newt Triturus, lens is regenerated fa c dorsal iris 
epithelium after 1.nt.ctcey, though ventral iris cells do undergo a 
wave of cell division and partial depigmentation (Yamada, 1967). 
Eguchi and Shinqai (1971) parforsed pulse-chase experiments with 
[ 3R] thynidine in vivo and then autoradiographed tissue sections. 
They proposed the existence of two cell populations in the iris 
epithelium - one locali*sd mainly in the dorsal iris which gives 
rise to lens cells and a second distributed in all parts which di-
vides to replace the cells lost to the lens regenerate. The re- 
 
- 
quiiasent for neural retina or pituitary (Connally, Ortis and 
Yamada, 1973; Yamada, Reese and PicDsvitt, 1973) and restriction 
to dorsal in, can be bypassed in vitro (Equdti, Pe and Watanabe, 
1974; Yamada and McDevitt, 1974) or by administration of carcinogens  
in vivo (Equchi and Watanabe, 1973). 
Finally, intact neural retina explants from 6-day embryonic 
chicks rarely proliferate In vitro. If the tissue Is dissociated 
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enzymatically or mechanically, melanin production is initiated in 
most or all calls (Peck, 1964). Dissociation potentiates, but 
does not obligate transdiffarentiation. 
Tissue Sp.cif iciy of the qEyxtaIlLns 
In the light of theories of the role of "luxury molecules' in 
differentiation and the transdiffer.ntiation of other eye tissues 
into lentoide, the question of crystallin tissue distribution 
assumes considerable importance (Clayton, Campbell and Truman, 1968; 
Clayton, 1970, 1977). Clayton and coworker. (Clayton, Campbell and 
Truman, 1968; Clayton, 1970) and van Dooreumaal.n and coworkers 
(Brahma, flours and van Dooremaalen, 1971; flours and van Door.naaalsn, 
1972), in addition to reviewing previous literature, have used two 
methods to study chick lens antigen distribution in ocular and 
other tissues. One is to use sera prepared against a purified com-
ponent (a necessity in issminofluorescnc.). Alternatively, a p].y-
valent antiserum against a tissue extract (usually lens homogenates) 
can be prepared by hyp.riiunization. The distribution of antigens 
in el.ctrophor.tically separated aggregates or subunits from lens 
and other tissues is then compared. It must be stressed that the 
structure of some determinants in crystallin agqr.qates may depend 
on subunit interactions and likewise, disaqgr.qation may unmask other 
determinants. 
The results can be categorized as of three types (Clayton, 
1970). Some antigens are lens-specific, a 8-crysta11Ln antigen, 
for example (Clayton, Campbell and Truman, 1968). Other antigens 
are present in other tissues, usually at a lower concentration. 
Clayton, Campbell and Truman (1968) used the method of Osserman (1960) 
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to test the presence of lens antigens in in, and found all a- and 
8-crystallin antigens (because of absence of spur forsatiar) but no 
6-crystallin antiqens, a result confirmed in Oucht.nlcsty double-
diffusion tests (Oucht.rlony, 1953). Bouts and van Dooresma&IOD 
(1972) got identical results using i..o.1.ctrcphor.si .. However, 
when they used Oss.rean teats, they found a-, 8- and 8-czystalLtn 
antigens in iris. This result serves to illustrate the essential 
difficulty in resolving conflicting results using antisra .hose 
spectrue of antigenic specificity may not overlap at all. Negative 
results are open to question for another reason, that the lower 
limits of sensitivity of the various techniques differs. The ob-
jection that an antigen is present at undetectable concentrations 
Is one very difficult to rule out. These drawbacks do not, however, 
diminish the validity of positive results. The method of Laurll 
(1965), as modified by Clarke and Yreeer.an (1968), can be used to 
quantitate antigen present in different samples. All three cry.-
tallin classes are seen when iris extract. are .lectrophor.sed 
first in one dimension and then into a gel containing chick lens 
anti..rua. In another type of experiment, rabbits made tolerant 
against either iris or lens extracts raised no antibodies when in-
jected with protein from the other tissue, as assayed by Immune-
electrophoresis (Brahma, Bouts and van Tor.nra.len, 1971). This 
suggests that the antigens present in these tissues are identical. 
The obvious problem in one of contamination, discussed by 
Zwaan (1963, 1968) in the particular context of the lena-iris cross-
reaction. Antisera against iris extracts prepared from tissue 
excised from chicken heads transported from a slaughter house 
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contained a- and B-, but little 6 -cryatallin in iumnmoelectrophoresie. 
However, in imemnofluorescence this extract did not react with iris 
fixed immediately 'post.  mortem, suggesting artifactual diffusion from 
the lens epithelium. In another experiment in which heads were left 
for various times before fixation, there was no extralenticular re-
action at zero time, a slight reaction at 30 min and in heads left 
for 12 hr or more, a tremendous increase in reactivity. This amply 
illustrates the necessity of rapid and careful dissection of eye 
tissues, a requirement satisfied in the work under discussion in 
this section. 
Cornea and retina (NP + PE) were tested for lens antigens using 
Ouchterlcny double-diffusion, Osserman tests and imrMmoe lectrophoresis. 
Although results from some experiments differ for reasons mentioned 
above, antigens from all three cry.tal].in classes are present, albeit 
at lower concentrations and in different proportions (Bours and van 
Doorenmaalen, 19721 Clayton, Campbell and Truman, 1968). Laurell 
two-dimensional crossed electrophoresis is the beat illustration of 
this point (Bours and van Doorenmealen, 1972). 
The third type of reaction, one in which partial cross-reactivity 
of lens antisera with ether tissues occurs, as visualized in 
Outht.rlony or Ossermazl tests by spurs at the ends of precipitin 
arcs ,poses the most difficult problem of interpretation (Clayton, 
Campbell and Truman, 1968). Clayton (1970) enumerated these as 
being due to one or more of the following causes: (1) prosthetic 
groups such as carbohydrates bound to lens proteins and found else-
where, (2) polypsptidee able to enter into different kinds of 
specific associations in various tissues and (3) determinants found 
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in two proteins with some restricted sequence similarity. in the 
light of these points, we discuss the Ions-brain cross-reaction, 
where artif actual contamination can be ruled out. sours and van 
tborenaaalen (1972) tailed to detect lens antigens in brain in 
Osserww tests or ie.unoelectrophor.aia. Clayton, Ces.11 and 
?ruean (1968) find that several lens antigens are detected in brain 
xtract in Ouchterlooy tests, but do not correspond in mobility to 
any lens antigens. In O.s.rean taste • the cross-reactive antigen 
seems to be related to intermediate to cathodal -crysta11ins, and 
by a aozbticn to antilans glcbulins linked to an insoluble watrix, 
is found in several brain proteins (Clayton, 1970). It is our 
impression that this cross-reaction in due to the first of the 
aforementioned possibilities. 
The following conclusions can be drawn fror the" experiments. 
Cornea, retina and especially iris contain crystalline, albeit in 
lower amounts. The question of crystallin distribution in extra-
ocular tissues must be regarded as open at this time. 
Plan of Experiment 
The phenoe.na of tranadifferentiation of PIP and PT (whose 
anterior cart is contiguous with the iris) into lentoid bodies in 
vitro raises important questions which will help to understand 
the r8le of the crystalline in the development of the Ions fiber csllt 
(1) What is the status of cryst.allin gene expression in other 
eye tissues? 
(3) L.ntoids can fore from single cell clones of !4P (Okada, 
1977) and PT (Tauthi and Okada, 1973). Are the cell(s) 
participating in this process typical of cells in the 
tissue of origin? 
What is the genetic cxirp1exity of this process? 
Row does crystallin qens expression differ in normal 
ontogeny in the lens and h.t.roplaattc lens forRat.tcn? 
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CHAPTER Ii. MATERIALS AND !I?H0S 
All chemicals were of analytical reagent purity or better and 
were obtained from British Drug Houses Ltd. (Pool., Dorset) or Fisons 
Ltd. (Loughborough, Laic*.) except where otherwise indicated. Mdi--
tional materials and methods may be found in the appropriate sections 
of the appendices. 
MbryonLc 	Chick. 
Day-old chicks were supplied by the Poultz'y Research Centre 
(Rostin, Midlothian) and Rose Poultry Ltd. (N.wbridg., Midlothian). 
Fertile eggs were supplied by the shove mentioned and additionally by 
D.B. Marshall • Ltd. (W.wbridg., Midlothian). 
Preparation of lens eRNA 
Lenses were dissected from day-old chickens and stored in liquid 
nitrogen until ready for use. Heat-sterilized glassware and solutions 
treated with di.thylpyrocarbonat. (British Drug Houses) were used for 
RNA extraction procedures. One to three thousand tenses were homo-
genized in isotonic saline solution (0.104 MaCI., 1mM Tris-HCL, 1. 5mM 
Pif 7.4) containing 0.25M sucrose, using a homogenizer with a 
Loose-fitting pestle. 	ionidet P-40 (Shell) was then added to 0.5% 
(wft) and the mixture vort.x.d. After preparation of a postaito-
chondrial supernatant (by centrifugation in a Sorwall flB-4 rotor for 
15 min at 12(= rpm) potysam.. were pe]let.d by centrifugation through 
a bilay.r of 4 ml each of 1.5)4 and 2)4 suoro..-isotonic satin, in the 
is S x 25Ti rotor for 2 hr at 55,000 rpm. All manipulations to 
this point were performed at 40C. 
The pelleted polysom.s were redissolved in a small volum, of ME 
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(0.01M sodium acetate, 0.I1I NC1, 1.14 WfA, 1% SW, pH 76) and ex-
tracted with an equal volume of 90% phenol : chloroform (IM, 0.1% 
8-hydroxyquinoline saturated with Alil (-8D9). The organic phase 
was re--extracted with MM and pooled with the aqueous phase for a 
second extraction. RNA was ethanol-precipitated with 1/5 vol 4M 
MaCl and 2 vol absolute ethanol. 
Poly (A) -containing RM was prepared by r.di.solvinq the p.11st.d 
polysasal T'1A in binding buffer (0.514 IIaC1, ISM Tris-hECI, 0.2% BD$, 
phI 7.5), heating to 60°C for S am, and adsorbing to a 500q oligo 
(4?) -cellulose column (Type T3, Collaborative esearch). After ex-
haustive washing with binding buffer, poly (A) -containing RNA was 
eluted with laM Trio-WI, 0.2% SIDS, pH 7.5 at 430C. The eluted Wh 
was mad. 0. SM in 14aCl and recycled over oliyo (4?). After concentration 
by ethanol precipitation, this *?IA was desalted by passage over a 
S.phadex G25 column underlaid with a bed of Chelax (Dovex Chelating 
Resin, Sigma). 
Preparation of aPNA from other Chick Tissues 
99 globin mRIM from anemic adult chickens was prepared as des-
crib.d in Appendix I. Cytoplasmic polyad.nylat.d JUIA from nural 
retina and pigmented epithelium (excised from 8-day embryonic eyes) 
and embryo bodies was prepared as described in Appendix IX. embryo-
nic muscle polysomal. .RNA was a kind gift from Dr L. Morse. 
poryaaid. Gel RIsc trophoresis of Rh? 
C.i. contained 2.6% acrylamide, 0.15 14 methylene biaacrylamide 
in gel buffer (36mM tris-WI, 3(14 !qaR 2PO4 , ImM MM) and were poly-
,sertsad by the addition of 1 Ul/al ?MED and 10 ui/al 10% ammonium 
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p.rsu if ate. %f ter polymerization for 2 hr in 100 cm rods, the gels 
were prerim for 30 win at 5 =A/gel in buffer containing 0.20 91)8. 
RNA samples (in gel buffer + 0.2% SOS + 25% sucrose) were •1.sctro- 
phorezed at 2.5 mA/gel for 15 win, 5 mA/gel for 2¼ hr and then scanned 
in a Joyce-Lo.bl UV recorder at 260 rm and/or sliced with a Mickle 
gel slicer. 
Sucrose Gradient Centrifugation of RNA 
1.5 - 50 iq of poly (A) -containing RNA was heated for S win at 
600c and overlaid in a volume of 0.4 ml on a 22 ml 5 - 200 sucrose 
gradient containing 0. 3M MaCi, lCM Trio-SCI (pH 7.4), lam SOTA, 
0.5% sOs (NETS) and centrifuged for 16 hr at 21,000 rpm at 180C in 
the MM 3 x 25 swing-out rotor. 1 ml fractions were collected by 
upward displacement with fluorocheajoal (Fluoroahemical FC43, 3" Co., 
Ltd.). Sedimentation coefficients were calculated using the computer 
program devised by Funding and St.ensqaard (1973). 
Localization of ,poly (A) -containing RNA by Hybridization with ja 
Polyaiorylaaide gel. ( formamide) were frozen with solid CO  
and sliced with a Mickle Gel-Slicer. Pour adjacent 0.5 em slices 
war, placed in glass scintillation vials and RNA eluted overnight 
with 2 ml of 2 x SW (SW is 0.lSM MaCi, 0.O1SM trisodium citrate). 
1 ml of the eluata (or a smaller amount of a gradient fraction) 
was hybridized to excess (3 HIPoly (U), purchased from the Radiochemical 
Center or prepared as described below, for 1 hr at 370C (Bishop and 
Rosbash, 1974). Samples were then chilled and diluted to 2 ml with 
c1d 2 x BBC before treatment with 20 tg/m1 pancreatic R14*se (Siqma) 
for 20  win on ice. Hybridized material was precipitated by the 
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addition of 50% 'rCA (to 7% final) in the presence of 50 izg aBA (Sigma) 
collected on Millipore filters • dried and counted in Triton-based 
sc inti 1 lent. 
isof L!) x) 
Labelled poly (U) was synthesized in vitro by polymerization of 
(The Radiochesical Centre, Amersham, Buck..) by this enzyme 
polyaioleotid. pho.ptory1as. (Mile,) in the presence of 0.05* Tris-
PlC)., pIP 8.5 (at 37) 0.01* XCI and 0.5tM MqCL 2 . After 90 min at 
370 the reaction was stopped by adding 4 vol 0.2M  sodi acetate p8 
5.0 and 8DB to 0.5%. The aqueous phase was extracted with 1/2 vol 
water saturated phenol and then 1/2 vol chloroform and centrifuged. 
The phenol phase was re-extracted with 1/2 the original volume of 
water, centrifuged and pooled with the first aqueous phi... 1/9 
vol of lox Cousin Buffer (3M MaCI, 0.19 sodium acetate, pIP 5.0 with 
acetic acid) was added and the Mixture was chromatograph.d on a 
Seph*dex BESO column. Appropriate fractions were pooled and frozen. 
The specific activity of (30)poly (ti) preparations usually ranged be-
tween 1 - 1.5 x 10 c./wi. 
Synthesis of cDWA 
Complementary DNA was pr.pr.d in a reaction six containing *NA 
at a concentration of 80 ug/al using SNA-dependent DNA polymerase 
prepared from avian n'.1ob1.asto.is virus (Rarrison at a)., 1974; 
4èzLt was a jf4-c4 r6fre. 
Young et *1., 1974)/ R4A Wan incubated in a mixture (0.01 - 0.2 
ml) containing B ugh1 eliqo (d'r12_18) (Collaborative Research), 
400 UN dATP, dOYP, d'rrP (bo.hrincv.r Mannheim), and 	]dCTP (20 Cu 
meol, the Radiochamical Center, Amersham, Peke.), 75 pj/1 
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actinomycin t) (Si'a), 375 wy/al bovine serum albumin (Serve, specialty 
purified), So Wt ?ris-MCI (pH 8.2), 5 RN magnesium acetate, 2 aN di-
thiothr.itol 50 RN NaC1, and 400 Mg/al reveres transcriptas. (in 
0.15 N poteastu. phosphate (pH 8.0), containing 50% glycerol and 1 aM 
dithiothr.ir.ol). After incubation for 2 hr at 370C, the mixture was 
made up to 10 RN RD'rA, 10 aM REPES (pH 7.3), 0.1% ADS, one-half 
volume of 90% phenol, 0.1% 8-hydroxyquinolin. (saturated with NE) i 
chloroform, 1% isoanyl alcohol (1 1 1) was added and the mixture was 
vor taxed and centrifuged. Tbe organic phase was re-xtracted with 
an squat volume of aterite water and the two aqueous phases pooled 
and applied to a S.phadsx G54)/Chelex column developed with 30 mm 
NaCl, 10 eM HEPSS (pH 7.3). Peak fractions were pooled and ethanol-
precipitated after the addition of PIaC1 to 0.8 M and 100 ug R. coiL 
PHA. 
The eDNA was tben collected by centrifugation and redissolved in 
300 uJ. 0.3fl NaOH and incubated 30 min at 60°C in a conical plastic 
test tub.. WEPES (to 10 aM) and a drop of 0.11A phenol red were 
added, and the solution neutralised with HC1 and then ethanol-pr.-
cipitated as before. Finally, the cDNA and carrier were spun out 
of ethanol, washed with 704 ethanol and dissolved in a small volume 
of sterile water. eDNA prepared in this manner had a specific act-
ivity of 2.3 x 107 dpm/wy assuninq 6C?P to be 25% of the incorporated 
nucleotides. The yield of cA was typically 8% of the =RNA input. 
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Use determination of cIm 
cDNA was .1.ctrophor.sed on 3.6% aarylaaid.-98% forsamide g.l. 
(Stsynov et al., 1972) u.inq )S, 55 and 45 RNA from mouse reticulo-
cytes as markers. Alternatively, it was centrifuged in 5 - 11% 
alkaline sucrose gradients (in 0.9M NaC1, 0.114 NaOH) at 30,000 rpm 
for 20 hr at 200  C in the MSE 3 x 25 swing-out rotor. Fractions were 
collected and sedimentation co.fficients determined as for RNA grad-
ient. • Molecular weights were calculated using the relationship 
described by Studier (1965). 
ffbrtdization Reaction. 
Appropriate volumes of RNA and CDNA solutions in sterile di.-
tilled water were sized, lyophilised and redissolved in 0.514 NaC1, 
25 mM WMES, o.5 m'i Evm (pIe 6.8), 60% (v/v) deionized formasids. 
The salt solution. (before addition of formamide) were passed through 
Chel.x resin, then treated with diethylpyrocarbonats and boiled for 
30 sin. Aliquots of the hybridization mixture (1 - 10 p1) were 
sealed in glass capillaries which had been .iliooniz.d ("Rspelcot", 
pkins & Williams Ltd., Chadw.11 Heath, Essex) and boiled in 0.1% 
diethylpyrocarbonate. The capillaries were heated at 70 0  C for 5 
sin, then incubated at 430C for various times. The contents of the 
capillaries waro flushed out with 0.25 =I of nudes., assay buffer 
(50 mM sodium acetate pH 45, 2.8 W4 5n504 , 0.1M NaCi) containing 20 
pg/mi denatured rat DMh and frozen. The proportion of eDNA in hybrid 
was determined by addition of 20 units of 91 iuclsase (Sigma, Type IU) 
and calculating the proportion of acid-soluble radioactivity after 
incubation for 1 hr at 37 0C. In control experiments this amount of 
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l was shown to be capable of completely degrading the amount of 
cr*M used in the presence of 1 agfil B. colt RM. 
Si.z. Determination of poly (A) Tracts in 11A 
3 Vq eRKA was incubated with 2 mg/41 pancreatic BNase (Siqea) 
and 3 units/al RHaso T (Sigma) for 30 sin at 37 °C in 1 ml 1 x SEC. 
Then 30 ul 10% SDS, 5 p1 2M sodium coetate and 5 p1 10 pg/al poly (A-) 
yeast RNA and 2.2  ml absolute ethanol were added • The samples were 
slactrophoresed on 10% polyacrylamide gel, as described by Cabada •t 
al. (1977). The gel., after being frozen with dry ice were sliced 
using a lqjk1e  gel slicer. Four adjacent 0.5 mn slices were pieced 
In a vial and the P?A eluted overnight at room tesperature with 2 ml 
2 x 94v. The amount of poly(n) in an aliquot of each fraction was 
determined by hybridization with poly (TY) as described above. 
Scintillation  
To a vial containing 0.5 ml of solution or a filter, 5 ml of 
Triton-based scintillant was added. The mixture was made of 700 ml 
toluene, 30) ml Triton C-100, Sq PPO and 0.3 j POPP, all obtained 
from mob-Light Laboratories, Ltd., Colnbrook, Ducks. Samples were 
counted in a refrigerated Packard or Int.rtechnique scintillation 
spectrometer using external standard mod.. 
Least _Squae.Regression Analysis 
An interactive ?0TRAN program devised by Mr. M • Matwan and 
Or J.D. Bishop, is an adaptation of a traditional hill-climbing mini-
mization routine (Basti. and 'Bishop, 1976). It uses hybridization 
data from an input file in the form of pairs q1 9 d, q2 , d 
d where d 5 is the observed fraction of eDNA hybridized at r ot q. 
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Estimates of the values P, rt were read in for the required 
number of first-order transitions, N, where P and rt are defined 
as in Chapter III. d is defined as 
a N 	N - - E P1 - 	 for N - 1, 2, 3, .00 
D0 	 i-i exp rt 
The program improves on the input values of P and ro
t so that the 
function 
obs 
s9d- Z (d 
i-i 
minimized. The beet fit to the data is assumed to give the smallest 
sum of squares of deviations (sed). 
Fxtinotion Coefficient* 
zc1sia acid concentrations were determined epectrophotometrically 
at pH 7 except for DNA, using the following 126 
 values: RNA, 28.6, 
poly(U), 30.1; poly(r), 31.31 chicken DNA (pH 13), 23.8. 
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9APTR IT!. KZTXC STA**RD$ 
Two interesting problems in the lens system seeed to lend them-
selves to isdtate study by cDNh hybridization methods • The ner 
of d-cry.tallLn genes was (and still is) * matter of controversy 
(see chapter i, The Crystalline: Structure and Ontogeny). The first 
step in measuring the genetic complexity of develo pmental changes re-
sulting in lens formation is to measure the number of sequences ex-
pressed in the lens. Rmperiments in which trace quantities of radio-
active RNA or cOMA were reacted with a vast excess of genomic DMA 
Indicated that most eckaryotic mRNhs are transcribed from unique DNA 
sequence. - present in one or a few copies par haploid genome (Levin, 
1975b, zishop et *1., 1975*). In general, moat coding sequences 
are not only unique but do not cross-hybridiso appreciably with un-
related sequences even under conditions of reduced stringency (Young 
and Paul. 1975) • The behaviour of related but separate sequences 
can be difficult to assess (Kemp, 1975). 
Bishop and Freeman (1973) deva loped a more sensitive method in 
which cOMA is reacted in a moderate excess over complementary gene 
sequences. As Old at .1. (1976) point out, the DMA moons msasur-
ments are by nature less precise, as large (up to 5-fold) differences 
In gene number are difficult to measure on the logarithmic Ct scale. 
On the other hand, a twofold difference in gene dosage in a eDNA 
excess experiment results in a similar increase in the plateau value. 
It has been used to good effect in elucidating the molecular nature 
of lesions in various human thalassexias (Lanyon, Ottol.nghj and 
Williamson, 1975; Ottol.nqhi eta]., 1975, 1976. Old eta]., 19761 
Tolstoshev at *1., 1976) • accurate determination of the number of 
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hemoglobin genes in rabbit (2) and duck (3) (Bishop and Freeman, 
19731 Bishop St al., 1975b), and determination of the reiteration 
frequency of the V + C region* of Xg L chain anNA in various some 
cell types (Rabbitt., 1977). We proposed to measure the gene fre-
quency of the 4-crystallin coding sequences. 
The aRNA populations of eukeryotic cells are a nixture of a 
large number of different sequence. and until recently, only indirect 
techniques were used to estimate their number (Bishop, 1974) • NOW 
methods in which trace aaounts of cDM are annealed to an excess of 
the teaplate aRMA population provide more direct answers (Bishop St 
*1., 19741 Birni. at al., 1974). Th.se, techniques, discussed in 
detail below, depend upon the availability of a kinetic standard of 
known complexity. 
The need for a kinetic standard for aRNA-oDith and eDNA excess 
hybridization experiments 1*1 us to study the kinetic, of reactions 
using mouse and chicken hemoglobin cONAs • We describe experiments 
which (1) show the three globin aRNA5 in adult chicken r.ticuloayt.s 
are transcribed from unique sequences and (2) establish standards for 
iRNA-cDNA hybridization. 
Spificity of Reverse Transcription 
The isportance of a demonstration that the eDNA probe I. a faith-
ful copy of the aRNA template need hardly be plia.ia.d. Chick 
globin anW* was prepared from adult reticulocyt. 95 eRNA as described 
in Appendix I and hybridized at increasing nM/cDmk ratio. (Pig. 3). 
Specificity of the hybridization reaction is Lraliaat.d by (1) the 
single sharp transition indicative of peendo first-order kinetics, 
(2) the absence of additional hybridization once the plateau level 
Fiqure 3. Hybridization of chick qlobfn cDNA to homologous 
and heteroloqou% mRNAs. 
0.08 ng cDNA/o1nt was hybridized to various amounts of 
mRMA for 90 hr In 50% fnrMMfde, 0.5 M NaCl, 25 mM HEPES (pH 
6.8), 0.5 fA  FOTA at 430C. 	Hybrid formation was assayed 
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is reached and (3) tack of hybridization to h.t.roloqous RNA. 
Three prparations of chick qlobin eDNA, when hybridized to globin 
aRMA, saturated at 77, 76 and 90%. Inability of a certain proportion 
of the eDNA to enter hybrid at av.n the highest fl*/cDflA ratios is 
a characteristic of theme experiments. Reaction with I. colt rRNA 
and rabbit globin mPN& gave 0% and 4% hybrid. respectively. A 
correction was sads for the 5 - 10% self-coupleeantarity of eDNA 
preparations. 
When analyzed on alkaline sucrose gradients or forasnids get., 
eDNA preparations typically had a seen fragment ii.. around 100,000 
dalton. (58). E1ectrophor..Ls in non-denaturing 2.60 sarylanide gels 
qave a acs.vhat larger aLa., indicating the possibility of secondary 
structure in the cDflA. 
Th.orj of eDNA Excess Reactions 
When a noderate excess of eDNA is hybridized to total DNA, the 
eDNA connetea with the sinus-strand for the fixed amount of plus-
strand available. The gene DNA .squ.noe corresponding to *RNA and 
the eRNA itself are considered to have 1iaa" sense. It is assumed 
that they hybridise to the plus-strand in proportion to their con-
centrations in the reaction. The validity of this assumption is 
discussed in detail by Bishop and Freeman (1973) and depends largely 
on the eDNA and DNA fr.jnents being of similar size (a condition ful-
filled in the experiments presented hare) • muss 
DXD 
- p-XD 
where D is the Input of eDNA, I the noraaliz.d proportion hybridized 
at saturation, and a and p the amounts of minus- and plus-strand 
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sequences respectively, in the q.n.ic I** • Since a - p 
- 
	
Equation 1, Bishop and ?r.u.sn (1973). 
This means that if 23% of the hybridisabie cOM is $1-resistant at 
saturation, the proportion of minus- (and plus-) strand to aDWR in 
the reaction Is 0.25 t 0.75 or a 3 s 1 ECC5s of cD1l. The sequence 
length of the plus-strand is given by the relationship 
0 
where D0 is the total DIM input. That is, the proportion of plus 
strand per unit DNA times its analytical complexity, 6.5 x lO 11 
daltons for the chicken (Mirsky and Ri., 19511 d. Jteenu at .1., 
1974). The analytical complexity is defined as the total length of 
different DNA sequences in the genome (itt.n, Graham and Neufeld, 
1974). Substituting, we get 
CXDC 
Equation 2, Bishop and Freeman (1973) 
1' is the total 1.ngth of genoae sequences complementary to the eDNA. 
The initial rate of the reaction is related to the kinetic sequence 
complexity, 1 
9 2 x 10Dt21 
1----- 2.3 	i1 	Equation 3, Bishop and Fran (1973) 
where t., is the time in seconde when the reaction is 50% complete 
(relative to the plateau value). 
The ratio of the complementary sequence length, 1', and the kinetic 
sequence complexity, I t gives an estimate of the DNA repetition 
49. 
frequency of each of the non-croasreacting sequences in the cDI 
probe. The ratio l/M is a measure of the number of non-cross re-
acting sequences (where P4 is the physical oo..4sxity of the cDN&) 
and 1 ./n is the total number of gene esquanc... 
Results and Discussion 
Figure 4 Is a graph of one of a a.rt.s of experiments of this 
type. The reaction in clearly first-order and has reached the 
plateau value by 1500 minutes. This indicates that the eDNA probe 
In pure, as aDNA prepared from impure templates fails to reach plateau 
values, and continues to react at a slower rate (Bishop and Freeman, 
1973 Lanyon Ottolenghi and Williamson, 1973) leading to over-
estimation of the kinetic sequence complexity. Assuming fidelity 
in reveres transcription we sxp.ct a pure eDNA • as the probe was 
prepared from el.ctrophor.tically purified 98 .RN*, a qift of L 
Don Hendrick (Appendix I, Materials and Method,). Table 2 given 
the calculated globin vree frequencies from a series of such experi-
ments. 
One can obtain an ind*psndent estimate of the complementary 
sequence 1ewth in an exeri*snt in which fixed amounts of DNA re-
associate in the presence of increasing sanunts of ODNA (Bishop and 
Freeman, 1973). If *ire, the eDNA will eventually compete out the 
minus strand and additional input will not result in any more hybrid-
ization. Figure 5 shows an experiment of this type. At saturation 
21 pg of cONk hybridized per 100 ug DflAi 0.021% of the gonome is 
complementary to the eDNA • From the analytical complexity of the 
chicken genoms it can he estimated that the complementary sequence 
Figure 4. Kinetics of moderate cUNA excess 
0.9 rig cONA and 59.2 uq alkali-fragmented  DNA were de-
natured by boiling for 10 min and annealed at 70°C In 0.24 14 
PB, 1 n4 EDTA, pH 6.8 (PB Is composed of equal volumes of 
0.24 'I disodium hydrogen phosphate and sodium di hydrogen 
phosphate). Samples were removed at the Indicated times and 
Si resistance was determined as described in Appendix I, 
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Figure 5. 	Saturation of total DMA with cDNA. 
Varying amounts of cDNA were annealed to 59.2 ug alkali-
fragmented genomic DNA (at a concentration of 5 mg/ml) and 
hybrid formation was analyzed by digestion with Si nuclease. 
Hybridization was for 24 hr at 70°C. 	In control experiments, 
DNA was allowed to reassociate In the absence of cDNA and 
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21 Eq x 6.5 x 10 
11 
 daltona z 	142,000 daltons. 100 vg 22 
The factor 	corrects for the fact that the cDN is in 22 z I. mwess 22 
over minus-strand MA at saturation • The ccmplesentary sequence 
length estimated by this method, 1.4 glabin genes per g.noes, agrees 
moderately well with the estimates of 2.0 and 2.3 from the rat. sic-
p.rla.nta (Table 2, experiments 1. and 2) performed with the sans re-
agents. Th• kinetic complexity values are somewhat larger than 
those for the complementary sequence length • The most likelyex-
planation for inflated kinetic sequence complexity, an impure cD?IA 
preparation, seess to be ruled out by the data presented above. W 
have no alternative explanation for this fact. On the other hand, 
the complementary sequence length was verified by an independent 
method. We interpret the data presented in Table 2 and the satur-
ation experiment as indicative of the presence of 2 - 3 distinct 
adult hemoglobin genes, each present in one copy per qencm. • Con-
elusions from these experiment., which use partial copies of the 99 
=was, cannot of necessity apply to sequences near or beyond the S' 
and of the gene sequence. 
These results agree with the data available on embryonic and 
adult hoqlcbin genes in the chicken. The two adult hemoglobins, 
HbA and Rb!), have different o chain., as analysed by amino-terminal 
sequence, peptide maps and amino acid composition (Moss and flanilton, 
1974). The B chains are very similar, it not identical, by the 
same criteria. This implies the existence of at least three active 
genes in adult red blood cells. In reactions with gsnomtc DNA, the 
TABLE 2. CHICKEN GLOBIM GENE FREQUENCIES 
Experiment 	cOMA Input 	DNA Input 	cOMA size 	Kinetic Complementary Total Number of Number of 
no 	V9 	daltonsC sentience sequence number of distinct copies of 
(P4) 	complexity length 
daltons 
globin 1 , rjlobin 	1 each qlobln daltons(l) (1') genes () penes  () gene 	(i'll) 
1 	0.7 	59.2 	90 000 	363 000 	177 300 	2.0 	41 	0.5 
2a 0.7 	59.2 	90 000 	 208 300 	2.3 
3b 	
063 	30 	100 000 	367 000 	252 400 	2.5 	 3.7 	0.7 
4b 	
0.63 	30 	100 000 	403 000 	261 800 	2.6 	4,0 	0.7 
a. The data from this experiment was Insufficient to provide an accurate calculation of t. 	Thus, the 
kinetic sequence complexity. 1, could not be determined. 
t'. Experiments 3 and 4 were pegformed by Dr D. Hendrick of the Free University of Berlin In 0.12 M PB at 660  
(Instead of 0.24 M PB at 70 ). The decreased temperature Increased the reaction rate by 10% (as the rate 
constant in 2 x SSC at 65 is lOt less than at 700 (Bishop, 172a)) and the kinetic complexity was adjusted 
accordInqly. 	Additionally, the lowered monovalent cation concentration (0.18 P4 Instead of 0.36 N decreased 
the rate by a factor of 0.342 (Britten, 'raham and Neufeld, 174). 
c. The lenrith of the non-reactive poly(dT) tracts In the cOMA was ignored in the calculation of the cOMA 
comolexity. 	At most, it comprises about 1O of the length of the cOMA (Bishop and Freeman, 1973). 
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possibility of cross-r.actiom with embryonic genes arises. brown 
and Ingram (1974), who have compared embryonic and adult hemoglobins, 
find three species in embryonic chicks, PlbP, )bP and Eb M. fib 
share. a with RhA (ci 8 3) but has a 8-like chain, C, which has a 
somewhat different peptide map. 	M resembles 11bo (a 8 3) from Its 
•1.ctrophor•ttc behavior and peptida maps. Indeed, its a chain 
appears to be a   and it has an s-like 8 chain. ?inally, a minor 
hemoglobin, 9bV, has an a-like chain' ('which has a variant s') and 
a 8-lit, chain, D, which are not well characterized • Thus, in 
addition to the two a gene. whose expression continues in adult hemo-
globin., there must be a minimum of three other embryonic genes, 
those for the a, o and s qenss • The hybridization data suggests that 
thee., like the human 8 and y qlobin gene., are not sufficiently 
similar to cross-react to adult cml* under these conditions (Lenyon, 
ottol.nghi and Williamson, 1975), though this may not be so under 
1..s stringent conditions (a.. below). On the other hand, human B 
and 6 glcbins differ in 10 of 146 amino acids, and cT)NA B has been 
postulated to cro.s-hybridise with the 8 gene in saturation experi-
ments of the kind reported hers (Ottolnghi at *1., 1975). 
Groudins at at. (1974) wished to test for the pr...nce of globtn 
gene expression in primitive chick arythroid calls using adult globin 
cD. They found that hybridization between embryonic polysomal R1 
72 
and adult globin eDNA reached a level 80% (a -) that of the home- 
logous reaction, whether incubated at 650 or 78°. At saturation 
500 was full-sized after 51 treatment (Croudin. and Weintraub, 1975). 
Thus the complete length of 50% of the molecules is protected. The 
remainder corresponds to mismatched chain, cleaved but not degraded 
51. 
by the enzyme. They interpret the cross-reaction as due to complete 
protection of the two identical a chains (which comprise 500 of the 
cD?lA, wmeing that the nroportion of the two polypptides is re-
flected in the composition of the cDfl) and 30% protection of the 
adult 0 chain by the embryonic e and p sequences (Weintraub and 
Oroudine, 1976), which have a 50% homology, based on tryptic peptide 
analysts (Brown and tnqram, 1974). 
The minor discrepancy between their data and that presented hero 
can be resolved if their less strinclont hybridization conditions, 0.3$ 
Na', 65° (as opposed to 0.36 M Na, 70) permit mismatched sequences 
(such as hybtds between the members of 0 gene family) to be recognised 
as hybrids. Under conditions of progressively lower stringency, Young 
and Paul (1975) found increasing proportions of the genes* able to 
anneal to mouse qlobin cflN*, proposed to be due to cross-reaction of 
embryonic qlobin genes with the adult sequences in the probe. 
The kinetic complexity of a reaction between excess adult globin 
*RNA and crn4 (vide infra) corresponds to 2 - 3 separate species, con-
sistent with the data discussed above (Croutiine and Weintraub, 1975). 
RNA-ODHA ybridLzation: Th.oy 
We hire .'isrize the theoretical basis of mTfllA-cT)tIA hybridi-
iation (Bishop, 1972b; Bishop et *1., 1974, 1975b, taquterdo, 19761 
Bishop, 1976). DNA-UNA hybridization follows second-order kinetics 
D+ R 	DR 
The rate of hybrid formation is e,tpressed by the relationship 
52. 
where D0 and R. are the initial concentrations of DMA and RnA, and DR 
Is the duplex concentration. 
Under hybridization condition., K >' 
dDR 
- K CD dt 
In vast RMR excess, the less of IMA in hybrid Is negligible, i4so 
- DR - 




- 	 DR). 
Integrating, with the condition that at t w 0, DR - 0 
DR  - I - 
•-X It 
D0 
If we call d the transient concentration of cT)1A in duplex 
a 
- I - e -K r 0 
 t 
0 d If we set - • • the amount of eDNA hybridized at t - t, when the re-
0 
action is 50% complete 
-Ic r t 
0 
C 	•I. 
Rearranging and evaluating 
K - in 2 - 0.69 
rt, 	r 
01 0 
Substituting for K 
-069r t 
I--i - Slip 0) 0 
When the reaction consists of a nixture of sequences arranged in ii 
different abundance classes (Bishop et at., 1974), the complexity of 
S3. 
each class aoit be calculated separately in order that the total com-
plexity not be underestimated. 
d 	
N 	N 	-.69rt 
j-- r - 
0 i-i 	i-i 	r0t1, 
where pt and rt represent the proportion of the overall transition 
and the rt, of the ith component. A least squares r.r..sion pro-
gram is used to estimate the number of component., N and their pare-
meter. P and rN (Natsrials and etboda) • The complexity (c) and 
the relative abundance (A) are related to rt as follows 






Kinetic Standards for aRNA -eDNA Hybridization Reactions 
aRNA populations composed of groups of sequences present at the 
same concentration (abundanc* classes), react with trace amounts of 
CDHP. with a rt. proportional to their total sequence com-
plexity, which may be determined by comparing its roN to that of a 
kinetic standard of known complexity. 
Mouse giobin aRNA consists of two sequences, Ift and 18 and has 
a complexity of 44 3,000 dalton. (Williamson at *1., 1971). A large 
excess of this aR?1 reacted with CDNA with a rt., of 2 x 10 aol-s.c/i 
(Figure 6 • This is in good agreement with the published value of 
4 x le)-3 aol-sec/I (Young at al., 1974) 	An ideal pseudo first-order 
reaction takes place over a rang. of 1.5  tog units on the rt scale 
Fiqure 6. 	Kinetics of Mouse Glot,ln mRNA-cDMA Hybridization 
Appropriate amounts of glohin inRNA and cOMA were mixed 
in RNA/DNA ratios of 10 : 1 to 100 1 and reacted to the 
indicated r 
0 
t values in 0.5 M NaCl, 25 MM HEPES (pH 6.8), 015 
mM EDTA, 50% (V/V) forvnamlde at 43 0C. Hybrid formation was 
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54. 
(Bishop at *1, 1975b). Getz at at. (1975) attribute the fact that 
this reaction (mouse qlobin =RPM-cON in 0.5 t4 NaCl, 50% formamide) 
takes place over 2.5  log units to c)!A cisc heterogeneity. Large 
molecules react more rapidly than smaller transcripts, spreading the 
range of the transition (Young at .1., 1974). We assume that the.e 
kinetics reflect the behavior of a single cbundancs class in mRN*-
eDNA hybridizations. 
CRAPTERIV. CHARACTERIZATION or LENS MESSENCFR RNA. 
Day-old chickens are available to us in large quantities, and 
lenses are easy to dissect at this stage. Additionally, a broad 
range of crystalline are synthesized at this time (Table 2), rendering 
it a reasonable stage for the study of the mber of sequences ex-
pressed in the lens and a suitable starting material for purifying 
individual crystallin aR)s. 
RZSULT!I 
Determination of eRNA_PuritX 
When day-old chick lens poly.cal RNA is subjected to oliqo (dT) - 
cellulose chromatography, 1 - 1.54 of it bind, after two cycles. The 
material is heavily contaminated with 18 and 285 ribosomal RNA, as 
assayed on polyacrylamide gel, in both nondenaturing and denaturing 
conditions (thin line in Figures 7a and 7b, respectively). Poly(U) 
can be used as a probe for oly (A) -containing M sequences in 
solution (Rosbash and Ford, 19741 Bishop, Rosbasli and Evans, 1974) 
or in situ (Jones, Ushop and Brito-da-Cunha, 1973). The bold tin. 
in Figures 7a and 7b shows the size distribution of poly (A+) -con-
taining molecules in lens mRNA preparations, as assayed by hybridi-
sation excess 13Mlpoly  (U) across acrylamide, and foraaaide-acrylamide 
gels. This mRNA preparation is shown to consist of a heterogeneous 
distribution of molecules ranging from 8 - 185. 
The purity of aRNA preparation, used in MR-excess hybridizations 
must be determined if the sequence complexity is not to be over-
estimated, since riboscsal RISk will not react with the atEA. Bishop 
SS. 
Figure la. 	Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of lens mRNA. 
15 pg of day-old chick lens MRMA was run on a 10 cm 2.6% 
acrylainide gel. After scanning with a UV spectrometer, the 
gel was sliced. RNA eluted and poly(A)-containing RNA localized 
by hybridization with excess 13HJpoly(U) as described in 
Materials and Methods. The bold line represents [ 3H]poly(U) 
hybridization, the thin line the A, 60 profile and the dashed 
d4bi OWØj rivA' 
line migration of markerLTNAs plotted against the logarithm 
of their molecular weights. 



















Figure lb. Formamide gel electrophoresis of lens mRNA. 
4.3 ug of lens polv(A+) RNA was electrophoresed in 99% 
formamide - 3.6% acrvlamide qels as described by Staynov et al. 
(1972). 	An aliquot of RNA eluted from each fraction (consisting 
of 2 adjacent 1 nyn slices in 2 ml 2 x SSC) was hybridized to 
[ 3H)oly(i) as described by Rosbash and Ford (1974). 	The thin 
line represents the A 26 	Drofila, the bold line [ 3H)poly(U) 
hybridized and the dashed line migration of 28S, 18S ribosomal 
markers and 6.5S chick DNA fragments plotted against the 
logarithm of their molecular weight. 
Forniamide (BOH) is deionized by stirring 100 ml with 3g mixed 
bed resin (Aner1ite 	-l) for 2 hr, filtered, and stored in the 
dark. 100% buffered formamide is prepared by adding 92mg 
diethylbarbituric acid to 20m1 deionized formamide. After the 
pH is adjusted to 9.0, it is made up to 25m1. 70% buffered formamide 
is prepared by dilution with water. 
4% gels were prepared in the following manner: 
0.91g recrystallized acrylamide. 0.09g recrystallized bis-acrylamide, 
0.092g diethylbarbituric acid were dissolved in 20m1 deionized 
formamide. After the addition of 0.06m1 TEMED, the mixture was 
adjusted to pH 9.0 with iN HC1 and then made up to 25m1 with deionized 
formamide. The gels were then polymerized by the addition of 0.2m1 
fresh 18% ammonium persulfate (in water) and pipetted into 0.6 x 8cm 
Perspex tubes sealed at the bottom with Parafilm. The gels were then 
overlaid with 7% buffered formamide until polymerization, when it is 
replaced with 100% buffered formamide. 
Samples, dissolved in 0.05m1 100% buffered formamide containing 10% 
sucrose, were layered onto the gel surface under the formamide overlay. 
The gels were electrophoresed at 5m.A/gel in 20mM NaCl which is 
circulated between the upper and lower reservoirs using a peristaltic 
pump. An empty gel tube is placed slightly higher than the samples to 


















.t .1. (1974) have developed an indirect method of measuring the 
purity of heterogeneous mRPM preparations. The poly (A) content of 
pure =RMh is estimated by dividing the average size of the poly(A) 
tracts by the average aRM size. The purity of preparations con-
taainat.d with ribosomal PNA can thin he calculated from their poly (A) 
content, using the relationship: 
L Poly (K) 
PmRMX - roly(A)Ohe ' 
n 
The divisor on the right in the poly (A) content of pure v9M and 
(A) and L 	 represent the nueher average sizes of poly (A) 
and aRNA respectively. The RNA input r0 is then corrected by this 
factor. 
Poly (A) tracts in day-old tens polysosal R!a were found to have 
a number average iii• of 53 nucleotides (Figure 8). Three independent 
methods gave similar estimates of the number average size of lens 
aRNA, ranging from 2.7 - 3.4 x 10 daltons (Table 3). The value of 
2.7 x 10 daltons (840 nI') obtained in formamide gels is least likely 
to be inflated by secondary structure effects, and was taken as the 
size of lens mR1. Thus a 100% pure preparation of lens aPilA would 
have a poly (A) content of 9  or 6.3%. Preparations of lens aRNA 840 
were 30 - 50% pure, as calculated by this method. 
Quantitation of the poly (A) content of aRNA preparations depends 
upon a linear response of poly (u) hybridization to poly (A). Figure 
9 sbove that this is the case when poly (U) is present in at least a 
2 : 1 excess over poly(A) (i.e. poly(A)/poly(U) 4 0.5). Additionally, 
poly (A) and poly (U) form a 1 i 1. hybrid under thee* conditions as 
TABLE 3. Size of lens mRA 
Method 
	
Number-average MW, _daltonsa 
 






















Formamide gel 	 277 000 	 300 000 	 Figure 7. 
Size of mRNA calculated from the profile of [ 3H]poly(U) hybridization using the formulae:  
	
• rdpm 	 zdpixMW 
n 	 1i 	cJ 
RNA was heated to 600C for Smin and quick-cooled in an ice bath before centrifugation. 
Figure 8. 	Poly(A) size of lens mMA. 
Poly(A) tracts in mRMA were sized as described in 
Materials and Methods. The calibration curve in Cabada et 
al. (1977) corrects for the anomalous migration of poly(A) In 
acrylamide gels by determination of the size of poly(A) co-
migrating with markers by thin layer chratoqraphy. 	The 
length of poly(A) tracts in newly synthesized mR!4A molecules 
was directly determined by culture of lenses for 18 hr In 
medium containing 90 uCl/ml [ 314)adenoslne (Radiochemical 
Center, Amersham) and isolation and electrophoresis of poly(A) 
as before. 	Newly synthesized poly(A) was found to fall in 
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Figure 9. 	Titration of( 3Ipoly(U) with poly(rA). 
A fixed amount of ( 3Ijpoly(U) (6.8 q/ml, The Radiochemical 
Centre) was annealed with appropriate amounts of oolv(r) in 
0.2 ml 2 x SSC for 30 min at 37 °C. Hybrid formation was 
assayed as described in Materials and Methods, except GF/C 
Filters (2.5 cm, Whatmen Ltd.) were used to collect the ICA-
precipitable material. The data have been corrected for the 
fact that poly(U) exhibited a 2% resistance to RP4ase in the 
absence of poly(A). 
U uz U.3 	 1 










evidenced by the fact that the plateau value is reached at this ratio 
(Bishop, Rosbash and Brans, 1974). 
The oligo (d'!') column selects a representative population of .RP 
molecules, as assayed by a comparison of the translational specifi-
cities of total and poly (A) -conta thing polysomal RNA from day-old 
chick 1ense. This mRN, when added to a rabbit reticulocyto cell-
free system, programs the synthesis of a spectrum of polypeptides 
qualitatively similar to both in vivo labelled and accumulated pro-
teins of the day-old lens (Appendix II). In particular, all bands 
in the autoradiograph comigrate with known crystallin po].ypeptides. 
Gradient Analyst. of Crystallin eRNA5 
This experiment was performed in collaboration with Dr I. 
Thomson. With the intention of purifying individual cryatallin nRNPs, 
we fractionated day-old chick lens mRNA on a linear sucrose gradient. 
The coding specificity of mRNA-containing fractions localized by 
hybridization to [3u]poly  (U) (Figure 10) was analyzed by gel electro-
phoresis and fluorography of translation products (Figure 11). mRNA-
containing gradient fractions were translated, electrophoresad and 
fluorographed by Dr I. Thomson. The comparison of the pattern of 
incorporation to that of [ 3H]poly(U) binding suggests a limited 
degree of degradation has occurred. Thus, fraction 4 in particular, 
was unable to stimulate [35 ethionine incorporation into TCA-
precipitable material, yet bound a relatively large amount of poly (U). 
Some of the diesrepancy between the two profiles may be explained 
if poly(A) size is constant for all mRNAs, poly(U) binds a smaller 
proportion of larger poly (A) -containing molecules. 
Figure 10. 	Sucrose qradlent fractionation of chick lens mRNA. 
15 pg of mRNA In 0.4 ml NETS (0.1 N MCI. 10 n4 TrIs-HC1 
(pH 7.4), 1 mM E1)TA, .5% SOS) was heated to 600C for 5 mm 
and layered on a 22 ml 5_20%  sucrose gradient. The material 
was centrifuged for 16 hr at 21,000 rpm at 18°C In the MSE 
3 x 25 swing-out rotor. The gradient was fractionated by up-
ward displacement and aliquots of each fraction iybrid1zed 
with excess [ 3 poly(tJ) (dashed line). 	The remainder of 
each fraction was ethanol-precipitated and added to a 30 p1 
rabbit reticulocyte lysate. 	incorporation of( 35Sjmethionine 
into protein (solid line) determined as described in Appendix 
IT (Figure 2). Sedimentation coefficients were calculated 
usini the program of Funtlnq and Steeneqaard (1973) and these 
correlated with expected peak values for E. coil and lens rRMA 
run in parallel gradients. Dr I. Thomson performed cell-free 
translation and determined protein incorporation of each 
fraction. 
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Figure 11. 	Cell-Free Translation of r3radient Fractions 
(Performed by Or I. Thomson and Mrs C.E. 
Wilkinson). 
5 ul samples of the translation products of qradlent 
fractions (Figure 9) were electrophoresed on SDS gradient 
gels and subjected to fluorography as described In Appendix 
II, Piaterials and Methods. 	Photograph courtesy of Or I. 
Thomson. 
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Extensive aggregation is ruled out by the fact that no mRHR sedi-
mentad faster than 18$. Clearly this method achieved only partial 
separation of crystallin coding species. Translatable 8 cryatallin 
s.dimentmd, as expected, at 179 (Zslenka and Piatiqorsky, 1976.). 
aRNAs coding for other cry.tallin specie, are not well, resolved, 
though, interestingly, scanning of individual fluorograph slots 
using an integrating densitometer (performed by Or I • Thomson) 
showed that incorporation into c-crystallin showed two peaks of 
activity, at 10 and 158 • This is the expected result if aA and 
as 
2  mRMA.s sediment at 10 and 14$ in the chicken. The aA and a32 
polypeptidee are not well-separated on this gel systeis. 
C1exitof tens =RNA 
The reaction of cTflIA prepared against potyscmal poly (A+) lens 
RNA with an excess of its teaplato is shown in Figure 12. The re-
action is ccmrlex and cover. 6 log units on the rot scale, indicating 
that the inRNA sequences are present at a wide range of concentration. 
A nonlinear least-squares regression program was used to resolve the 
curve Into an arbitrary number of first-order transitions (Materials 
and Methods). !t is assumed that the beet fit gives the smallest 
sum of standard deviations (ssd). For the lens NA-cDN& reaction, 
the fit for one component is poor, iSpZOVeI through two and three 
components and there is little Improvement for four or more components 
(Figure 12, inset), suggesting that s.quenc.s present in lens aR) 
fall into three abundance classes (Bishop et .1., 1974). After 
correction for contamination by RNA belonging to the other two 
classes, the rt, of an abundance class is proportional to the co- 
FIqure 12. Hybridization Kinetics of Reaction between 
Lens neQPIA and CDPIIA. 
cT)NA and excess vRMA were reacted and hybridization 
assayed as dcscrihed In Materials and Methods. The points 
represent three separate experiments where symbols (from left 
to riqht In order of occurrence) represent RNA concentrations 
of 1.75, 35, 175, 210 and 35') aq/1. 	The solid line is the 
least squares fit for three components. 	Tnset: The sum of 
standard deviations (ssd) is plotted as a function of the 
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59. 
plaxity (gene niber), which is determined by comparison to  kinetic 
standard • Table 4 shows this treatment for the data in Figure 12. 
DIUSSXC 
Physical Characteristics of Lone zN& 
Poly (A+) polysomal RUA prepared from lenses of day-old chicks 
has characteristics typical of .ukaryotic mR)s. It will program 
the synthesis of the expected rawe of potypeptides in a cell-fr.e 
protein synthesizing system (Appendix II, Thomson et *1. 1977b) 
and is of the size expected for aRNAs coding for small proteins. 
The bimodal distribution of poly (A+) RM on formamide gels probably 
reflects a Large proportion of 17S mAfl* codinq for t-cryetal un 
(Zelenka and Piatiçiorsky, 1974, 1976*), 10 and 145 e-crystallin 
mR$As (Williamson, Clayton and Truman, 19721 Chen at al. 19741 
Barns at al., 1974) and f!-crystallin mR!Ths of undetermined size. 
The size distribution and average size of poly(A) tracts is similar 
to that reported for steady state duct ctlobin, silkmoth chorion, 
BeLa mitochondria, yeast. Xenopua oocyt.s and, in particular, calf 
Ions polysomal mPNAs (Levers, Chen and Spector, 1974). The size 
of the poly (A) tracts at the email and of the scale represents the 
minimum which can be selected by otiqo (dT) -cellulose • As Cabade 
.t al. (1977) show, for X•nos oocytes, a class of molecules con-
taining even shorter poly (A) tracts can be selected by binding the 
oligo(dT) flow-through to poly(u) -sepharos.. The cell-free trans-
lation experiments of Thomson it at. (1977b) (Appendix TI) show 
that the olio (d"r) column selects a representative population of the 
MRM molecules. 
TABLE 4, 	Lens mRPIA Complexity 






1 	034 	2.58 x i0 2 	i.fl x in-2 4 	 4 	 280 
2 	0.23 	1.8 x 10 	5.07 x 10 	 203 	 162 	 37 
3 	0.23 	6.19 x 10 	1.75 x 101 	7000 	 5600 	 1 
The reaction between globin mRPIA and cOMA was used as a kinetic standard (Getz et al., 1975). When 
a + 8 globin mRMA (complexity 4.4 x 10 daitons) Is reacted with Its template, the r t Is 4 x 10 
mol-sec/l. Thus the r0t of a sequence of complexity 28 x 10 daitons would be 2.5 x 10 mel-sec/i. 
(lohin cDMA has an average size of 33') nucleotides (Young et at., 1974) and lens cOMA has an average 
size of 200-300 nucleotides. As the rate of this type of reaction depends on the square root of the 
tracer length (Bishop et al., 1975), this difference was ignored. 
In this type of reaction, a proportion of the cOMA does not hybridize, as Judged by resistance to Si 
nuclease. We can either discount i (100% reaction) or assume It is representative of all abundance 
classes (80% reaction). 
We typically obtain 15.4ng of oly(A)-containing mRP4A per lens, corrected for contamination by poly(A-) 
RNA. The amount of any sequence per cell cannot be calculated, as a lens is composed of indeterminate 
numbers of two different cell tynes, fibers and epithelitr. This estimate seems reasonable when compared 
to the figure of lOOng of poly(A+) RNA per 15-day embryo fiber mass reported by Zelenka and Platlqorsky 
(1974). The higher figure reflects a greater overall level of protein synthetic activity at this time. 
Go. 
Gradient Purification of Lens sWA 
One cycle of sucrose gradient c.ntrifugaticn is clearly not 
sufficient to purify any of the crystallin eWM (even 6 crystallin 
mPNA). However, even with the moderate resolution of the gradient 
used, the aryatallin rPNA tes2plates have the expected ui. distribution. 
Judging by the experience of other workers, covtinaticns of i.c&in.tic 
gradients and/or denaturing gradients (or gels) nay be required to achieve 
reasonable purification of particular sSflA species (Zelenka and 
Piatigoysky, 19741 then and Spector, 1977). 
Ccnpl.xity of lens nINA 
A number of prablass are associated with the use of ePNA-ctt4A 
hybridization as an indirect method of measuring gene numbers. First, 
the population of cttiA solecules suet represent a true copy of the 
sixtur-e of template sPNM. Sequencing of cloned glabin gene fragments 
prepared in vitro suggest. that SPNA molecules are faithfully transcribed 
by reverse transcript... (crown. .t .1., 1977; Efstratiadis, Xafatos and 
Maniatis • 1977). Additionally, one aasuaes that all sWPi molecules are 
transcribed with equal efficiency x.çyardl.ss of their abundance. Di.-
jroportionste copying has been observed for certain viral RNA molecules 
(Taylor at .1., 1974) • and in the .xtreme case, could produce wholly 
artifactual abundance classes • Provided the abundance classes as a 
whole are transcribed with equal efficiency, the calculations displayed 
in Table 4 would not be affected. Bootie and Bishop (19716) have dis-
counted preferential copying by mixing experiments between kidney and 
globin mPNA (in effect creating artificial abundance class..) in which  
the kinetics of m-cI14A hybridisation reflected the proportion of the 
wP14As used as template. 
61. 
Two affects reduce the fraction of the cI1k which can enter 
nuclease-resistant hybrids. The self-coeplanentarity of individual 
c121A preparations must be determined, as this paranster, pr.su.ably 
a function of a?N) secondary structure, varies for different preparations 
and types of caA. This produces a background of hybridization which 
must be corrected for (see Figure 14, where it has not been subtracted 
and is shown to be independent of the rot value of the reaction). In 
reactions of this type, a fraction (usually 5 - 20%) of the input c1?IA 
Is unhybridisable, even at much higher nPA $ cTVA ratios than the 
apparent plateau value (Figure 3). In reactions involving complex 
aP%A populations, the unhybridised cølA could represent a class of 
molecules present in concentrations too low to be detected, resulting 
in an underestimation of the base sequence complexity. when us-
hybridized c4A from a lists cell nA-c1A reaction was isolated and 
re-reacted with its template, 1/3 was able to react (Williams and 
Penman, 1975; Williams, Hoffman and Pennsn, 1)77) • Sinilar results 
were rei'ort.d  by Cats at .1. (1977) for ct*LP synthesized from trane-
foreed souse cell line WMA. "ter two cycles of hybridization and 
hydroxyapatit. chrcnatograpby, 50% reacted in a third round of hybrid-
ization, The remainder suit consist of molecules too short to fore 
stable hybrids. 
The behavior of an MA species of known complexity (us. 98 
glabin ePNPi) in hybridization reactions to ctLk is illustrated in 
Figure 6. Pseudo first-order reactions of this type are considered 
to take place over a rang. of 1.5 log units on the rot scale (Bishop, 
1972b, Bishop at a, 1975b) • The observed reaction over 2 - 2.5 
log units may be attributed to either tracer site heterogeneity or 
62. 
sequence heterogeneity. As this mNI (a gift of Miss G.J. Mitchell), 
prepared by fractionation on poly (U) -Ssphsroaa and formaride gels, 
was 300% 95 PN, the latter cause is unlikely. Tho rats constant 
of mWA-c!SIA reactions appears to depend on the squate root of the 
tracer length (Bishop St *1., 1975b, Monahan at *1., 1976). Thus, 
when a polydisp.rse cCNA preparation 50 - 300 nucleotides long is re-
acted with 95 mII&, the reaction rate of long molecules is faster 
relative to the mean. Likewise, the reaction of shorter molecules is 
retarded. This serves to spread the transition, as noted by Gets at 
.1. (1975) using similar tracers and the same reaction conditions. 
The effect of driver size in mP?4k-ctIJA reactions has been invest-
igated by Birn.tiel, Sells and Purdor (1972). In filter hybridization 
reactions using qencmic Zilli which had bean innobilired to prevent re- 
 
- 
naturation • the rate was independent of the driver RN size. Bishop 
et *1. (1975b) found that the rate constants of the hybridization reaction 
between gldin, ZMC (encepheloeyelitis) virus and poliovirus WM and 
homologous cDI (all smiler in size) were proportional to their base 
sequence complexities, even though the viral Th* drivers are 13 times 
larger than glcbin 
The rate constant is also affected by CC content of the reacting 
species, Ii that the optimum annealing temperature of the reaction 
is a function of the melting temperature (Tn)  which is in turn 
a function of the CC content (Britten, Graham and t4.uf.ld, 1973; 
Bishop, 1972b) • In a reaction involving a 5PN74 population whose members 
have di fferir!g CC contents, their differing rate constants will also 
spread the transition • For instance, d crystallin cr21A-t1A hybrids 
have a T which is indicative of a somewhat higher than average CC 
content (Zsl.nka and Piatiqorsky, 1976a,b). 
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The least squares regression program Used to analyze the data 
fits a first order curve covering 1.5 log rot units. One effect of 
the observed broadening of first order reactions is to increase the 
calculated sad for a particular number of components n (me. Materials 
and Methods), thougb a comparison  of the rot. value, derived by manual 
and computer-assisted curve fitting agree within $ factor of two for 
the data in Figures 6 and 14. Th* effect on zultico.onsnt reactions 
is difficult to quantitate. 
The sequence complexities of the different abundance class.s are 
summied to estivate the total complexity of the nPNA population. Con-
sidering that the lens contains only two cell type. epithelial cells 
and fibers derived from them, 5800 - 7200 sequences seems appropriate 
when compared to 12,000 - 15,000 for thicken liver and oviduct (Axel, 
Feigeisco and Schutz, 1976). Tb..w figures should be regarded as 
approximate minlr-ums. As outlined above, the technique can under-
estimate the total mRNA complexity in two ways related to the failure 
of all the ct$A to be hybridized. moreover, the estimates refer only 
to polyad.nylat.d mP?4A molecules on polysomes at the time of isolation. 
Messenger MA lacking poly (A) has been characterized in several cell 
types (N.mer, Dthroff and Graham, 19741 I!ilcerek, Price and Penman, 
19741 Grunatein et al., 19731 Greenberg, 1976) and using this technique, 
its contribution to the total complexity will be ignored. Average 
size values of heterogeneous mM and poly(A) tracts are used to de-
rive an approdsate mPl*A purity, and errors will affect the complexity 
determinations. 
Nonetheless, complexity values for rat or mouse liver mA per- 
formed in four laboratories (fa1au at a]., 1977; Colbert .t .1., 1977) 
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agreed within a factor or two, as did two values of the complexity of 
didcan oviduct mPN (Axel, Taicjel.on and Edutz, 1976; Hynes at al. 
1977). )rinealing of excess wPNA to labeled single copy t$(& is $ 
method more suitable for the analysi, of low abundance wMA sequences, 
though repetitive sequence transcript, are refractory to analyst.. In 
several instances, complexity estimates from w.PNA-ctl1 hybridization 
have been confirmed by this independent technique (Isquierdo, 19761 
x.l, peig.lson and Schutz, 19761 Haatie and bishop, 1976, Anderson 
It al. 19761 Wilt, 1977). unfortunately, the large amounts of aFNA 
required to drive the reaction are not available to us. 
The Identity of Component 3 Lena mPWA E.quanosa 
As judged by puls* labelling of excised lenses using tritiat.d axino 
adds and cell-fro*translation studies (Thomson at al. • 1977b), both 
somewhat insensitive to proteins translated on rare m?N? templates, the 
posthatding chicken Ions is almost exclusively engaged in crystallin 
synthesis. The proteins corigrate with crystallirz subunits identified 
Ly immunological and electropheretic criteria (Thomson at .1., 1977a). 
One may than reasonably ey i , ect that co'onent 1 lena PN7 in the cry.- 
polysomal 
tailin ePIM: comprised of about 4 sequences, 43% of the SPNA mass, 
and present at a concentration one to two orders of magnitude greater 
than any other sequences in the lens. when cDiA complementary to com- 
ponent 1 lens a14A was isolated, the kinetics of its reaction with total 
lens =RNA correspond to those predicted by the least squares program, 
verifying its reality as a discrete abundance class and the methodology 
used to resolve the curve into first-order transitions (Chapter V). 
The concentration of these sequences increases greatly (by 1000-fold) 
during transdifferentiation of .ibrycnic neural retina into crystellin- 
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containinc lontoid bodies in vitro (d. Poeerai, Pritchard and Clayton, 
1977; Chapter V). 
In several syates, the identity of the most abundant mfA con-
çcn•nt as the majority product rPNA has been confirmed by its physical 
isolation and hybridization of a cDNA copy to the total population of 
mR'JPs. £xailee include dude reticulocytes (JO. Bishop, personal 
communication) • oviduct (Axel, F.igelson and Schutz, 1976) • host-shock.d 
Drosoihi3a tissue culture cells (t.J. Bower, personal comeun.tcaticn) and 
click svbryonic muscle (Paterson and Bishop, 1977), and should be possible 
for lens -crysta1lin mRN CZe3enka and Piatigoraky. 1974, 19760 • In 
the recently-p Ush.d hybrid-arrested translation technique (RAPT), 
abundant sequences in a population of r3ILM are identified by cell-free 
translation of a LP?U-crflA mixture after hybridization to a rot when 
only abundant sequences will react. The translation of hybridized 
mMA species is inhibited and they can be identified by comparison to 
a control reaction which is denatured after hybridization (Paterson and 
Bishop, 19771 Paterson, 1athews and Kuff, 1977). component 1 lefts 
ynRNA would be unequivocally identified if we were to use this method. 
complementary rwA solecules prepared using o1igo() primers are 
enriched in sequences at the 3' one of the mWI'. It is important to 
establish that the roleculea contain sequences cosplerentary to the 
coding region of the wPNA. M approximate calculation, assuming an 
average crystalUn molecular weight of 2,000 daltors and a nu•r 
average size of 040 nucleotides shows that cWA molecules 200 NT long 
(the mean size of prperaticms used in these experiments) will contain 
sequences complementary to the 3' and of the mPNP coding reqion. The 
value of full-copy cteA in studies of gene families like the keratins 
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(Kemp, 1975) and the izunoq1abu1ins (Pabbitta, 1977), whose zeders 
contain both izttque sequences and sequences shared with other submits 
is clear. The distribution of homologous amino acid sequence in 
bovine CA and aB crystallin (van Sex Oud.raa at *1. • 1974) suggests 
• smiler organization. Though no primary *.q'u.flCS data is available 
for the 0 crystailins,  the presence in individual subunits of antigenic 
determinants of restricted and more general distribution is coapatible 
with a sisilar organization (Clayton and Truman, 1974). Short 6 cry.-
talliri ctt4A representing the 3' and of the A cry.tailin ePHA molecule, 
reacted with template mRHA at the sans rate as full-copy molecules 
mechanically sheared to the san. size (Zelenka and Piatigozaky. 1976*). 
Th. 3' noncoding regions of rabbit (and human) OL and 0 glob-in nPN? 
exhibit no homology, with the exception of a h.xanucl.otide coanon to 
all WPNAI sequenced to date (Proudfcot and Brownie,, 1976). Homology 
between calf and rat 14$ ciA2 lens nPHA, using discrete size classes of 
ct, has been shown to be relatively greater for the 3 (and 5') non-
coding regions than the coding sequence (Cohen, 1977). The noncoding 
sequences are thus not free to diverge, as also descnatrat.d by sequence 
hosoiogy in the 3' nancoding r.qions of rabbit and human a (and ) 
globin aRNA (Proudfoot and brownie., 1976, Proudfoot, 19771 Proudfoot 
at al., 1977). In general, zPHM probably do not share 3' noncoding 
sequences. 
The niniun estimate of four abundant ePNA s.quences in the day-old 
chick lana contrasts with that of nine crystallin polypeptide chains in 
SD5 gel .lectropbor.sia (rigure 2; Thomson at .1. 1977a) • Iso.l.ctric 
focusing reveals charge heterogeneity of the a and 6 cryatallin polyps-
tides, soze of which is due to posttranslaticnal vcdification (Stauffer 
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at .1., 19741 t!.lcour, Oda.rt and bOuch0t, 1976) • A base sequence 
CCEp1SXitY corresponding to as few as five .RflA species can be envisaged 
for the crystalline. 	The long stretches of  identical win* acid 
sequence at the carboxy terminal end of bovine OA and as 2 crystallin 
(van der Oxeraa at .1. • 1974), if reflected in the corresponding thicken 
riJAs • could cross-hybridize at the cV4A level, as can human 0 and *3 
gLdin (Ottolenghi at al., 1975) • The conpl.x irmunoloqic.1 re]eticn.bip 
of the various a crystallin  subunits could reduce to as few as two grois 
of cross-hybrid.tiflg ct*1A species (Chapter I). Charge heterogeneity of 
6 czy.taJlth polymers has been visualized by i.c*loctric focusincj in non-
donaturinç conditions (Sours and van Poor.neaelen, 1970). The 6 crystallin 
subunits are now known to be heterogeneous with respect to both size 
(Piattqorsky and Shinthara, 19771 R..ze1bad, Shinohara and Piatiçcr.ky, 
1977) and charge (Thoneon at ii., 1977.), though very .iiitilzr on the basil 
of peptide ,tappinç (Piatigoreky, 19761 Pesze]bach, thinchera and 
iaUgorsky, 19 77) • molecular hybridization between *3 crystallin wBNA 
and cZ:A was apparently unable to distinguish between the subunits 
(Zel.nka and Piatigozsky, 1976a). 
Although trace &WOUnta of .3 crystallia cCNA r.nature with total thick 
embryo lilA with kinetics characteristic of sequences repeated one or a 
few tires (Zelenka and Piatigoriky, 3976b), it is our intention to use 
the vore sensitive cttiA excess rthod described in Chapter Ill to count 
accurately the nueJer of sequences in the chicken genoa.. 
Considering the difficulty of inferrinç cross-hybridization of sRNA 
species from iraunelogical sirilarity or even amino acid sequence horology 
of subunits, and the approximate nature of coep3.xitY calculations based 
on eT7lA-crtLA hybridization, the estimates of the number of cryitallin gene 
products and putative crystal ha a4M are not dii cord*nt. 
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qHAPl'ER V • GENE EXPRESS! CI IN THE CHICK EYE: RESULTS 
In light of the relationships between neural retina and pig-
mented epithelium and lens in both normal development and transdiff.r -
entiation, a comparison of the spectrum of gene activity (and in 
particular crystallin gene activity) in these tissues is of importance. 
Cross-hybridization Reactions 
We prepared eDNA (of the same size as lens cONA) from cytoplasmic 
poly (A+) RNA prepared from NR and PE excised from chick embryos at 8 
days of development. Since amounts of NH and PE mRNA were insufficient 
to determine their purity, they were assumed to have the same purity 
as lens mRNA prepared by the same protocol. The cDNAa were each 
annealed with their template mRNP1 to a r 0  t of 1 x 10 mo].- sec/l, 
when all complementary sequences should have reacted • The values 
obtained, 63 and 70% for NR and PE, respectively, were taken as the 
plateau level of the homologous reactions. 
The kinetics of the reaction of the cDNAe with excess day-old 
lens mRNA are shown in Figure 13. The kinetics of both reactions 
indicate that most of the aDNA is complementary to the second and 
third abundance classes of lens mRNA. The neural retina data is 
best satisfied by two abundance classes and the pigmented epithelium 
data suggests two, or possibly three abundance classes • For simp-
licity, two abundance classes were postulated for both sets of data 
(Table 5). The rt values of the first and second components 
agree well for both tissues, although there is some difference from 
the rt½  values of the second and third components of lens mRNA. 
There is no apparent component with the kinetics of component 1 lens 
TABLE 5. 	Kinetic Analysis of 'leteroloqous Hybridization 
LENS 	 NEURAL RFTINA 	 PT!MP1TED EPITHELIUM 
component 	P 	r0t; 	Component 	P 	r 0 t 	Component 	P 	r 0  t 
1 	0.34 	2.58 x 10-2  
IT 	0.23 	1.80 x 100 	1 	0.30 5.42 x 100 	I 	0.41 6.33 x 100 
II! 	0.23 	6.19 x 10 1 	II 0.33 1.70 x 10 	 IT 	0.30 3.85 x 10  
When neural retina and piqmented epithelium cOMAs are reacted with an excess of template RNA to a rot 
of 1.1 x iO (when all complementary sequences should have annealed), 63 and 70% respectively of the 
cOMA is hybridized. These are exactly the values obtained In the heterologous (lens-driven) reactions. 
Figure 13. 	Cross-hybridization reactions with lens n,RNA. 
Neural retina (panel A) and pigmented (panel B) cyto-
plasmic poly(A+) cDNA were reacted with lens mRP4A as In 
Figure 12. The thin line represents the conrnuter-derlved 
fit for two first-order comDonents and the bold line is the 
fit for the lens mRMA - c!NA reaction reproduced from Figure 
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aRNA. Both neural retina and pigmented epithelium hybridize to 
the same plateau level with their template aRNA as with lens aRNA. 
Dosage of abundant lena sequences in other tissues 
It appears from the results of the cross-hybridization that 
there is no appreciable fraction of neural retina and pigmented epi-
thelium eDNA react Lag with the sane kinetics as the most abundant 
sequences in the Lens. They may, however, be present at lower con-
centratione • We therefore decided to isolate abundant *DNA from 
the lens and compare the concentrations of these sequences in the 
three tissues • Total Lens aDN* was reacted with 50-fold excess of 
lens aRNA to a rot of 2.7 a 10_1  (ten times the rt1, of the most 
abundant transition) and following the method of Bestie and Bishop 
(1976) • the hybridized material was isolated. The yield after the 
first cycl, was 100% and after the second cycle 47% of the theor.-
tical. maximum. Loss of about half the cDN* on a second cycle of 
hybridization and 01 treatment was also observed by Rasti. and 
Bishop. When this material was reacted with lens RRNA, over 90% 
had hybridized by a rot of 1 a 100  (Figure 14). This is a first-
order reaction and occurs over a rang, of 2.S  units on the log rot 
scale, as does the mouse globin PNA-cDNA reaction (Chapter XXX, 
Young .t .1., 1974). The 	9.0 a 10, is abse to that pre- 
dicted by the data in Table 4 (1.1 a 1&2)  and suggests that the 
most abundant sequences in the population are present in a narrow 
rang* of concentrations. 
Figures 15 and 16 show the reaction between abundant lens eDNA 
and aRNAs from other tissues. Pigmented epithelium aRNA saturates 
Figure 14. 	Kinetic purity of abundant lens cDNA. 
Two preparations of lens cOMA, enriched in abundant 
sequences as described in the text, were reacted with two 
different preparations of lens mPNA (closed circles and 
triangles). The thin line is not a computer fit to the 
data. 	The rot values on the abscissa should he multiplied 
by 0.35 ) to correct for the purity of the mRP4A. 
The reaction of abundant cOMA with E. coli rRP4A (open 
circles) at various rot values gives background hybridi-
zation of 10.9 ± 0.6% (dashed line). 
50-fold excess of lens mPNA was reacted with 20-70 ng of lens 
cDNA to a rot of 2.7 .x 10 	rol-sec/l in 0.5P iaC1-50% forn'arride 
(Materials and Pethods). The reaction was stopped by flushing the 
contents of the capillary into 0.25m1 nuclease assay buffer and 
treated with 40' units of Si nuclease in 0.1 ml nuclease assay buffer 
for 2hr at 37°C. The sample was then trade 0.3N in NaOH and incubated 
for 60 rin at 37 °C. After adding a drop of phenol red, it was 
neutralized with ctlacial acetic acid and chromatooraphed on a 
1.5 x 25cr Sephadex C50/Chelex column developed with water. The 
excluded fraction, as determined by scintillation countincj of an 
aliquot of each fraction, was lyopholyzed. tfter a second cycle of 
hybridization and Si nuclease treatment, 0.05 rg of E. coil DNP 
was added to the excluded fractions. Alkaline sucrose aradient 
centrifu9ation showed that the size distribution of unfractionated 
and abundant cONIt preparations were similar. 









the probe with ctput.r-derived kinetics which Indicate acaponent 3 
lang esu.noss are present at a concentration 2.5 x lO that in lane 
mRtO (Figure 15, panel A). Figure 16 shows that culture of a-day 
neural retina cells is associated with a larje increase in the amount 
of abundant lens sequences. Rybridtzation of cultured IP to abundant 
cDM was performed by Dr I • ?hson • The reaction with embryonic t 
is not complete at the highest r 0  t values obtainable,, but after disso-
ciation and culture, the sequences are present at a level 1/5 that in 
day-old lens polysomal aKA. Polysomal =RNA from 0-day embryonic 
muscle (Piqur. 15, panel ) and bodies (Figure 15, panel A) lack 
thee. asqnences • As a consequence of the method of dissection, PE 
is contaminated with various smiounts of iris, cornea, aboroid and 
neural retina, but not with lens • which is first resov.d • MR can 
be obtained pure as it forms a discrete layer between the vitreous 
humor and pigmented epithelium. 
Figure 15. Presence of putative Crystallin mPNA Sequences 
In other tissues. 
Component 1 lens eDNA was reacted with mRNA from various 
8-day chick embryonic tissues. 	In both panels, the closed 
circles rnresent the reaction of 'lens mRNA with comoonent 1 
lens cflNA reproduced from Figure 6. Hybridization has been 
corrected to account for the lLl reaction observed in the 
absence of complementary sequences. 
Panel A: Two preparations of piomented epithelium (squares, 
triangles) and headless embryo (open circles) cyto-
plasmic mP'A. 
Panel B: Embryonic muscle (open circles) polyomal rnRNA. 
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Figure 16. Amplification of component 1 lens sequences 
during MR tranadifferentiatlon. 
Two preparations of component 1 lens cDNA were reacted 
with two preparations of 8-day embryonic MR mRNA (squares, 
diamonds) and mRNA prepared from cultures of dissociated 8-
day MR cultured for 6 weeks (triangles). The closed circles 
represent the hybridization of component 1 c!)MA with lens mRNA. 
Hybridization of terminal MR ,nRP4A to abundant cDMA was per-
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c1LPTER_yI. GZNS EXPRESSUM IN ThE CHICK EYE s CSCTSZQ4 
Molecular hybridization .xperiisnte which compare tissues or develop-
Esntal stages in an organism 	 measure the complexity of differ- 
satiation by atteapting to ask what proportion of the genes expressed in a 
particular cell type are unique to it and whet proportion are shared and 
how widely distributed are the shared sequences? The methods used to 
analyze these questions are those used to measure rRNA complexity 	TNA- 
cUA hybridization and saturation of trace amounts of einr,l.-corf MA with 
mWA. The ct$A method, except in extreme cases, tends to give results 
which can be difficult to interpret, mainly because wJlA sequences are 
usually not present in the sere concentration in two cell types. In a 
abundance 
heterologous reaction, the proportion Ofct4A in can 	cl, is determined 
by the iriPNA from which it 1s transcribed, but the rats at which individual 
sequences in an abundance class react is governed by their concentration 
In the hetuologous driver. The single-copy DNA method does give more 
straightforward answers, though mPNAs transcribed from repetitive WA 
sequences are ignored. 
$quencss common to Three !ye Tissues 
The fact that lens mPNA is able to react with 1P and PE CWA to the 
same level as that of the homologous reactions can be subjected to two 
extreme interpretations. Either essentially all the sequences present 
in the NP and PE ctSJAs are also present in lens SPNA or the proportion of 
material which does not react in the homologous reaction (37 10 for NP, 304 
for FE) are rare aRNA sequences more abundant in lens W'NA. We favor 
the first interpretation, mainly because most ct*A which does not hybridize 
at high r 0  t values (in hcsolocjous reactions) has been shown in at least 
71. 
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some instances to be unable to react, probably because it is too short to 
fore stable hybrids as assayed by 61 or hydroxyapatit. (Williams and 
Penan 19751 Oats at al., 1977) • In preparations which have not been 
fractionated according to eisa (other than exclusion on S.phad.x), we 
expect a fair proportion of short io1ecul.s. 
That a substantial proportion of the cone activities expressed in the 
two eubryon.tc retinal tissues (as measured in the overlap of wBIIA aolecules 
rather than sequences) away also be exjr..e.d in the day-old lens 1. a 
somewhat surprising finding. At the stages frost which these observations 
were reds, these tissues show distinctive patterns of differentiation. The 
day old lens is a transparent body cospo..d solely of a layer of epithelial 
cell, and the fibers derived fron them. Although the neural retina and 
pigrented epithelium have a carton origin distinct trot that of the lens 
by 8 days of incubation, 	 deposition of selanin 
granules in the presumptive pigmented epithelium has begun (Hamilton, 1952) 
and the presumptive neural retina consists of five layers of partially 
differentiated cell types (Tu3i.a, 1971). 
The extent of hi.to.p.cificity of eukaryotic gene expression, as 
judged by overlap of xPNA populations, varies over a wide range when tissues 
or developssntal stages are compared. Calavu at al. (1976), using sea 
urchin gastrula single-copy DNA (enriched in .PWA-ced.tnq sequences) 
annealed with mPZIA from various adult tissues, concluded that a specific 
subset of the embryonic sequences were expressed in each of the adult 
tissues studied. In Drosolhila, there is a 65 - 100% homology between 
the LENA populations of embryo, larva, pupa, irago and Schneider cells 
(Isquterdo, 1976). In vertebrates, chick liver and oviduct share 93% 
of expressed sequences, as assayed by both single-copy MA and 1R1A-cI4A 
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hybridization (Axel, Psiga3son and Schutz, 1976). The cousplezity of a 
sPNA population is determined largely by that of the law abundance class 
of e1JAa. In the souse, liver, kidney and brain share 90% of the sectncee 
in this class —all present in aitilar concentrations (Ryffel and McCarthy, 
19731 Young, Birni. and Paul, 1976; Nestle and Bishop, 1976) • Perlman 
and Bishop (personal communication) found that in the 48 hr period during 
which a Xsnopus cocyta become a swiseing tadpole, 6000 sequences (out of 
a total of 15,000) have disappeared and 1500 new ones appear. Resting, 
growing and transformed souse calls do not, as assayed by hetarolocous eDNA 
hybridization, differ greatly in the spectrum of steady-state sPNM or 
their abundances (Williams and Penren, 1975; Williams, hoffman and Penman, 
1977; Cats at at., 1977). These studies indicate that differentiation 
way in sons, but not all, cases be accompanied by large changes in ene 
expression. 
luau. Distribution of the Cryetallins 
Unless present in high concentrations, component 1 lens sequences in 
HP and PZ will fail to be detected by hybridization using aDNA transcribed 
from heteroloqoue ePNA. Sii1ar1y, abundant liver ctPJ7 reacts with the 
low abundance component of brain and kidney pPNA, though hate rolagous 
hybridizations using brain and kidney cDN7 and Liver eRNA show no reaction 
with the abundant cosçonsnt (Fastie and Bishop, 1976). Though absent in 
polysatal poly (A+) MA from *-day .abryonic bodies or muscle at the limit 
of detection (leee than one molecule per cell), cosponent 1 lans sequences 
could conceivably be transcribed and restricted to the nucleus or turn 
over rapidly if present in the cytoplasm. Law levels of the component 1 
Jane sequences were found in cytoplasric polyadeny]ated PUL from embryonic 
neural retina and pigmented epithelium. Since polysonel RNA was not 
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prepared (due to the stall ancunt of cellular nsterial available), it is 
not clear that thee sequence, are translated. However, tosthatching 
chick iris, cornea and retina are known to contain crystalline (Chapter Ii 
Tissue Specificity of the Crystalline). Low levels of crystellin antigens 
were also found in eight-day erixyonie NP by hemagglutination Inhibition 
assays and in early NP cultures by indirect Irrunofluorescence using class-
and chain-specific antisera (de Iooerai, Pritchard and Clayton, 1977). 
Thus, it seers that crystall.tn transcription anti translation is not restricted 
to the ion., though rigorous verification of these conclusions awaits con-
firmation that coeonent 1 lens rnPNM are indeed those coding for the crys-
tallins. Expeninents to this end, usin17 rethods outlined above, are in 
progress. 
Other exierirsntn indicate a lack of colete histoapecificity in 
"luxury molecule" (Holtrer and Abbott, 196S) gene expression. IiuLphries, 
Windass ant Willianaon (1976) sinilarly found low levels of qlohin gene ex-
pression in non-erythroid tissues of the rouse.  Artifectual contairination 
of tissues with erythrocytes, can he ruled out as a source of çlthin gene 
transcripts in tissue culture cells or nuclear MA zclecules. P,rlrsn, 
Ford and Rosbash (1977) found both adult and tadpole globin RNA sequences 
in the low abundance class Xencpus cocyte rP1A. In the thicken, Cr 0udine 
et al. (1974) were unebie to find similar expression of globin sequences 
in erbryonic fibroblasts, muscle cells and early .rythroid star cell RNA. 
They are, however, present in RSV-infected chick fibroblasts (Croudine and 
Weintraub, 1975). Axe], Feigelson and Schutz (1976) showed the presence 
of ovalbucin wPNA sequences in liver aRNA at a concentration loss than 
one coy per cell. One oust zer'erb.r that these data necessarily represent 
an average concentration of eeauences in tissues comprised of several cell 
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types and do not exclude the possibility that these sequences occur more 
frequently in one cell type than another. Whether very rare zM are 
translated must resath m matter of speculation, as ir woloc4cal methods 
generally used may not be of sufficient sensitivity. Iowevr, Calsu at 
al. (1977) have calculated that pysio1oçica1 levels of 20 liver ensyses 
can be maintained by steady-state mWA concentrations of 5 molecules per 
protins, actin 
cell.The 	s.yosirt and trcçoayosin are more widely distributed than 
previously thought (Cohen and Cohen, 19721 Melste in et al., 1972 Paterson 
and Bishop, 1977). 
differentiation is characterized by the selection, from a cen.ra1 comple-
mant, of a limited nuirber of gene products for expression in larç* 
quantities, rather than the presence of a set of sequences restricted 
solely to that tissue (Clayton, Canpbell and Truman, 19681 Clayton, 1970). 
In higher organisre, organization of vPNM into discrete abundance classes 
may represent fundamental features of transcriptional control by which 
this selection operates, though controls at the post-transcriptional and 
translational livel undoubtedly also exist. Thus a terminally differ- 
entiated cell is characterized by production of large atounts of particular 
sequences, whidh may be present in the rare eRNA class in other cells. 
While the middlo and low abundance class., as a whole are likely to 
contain"housekeeping functions" cowecn to all cells (the,e classes are 
essentially identical in the thz.e mouse tissues studied by Ilastie and 
Bishop), it in difficult to assign such a function to sequences like 
globin and evalbumin in other tissues. Their presence in LinPNA trans-
cripts may be due to inc.ol.te transcriptional control, as poly(?) - 
containing MnNA is known to contain S to 10 tir,s as many different 
sequences as cytcla.wic poly (+) 14N? (Lvin, 3975b). 
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While the arrancje1nt of cytoplasmic poly(A+) RNA sequences differs 
in the cytoplasm (Birnie at a]., 1974) and the nucleus (Cots et al., 1975) 
of mouse Friend cells, abundance classes in wPNP do not aria, solely 
through differential processing of BnPflA transcripts. In the duck reti-
culocyt., the arranqerent of cytoplasmic sequences in abundance classes 
Is mirrored in the nucleus P. FIackwL, personal couaunicaticm), suggesting 
that • major oontrollinc step in mPNA production is at the level of primary 
transcription. This is likely to be reflected in similarities in sequence 
arrangements around genes whose transcription is coordinately controlled 
(Britten and Davidson, 19691 Davidson and Britten, 1973). 
Significance of Putative Crystallin FNA sequences in Normal and 
Beteroplastic lana Differentiation 
It .e.s hardly coincit!ental that tissues capable of 'transdifferentiation' 
into lentoid bodies in vitro possess low levels of sequences which characterize 
the lens. Two major questions are posed by this finding. The first, and 
more general, 1s the potential role of putative crystallin rPNPs in eye 
tissue differentiation. It may be that competence to form lens is 
characterized by the presence of low levels of crystallin rPNJt. Tissue 
dissociation, lentectomy in Wolf fian lens regeneration fran dorsal iris, or 
exposure of ventral iris to carcinogens following lentectomy (C apter I 
Tr.nsdi ff.rentiat ion) say actuate med sni ass which arpli fy these sequences. 
The cellular and s*ce11ular localization of putative crystallin a}As can 
be more easily studied. As the PT preparation used to prepare mTNA is 
heterogeneous (being contaminated with iris, cornea and neural retina) and 
NP is a tissue composed of several cell types, it is important to determine 
*hethor the low levels of putative crystallin sPNA are distributed equally 
throughout all cell types. In situ hybridisation of highly radioactive 
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abzidant lens c1JA to tissue sections should theoretically be able to 
answer the question if, as cease probable, distribution is uneven. 
Izunofluorsscenca studies on embryonic N! cultures indicate an uneven 
distribution of the low awounts of crystalline present (T.I. de Fonersi, 
personal cogiicaticn). Are the putative crystallin mPM sequestered 
in a non-translated forii in the nuclei or cytoplasm of these tissue 
preparations? Subcellular localization can be detemtned by solution 
hybridization using polysoisal and nuclear PA preparations. During long- 
tern culture of dissociated oMrycn.tc HR, the crystallin content of the 
steeply 
cultures rises/between 9 and 18 days of culture. As assayed by cinrr- 
qiutination inhibition, the level of o crystallin rises by about 50-fold 
levels of both cathodal and anodel 0 rise by about 20-fold and the level 
5 crystallin rises about 4-fold. We would not expect that hybridization 
experinenta using a mixture of abundant sequences could deronatrate the 
quantitative differences observed in the levels of the various cryatallin 
subunits in trans differentiatinv 14F cultures, even if they were due solely 
to differing levels of ziPbIA. The level of putative cry.ts13in rPNA in 
such culture., when compared to the profile of proteins in hetorologous 
cell-fr.e translations, seems to suggest preferential translation of the 
amplified crystallin sequences (Thomson at at., manuscript in preparation). 
A lens fiber cell is characterized by a developmentally regulated 
spectrum of crystallin synthesis. Early e*ryonic fibers (and the epi-
th.lial cell, which give rise to then) are specialized in 6 cryst&liin 
synthesis. As the organism ages, fibers subsequently laid down are 
relatively sore specialized for 0 crystallin synthesis (Clayton, 1978), 
a crystalith, the last class to appear durinç ontogeny, rises to and 
remains at a fairly constant level throughout development. We may ask 
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whether the sat* pattern is cLscrved durinç heteroplastic tans formation. 
That is, do tissues or cells cczzitted in vivo to non-lens fates, when re-
directed into a pathway resultinç in lens fiber foruation, produce a spectrus, 
of crystalline characteristic of their age or revert to an embryonic profile 
of crystallin synthesis? The letter appears to be the case in Woiffian 
lens regeneration in adult newts (yazada, 1977). fle Poa*ral, Pritchard 
ant! Clay tort (1977) e,arin.d trenat!ifferenti1UnrT NP cultures using chain-
•.cific antisera. 1 the tine crystallina were detectable, all three 
classes were rsaant. Iccu,u1at.jon of iS cryatallin during lens induction 
is preceded by the onset of iS crystallin r34A synthesis (Shinohara and 
Piat.iqoraky, 1977). 	i.xtrac1ation of a plot of iS cryatallin wMA content 
per cell at various times suggests that accumulation of iS mMA starts at 
43 - 44 hr of d.velojre.nt, just Lefore lens 	forration and 8 - 9 hr 
after the start of lens induction. If the cntog.nic sequence of crystillins 
in norittal development is reflected at the levels of lfnPN? and aMA sequences 
(an irportant uestL on in itself), *iolecular &rfdization .iperi*ents usthc 
nolecuies containinri individual rJN7 sequences 
ri? 	 51 ULI he able to provide a reans of analyzing this 
question. Construction of these vectors is now possible (taniatis et al. 
1977) and those containinc &undant lens WWA sequences can be identified 
using in situ hybridization (Grunstein and Loqnesr, 1975) and hybrid-
arrested translation (Paterson, Kuff and Mathews, 1977). 
Mass culture of ezbryonic NR and PR can provide reasonable arounts 
of cellular material which can be manipulated biochemically, a major prcblan 
In studies on early embryonic tissues • For exanple, various culture 
conditions have Leer found which aithenca lentoid fornation (Itch, 19761 
Lcjudi, 197E, Okada, 19761 Clayton, do Pozera,i and Pritchard, 1977; Pritchard. 
Clayton and do Poe.rai, 1978). WP from different avian specie, and chicken 
genotypes eI.Bo exhibit differences in the rate and arcunt of lentoid 
forEation (Okada, 19761 de Poneral, Pritchard and Clayton, 1977). In 
NP cultures, the balance of cells which enter one of two alternative 
pathways of differentiation, ricrerted patches versus lentoide, can he 
modified (Pritchard, Clayton and de Poierai, 1978). These cultyre systems 
offer the opportunity, in an interesting context, to study the expression 
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ABSTRACT 
Using complementary DNA prepared from adult chicken globin messenger 
RNA, we show the existence of 2-3 non-cross-hybridising globin sequences 
in the chicken genome, each of which is present in only one copy per hap-
bid genome. This was done by solution hybridization to total DNA under 
conditions of cDNA excess. The data agrees with results of RNA-driven 
hybridisation of globin complementary DNA, and with protein data. 
TMT'DrTTr'rT(V.T 
Studies on several eukaryotic systems have demonstrated that the 
majority of messenger RNA sequences reanneal to DNA sequences present in 
one or a few copies per haploid genome, and therefore are coded for by non-
reiterated genes (Geiderman et al., 1971; Campo & Bishop, 1974; Getz et 
al., 1974). 	This is also found for genes coding for proteins present in 
large amounts in terminally differentiating cells, such as globin and 
ovalbum.in (Harrison et al., 1974; Pairniter, 1975). 	The chicken globin 
system offers the opportunity to study the expression of a set of related 
genes during embryonic and adult development (Drown & Ingrain, 1974). 
These studies will also provide standard values for the study of other de-
velopmental systems in chicken, such as the ontogeny of lens crystallins 
(Clayton, 1974) 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
mRNA Isolation and Purification 
White Rock chicks (10-12 weeks old) were made anemic by daily in-
jections of phenyihydrazine and reticulocytes obtained from the blood as 
described by Evans & Lingrel (1969). Polysomes were prepared according 
to Labrie (1969), deproteinised with phenol-chloroform-isoamyl (Aviv & 
Leder, 1972). 	The ethanol-precipitated RNA was redissolved in O.1M NaCl, 
0.2% SDS, 10mM Tris, pH 7.5 at a concentration of 25 A 260 units/ml and the 
0 Information Retrieval Limited 1 Falconberg Court London Wi V 5FG England 	 2019 
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poly(A) -containing RNA adsorbed by oligo(dT) cellulose chromatography 
(Collaborative Research, Inc., Waltham, Mass., USA, Type 2). 	Poly(A) + 
RNA was eluted with 1mM Tris-HC1, 0.2% SDS pH 7.5. 	Analytical poly- 
acrylamide-SDS gel electrophoresis showed the mRNA fraction at this stage 
of purification to consist of approximately 65% lOS RNA. Continuous 
elution preparative polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (Hagen & Young, 
1974) was the final purification step. 	Ith mRNA eluted from the gel coded 
for all the adult chicken globin polypeptides when translated in a wheat 
germ cell-free system (Roberts & Paterson, 1973) (results not shown). On 
analytical 98% forinamide-4% polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, this mRNA 
gave a single peak of A 260-ahsorbing material migrating at lOS. 
DNA Preparation 
Total DNA was prepared from erythrocyte nuclei of non-anemic hens by 
hydroxylapatite chromatography (Hell et al., 1972) and fragmented to 450 
nucleotides by sonication and 300 nucleotides by subsequent alkali depuri-
nation (Tibbetts, Johansson and Philipson, 1973). 
Complementary DNA Preparation 
Complementary DNA (cDNA) was prepared using electrophoretically puri-
fied globin mRNA as template and oligo-(dT) primer (concentrations 35Jg/ml 
and 3.5pg/ml, respectively) for RNA-dependent DNA polymerase from avian 
myeloblastosis virus (Harrison et al., 1974; Young et al., 1974). ( 3H) 
dCTP (Radiochemical Centre, Amersham) of specific activity 22 Ci/m mole 
was present at a concentration of 29.7pM and the other three deoxyrtho-
nucleotides were present at a concentration of 400pM. Also present in 
the reaction mix were lOO/ml rat liver RNase inhibitor (Searle) and actin- 
0 
omycin D (50pg/ml). 	After incubation for 90 nun at 37 C, the cDNA was 
separated from unincorporated mononucleotides and primer by chromato-
graphy on a small Sephadex G50 column underlaid with Dowex chelating resin 
(Bio Had AG50W-X8) and eluted with 50mMNaCl-1OnZ4HEPES, pH 7.3. 	Incuba- 
tion overnight in 0.3MNaOH hydrolysed the mRNA. After neutralisation 
and ethanol precipitation with lOoug E. coil DNA as carrier, the cDNA was 
dissolved in a small volume of sterile Chelex-treated water and rechroma-
tograpl-ied on a G50/Chelex column. The specific activity of the cDNA was 
13,000 cpm/ng at a counting efficiency of 40%. 
Hybridisation of cDNA to total DNA in cDNA excess 
60-90 micrograms of total DNA were mixed with cDNA at a ratio of 
66,000:1 in 0.24M P8-1mM EDTA, pH 6.8 at a DNA concentration of 5mg/mi 
(Bishop & Freeman, 1974; Lanyon et al., 1975; Young et al., 1976). 17 
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microliter aliquots were sealed in siliconised (Repelcote, Hopkin & 
Williams, Chadwell Heath, Essex), diethylpyrocarbonate-treated (Baycovin, 
Bayer AG) glass capillaries, denatured at 1000 for 10 min and annealed for 
appropriate times at 700.  Buffers used in hybridisations were passed 
through a small Chelex column and sterilised before use. The reactions 
were stopped by dilution of 250.il with nuclease assay buffer (50mM CH 3COONa 
pH 4.5,2.8mM ZnSO 4 , 0.IM NaCl) containing bug of denatured calf thymus 
DNA/ml and treated with 60 units of Si nuclease (Sigma) for 2 hours at 
37°c. An aliquot was removed for determination of total radioactivity and 
200jg BSA was added to the remainder. 	It was precipitated with l.ON 
perchioric acid (PCA), centrifuged at low speed, washed with l.ON PCA, dis-
solved in 0.3N NaOH (30 mm, 30°) and neutralised with 0.75 vol 0.3N HC1 
and 2 vol Tris-HC1 pH 4.5. 	Samples in 1 ml total volume were counted in 
lOml of a Triton-based scintillant. 
Size estimation 
Size of DNA and cDNA preparations were analysed by centrifugation 
through 5-20% (w/w) alkaline sucrose gradients in 0.9M NaCl-0.lN NaOH. 
They were spun in the 3 x 6.5m1 MSE swing-out rotor for 18 hours at 30,000 
rpm at 180. The sedimentation coefficients were calculated by the method 
of Funding & Steensgaard (1973) and molecular weights by the method of 
Studier (1965). 	Alternatively, the samples were electrophoresed in 3.6% 
or 4% polyacrylamide gels in 98% formamide as described by Staynov et al. 
(1972) 
Hybridisation of cDNA to mRNA 
2ul aliquots of cDNA and the appropriate amounts of salt-free mENA were 
mixed in 0.5MNaC1, 25mMHEPES, 0.5mMEDTA, pH 6.8, 50% formamide (Fluka), 
denatured for 2 min at 70°C and annealed at 43° for 90 hours. Samples 
were then diluted to 3501.11 with nuclease assay buffer containing 20 units 
of Sl nuclease. After incubation at 37°C for 60 mm, an aliquot was re-
moved for determination of total radioactivity and the remainder was pre-
cipitated with Soul carrier (lmg/ml BSA - lOOug/ml E. coli DNA) and 501il 
6N PCA. After centrifugation, an aliquot of the supernatant was counted 
to determine soluble radioactivity. 
RESULTS 
To show the fidelity of the reverse transcription reaction, the cDNA 
product was hybridized to increasing amounts of template RNA and an ident-
ical amount of rabbit globmn mRNA (Figure 1) . Specificity of the reaction 
is shown by (1) the single sharp transition, (2) the absence of additional 
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FIGURE 1. Back-hybridisation of CDNA to homologous and heterologous mRNA5. 
0.08ng cDNA/point was hybridised for 90 hours in 50% formamide, 0.5M NaCl, 
25mMHEPES, 0.5mMEDTA, pH 6.8 at 430C. 
hybridisation even at high RNA/cDNA ratios, and (3) the lack of significant 
hybridisation to heterologous rabbit mRNA. The failure of 10% of the 
cDNA to hybridise at even the highest RNA to cEtA ratios is typical of 
such reactions. 
A graph of the hybridisation between chick globin CDNA and total DNA 






0 2 4020 	 5000 
FIGURE 2. Kinetics of moderate crtlA excess. 0.9mg cDNA was annealed with 
59.21kg unlabelled total DNA in 0.24!4 PB-lmM EDTA, pH 6.8 and samples were 
removed at the indicated times. The percentage of the labelled cDNA re-
sistant to Sl Nuclease was determined as in Materials and Methods. 
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transition is apparent and the reaction is essentially complete by 1000 
minutes. Using equation 2 of Bishop & Freeman one can derive an estimate 
of the complexity of the sequences complementary to the cDNA in the total 
DNA preparation. 	Results of these experiments are shown in Table 1. The 
TABLE 1 	Chick globin gene frequencies 















la 0.7 ng 59.2pg 90 000 - 177 300 - 2.0 
lb 0.7 ng 59.2pg 90 000 - 208 300 - 2.3 
2a 0.63ng 30 vg 100 000 367 000 252 400 3.6 2.5 
2b 0.63ng 30 pg 100 000 403 300 261 800 4.0 2.6 
The length of the polyT sequence in the cDNA was ignored in the calculation of the 
cDNA complexity. 	At most, it comprises 10% of the length of the molecules. 
complexity of DNA is defined as the total molecular weight of its nucleo-
tide sequences, as defined experimentally by hybridisation reactions. The 
sequence complexities for the preparations indicate 3-4 non-cross-reacting 
globin sequences in the chick genome. 
One can obtain an independent estimate of the sequence complexity by 
a saturation experiment in which fixed amounts of DNA are reannealed in 
the presence of increasing amounts of globin cDNA. 	Eventually the cDNA 
will compete out the minus strand (assuming the genes and transcribed RNAs 
have "plus" sense) and additional input of cDNA will result in no addition-
al hybridisation. 	Figure 3 shows such an experiment. At saturation, 21 
FIGURE 3. Saturation of total alkali-fragmented DNA with cWA. The amount 
of cDNA annealed to 59.2iig of total DNA (5mg/mi) in 0.2424 PB-lmM EDTA, pH 
6.8 in 24 hr at 700C was analysed by the Si nuclease method. 	In the con- 
trols, DNA was allowed to reassociate alone and then flushed from capillar-
ies into nuclease assay buffer containing 0.2ng cWA. 
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picograms of CDNA are able to hybridise per 100ig of DNA. This represents 
0.021% of the genome which is saturated. From the analytical complexity 
of the chick genome it can be estimated that the complementary sequence 
length to be 
21pg x 6.5 x 1011  daltons x 	= 142000 daltons 
100ig 	 22 
The factor 	corrects for the fact that when the cDNA saturates the glob- 22 
in sequences they are in a 22:1 excess over minus strands. 	This means 




The ct.IA excess and saturation hybridisation both indicate that there 
are 2-3 non-cross-reacting adult globin gene sequences in the chick genome. 
This data is Supported by RNA-cDNA hybridisations (rt curves) which give 
a sequence complexity of 1000 bases, or 2-3 mENA species (Groudine & 
Weintraub, 1975). 	Protein data (Moss & Hamilton, 1974; Brown & Ingram, 
1974) also agree well with this estimate. 	There are two haemoglobins 
found in late embryo and adult chickens, called haemoglobins A and D. 
These have distinctly different c-globin chains, but appear to share simi- 
lar, if not completely identical, -globin chains. 	Therefore three or at 
most four distinct globin mRNAs would be predicted in chickens of the age 
studied here. 	The embryonic haemoglobins of chicken have also been 
studied in great detail (Brown & Ingram, 1974), and it is possible that one 
of the 8-globin chains of embryonic haemoglobin E also is related to the 
8-chain of adult haemoglobin A; we cannot predict at this time whether 
the genes for these chains are sufficiently alike to cross-hybridise under 
our conditions. The data obtained by us for gene number would argue 
against cross-hybridisation, as would the fact that 8-globin and y-globin 
genes in human DNA do not cross-hybridise (Lanyon, Ottolenghi & Williamson, 
1975) 
Equation 3 of Bishop and Freeman, which can be used to estimate the 
kinetic complexity of the cDNA probe, shows 3-4 non-cross-reacting se-
quences in our cDNA preparation. The ratio of the DNA complementary se-
quence length and the kinetic complexity gives the number of copies of each 
sequence in the genome. We obtain a value of 0.7, which suggests that the 
sequences in the probe are uniquely represented in the genomic DNA. 
The fact that the adult cDNA is slightly more complex than the comple-
mentary sequences is reasonable, as it is within the uncertainty of these 
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techniques. The purity of the cWA probes is demonstrated by the purity 
of the messenger template and the fidelity of the transcription reaction 
(Figure 1). 	c14As prepared from impure mRNA populations have been shown 
to Continue reacting in cDNA excess hybridisations when the majority of se-
quences have annealed and do not reach saturation at increasing cDNA/DNA 
ratios (cf. Lanyon et al.; Bishop & Freeman, Figure 4). 	Specific loss 
of sequences in the total L*IA preparation does not occur, as EA prepared 
by a method maximising yield of very high molecular weight molecules and 
hybridised under slightly different conditions (0.12M PB at 66 °c) gave sim-
ilar results (cf. experiments 2a and 2b in Table 1) 
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SUUL1ARY 
Messenger RNA has been isolated from the day-old chick lens. 
Characterization by size and by heterologous cell-free translation shows 
that the predominant species present are mRNAs for a, 3 and b-crystallins. 
Only ,-crystallin mRNA gives a sharp peak on sucrose gradient analysis. 
The mBNAs for both the a- and the t3-crystalline show considerable size 
heterogeneity. Total polysomal RNA and polysomal RNA which did not bind to 
oligo (dT)-cellulose translate in the cell-free system to give a similar 
crystallin profile to poly (A+) mRNA. RNA isolated from post-ribosomal 
supernatant and binding to oligo (dT)- cellulose translates to give 
crystallins as well, but the products are enriched for 3..crystallins. 
Cell-free translation of niRNA isolated from 15-day embryo lens fibers 
and lens epithelium cells gives products which reflect the different 
protein compositions of these two cell types, as does translation of mRNAs 
isolated from chick lenses at various stages of development. Comparison 
by cell-free translation of ciRNAs from freshly excised 8 day embryo neural 
retina and from dissociated 8 day embryo neural retina after 42 days 
in culture, shows that while no detectable crystallin mRNPs were 
present in the freshly excised material, by 42 days crystallin ijiRNAs 
were the most prominent species. 
INTRODUCTION 
Studies on the control of gene expression in eucaryotes have utilised 
a number of different systems where either a limited number of genes are 
expressed at any one time or the activity of a few genes can be experi-
mentally manipulated to produce identifiable gone products, (Lewin, 1976). 
In the lens of the eye 80-90% of the soluble proteins are lens-specific 
proteins, the crystallins, and there is strong evidence to suggest that 
these are produced by the expression of a small number of related gene 
fauilies. In the chick lens there are three major classes, a-, 1- and 
-crystallin, and the proportion of each varies throughout development 
(Clayton, 1970, 1974). 
Where differential gene expression results in the production of a 
single uRNA species which accounts for a large proportion of the total poly A-
containing RNA present, it has been possible to obtain individual mENAs in a 
more or less pure form e.g. those coding for a and P globin (Lingrel, 1972), 
ovalbumin (Shapiro & Schimke, 1975) and immunoglobulin (Brownhe et al., 
1973). 
In the lens system messenger RNA has been isolated and characterised 
from bovine (Berns et al., 1973, Chen et al., 1974) and rat lenses (Cohen, 
Sits and Blomendal, 1976) and the messenger RNA coding for bovine cxA 2 
crystallin has been purified (Berns et al., 1973; Chen & Spector, 1977). 
In the chick,lens mRNA has been isolated and shown to be a suitable template 
for crystallin synthesis in a cell-free system (Williamson, Clayton & Truman, 
1072), and g-crystallin r4RNA has been isolated and characterised from 
oIibryonic chick lens fibers (Zolenka and Piatigorsky, 1974, 1976). 
The chick lens is a particularly useful system for developmental studies 
(reviewed Clayton, 1970), and Piatigorsky and co-workers have studied the 
appearance of o-crystallin mRNA in cultured lens cells (Milatone, Zolenka 
& Piatigorsky, 1976). There is substantial evidence to support the view 
3 . 
that during the development of the chick lens both qualitative and quantit-
ative changes occur in the pattern of crystallin synthesis. There is an 
increase in the synthesis of a and 3 crystallin with age, whereas 6 -crystallin 
synthesis is at a high level during early dovelopinent but slows down and 
eventually stops in older birds (Conis-Galvez, 1Iaisel, & Castro, 1968; 
Truman, Brown & Campbell, 1972). In order to study the expression of the 
various chick crystallin genes it is desirable to characterize messenger 
RNAs coding for each of the crystallins. In the present paper, we describe 
the isolation and characterization of nRNA from day-old chick lenses. The 
large number of lenses required for aRNA isolation can be obtained easily at 
this stage, and significant quantities of all of the major crystallins 
are being synthesized (Thomson et al., 1977). During uorual development 
of the lens the opithelial cells divide and differentiate into fibers which 
become enucleated and form successive layers around the center of the lens. 
In this paper we compare crystallin mRNP activity (as judged by the products 
of translation in the ruticulocyte cell-free system) at various stages in 
development and also in lens epithelium and fiber cells, thus giving an 
overall picture of the expression of crystallin genes during lens 
development and differentiation. 
The lens is unusual in that more than one developmental, pathway can 
lead to its formation (Clayton, 1970, 1977). In the chick, in vitro culture 
systems have been developed which show transdifferentiation to lens-like 
cell masses (lentoid bodies) from pigmented epithelium (Eguchi and Okada, 
1973) and neural retina (Okada et al., 1975). As large amounts of 
crystallins accuEulate during culture of neural retina (Okada et al., 1975; 
de Pomerai, Pritchard and Clayton, 1977), we chose this system to look for 
the appearance of crystallin mRNAs during culture. Messenger RNAs from 
freshly excised 8 day embryonic neural retina, and from material after long 
term culture of neural retina are characterised by cell-free translation. 
The following paper (Jackson et al., 1977) approaches this problem using molecular 
hybridization to test for homology among their nRNA populations. 
4 . 
MATERIALS AND =HODS 
Preparation of eflNAs 
Starting materials (lenses, neural retina or cultured material) were 
homogenized in a solution containing 0.35E sucrose, 10mM Tris, 50mMKC1, 
I.az. 1 gC1
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 pH 7.5 and centrifuged at 10,000 g for 10 minutes at 4 °C. 
For preparation of total cytopiasuic RNA the supernatant was extracted 
directly with phenol (see below). Polysomos were prepared by centrifugation 
& the 10,000 g supernatant through a bilayer of 1.57i + 2.014 sucrose 
in the same buffer at 250,000 g for 2 hours in an MSE 8 x 25 angle rotor at 
4°C. The polysomal pellet was dissolved in ANE buffer (10M sodiur, acetate pH 7.5 
l00 -Li NaCl, 1mM EDTA, 0.5% SDS) and extracted several times with phenol! 
chloroform (1/1 by vol), 0.05 04'7 8-hydroxyquinoline. The RNA was precipitated 
by the addition of NaCl to a concentration of 11 -. followed by 2 volumes of 
ethanol. After storage at -20 °C overnipht precipitated RNA was collected 
by ccntrifution, dissolved in olige WT)-cellulose binding buffer 
(10mM Tris, pH 7.5, 0.5L1 NaC1, 0.5% sodium dodecyl sulfate) and applied 
to an olige(dT)-cellulose co mn (Typo T3, Collaborative Research). After 
extensive washing with the same buffer until no 260 nn-absorbing material 
was being oluted, bound RNA was eluted with 10mM Trig, pH 7 • 5, 0.57. SDS and 
precipitated as before. For preparations of r- RNA from day-old lens 2 cycles 
of oligo (dT)-cellulose chromatography were routinely used. 
Translation of milNAs in the Messenj'-Dependent fleticulocyte Lysato System 
Messenger-dependent lysate was prepared according to the method of Pelham 
and Jackson (1076) and translation assays were carried out exactly as described 
by these authors except that the 10 unlabelled amino acids were each at a 
concentration of 20p.. 
Polyacrylanide Gel Electrophoresis 
Proteins synthesized in vivo and in the cell free system were analyzed 
by 81)8 polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis on discontinuous slab gels. The 
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lower gel had a linear 10-20% acrylamide gradient and was based on the gel 
mixture of Laeinmli (1970) except that the gradient was stabilized by the 
addition of 20% glycerol. The upper gel, buffer system, electrophoresis 
conditions and staining procedure were as revious1y described (Thomson 
et al., 1977). To detect the labelled proteins, the slab gels were analyzed by 
fluorography (Bonner and Laskey, 1974) using pre-f lashed X-ray film to give a 
quantitative response to radioactive disintegrations (Laskey and Mills, 1975). 
Scanning of fluorographs was carried out using a Kipp and Zonen integrating 
densitometer. 
Culturing of lenses and neural retina 
Freshly excised lenses from day-old chicks were labelled by culture 
for 24 hr in Nediuxn 199 supplemented with 1076 foetal calf serum (Cibco Biocult 
Ltd., Paisley, Scotland) in the presence of lmCi/ml [ 
3
H] amino acid mxturo 
or 200 i.Ci/m1 35S-1ethionine (Radiochemical Centre, Axaersham, Bucks). 
Neural retina was isolated from 8 day embryo chicks and cultured 
for 42 days as previously described (Okada et al., 1975; de Pomeral 
et al., 1977). 
Izmunoprecipitation 
This was carried out by 2, modification of the r3ethod of 
Clayton, Truman & Campbell (1972) as follows. labelled samples (in vivo 
labelled lens proteins o r translation products) were mixed with unlabelled lens 
soluble protein to give 100g total protein. Excess antibody was added and the 
mixture made up to 5001 with buffered saline (10rnM Trig pH 7.5, 0.1414 NaCl). 
The mixture was allowed to stand at 0 °C for one hour and then centrifuged at 
10,000g for 10 mm. The supernatant was discarded and the precipitate washed 
twice with further antibody in buffered saline. Finally the washed precipitate 
was transferred to GF/A filters using 8% TCA, the filters dried and the 
radioactivity determined in a scintillation counter. Antisera were prepared 
by the r'ethod of Clayton (1969). Specificity of antisera was as previously 
described (Clayton & Truman, 1974). 
6 . 
RESULTS 
Isolation and Properties of Day-old Chick Lens nBNA 
After 2 cycles of oligo (dT)-cellulose chromatography 1-1.5% of total 
polysomal RNA isolated from day old chick lenses bound to the column, 
Analysis of this material on a polyacrylamide gel (Figure 1) showed that a 
substantial amount of ribosomal RNA was still present, but localization of 
poly(A)-containing RNA by hybridization with 3H-poly(U) to RNA oluted from 
slices of the gel showed hybridization in the region 8 - 188. This was 
the expected size range of crystallin uRNAs as other workers have shown 
that a- and 3-crystal1in zJMs from calf lenses have a size range of 10-14S 
(Berns et al., 1973; Chen et al., 1974), and the size of chick -crystallin 
mRNA is 17S (Zelenka and Piatigorsky, 1976). 
The ability of this material to act as a template in the reticulocyte 
cell-free protein synthesizing system is shown in Figure 2. The lack of 
endogenous activity was particularlu useful in this case, where a considerable 
number of products were beir,.. synthesized. The stimulation of incorporation 
35 
of S-methionine into protein after the addition of lens mRNA to the nuclease 
treated lysate showed a 3imiJar time course to that of the untreated lysate, 
and af to 60 minutes incubation reached about 70% of the control value, 
showing that lens mRNA is an efficient template for protein synthesis. 
The level of incorporation increased linearly with the addition of increasing 
amounts of lens uNA up to an RNA concentration of 601g/m1, but concentrations 
higher than lOOpgIul caused a reduction in incorporation. Subsequent 
translations were carried out using an RNA concentration of 60g/nl or less. 
Analysis of the products of cell-free translation by electrophoresis on 
SDS-acrylacide gels is shown in Figure 3. Comparison of slots 4 and 5 shows 
that in vivo labelling of crystallins with 35S-methionine gives a different 
pattern to that obtained using 3H-amino acid mixture as source of label. Some 
differences in the relative amounts of label in individual protein bands can 
be seen. In particular o-crystallin is relatively less heavily labelled 
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with 35S-Methionine, whereas the 3-crystallin with a molecular weight of 
34,000 daltons incorporates a relatively high amount of 35S-Lethionine. 
Nevertheless all of the major crystallins label with 358-Methionine and 
so this was used for cell-free translations because of its higher specific 
activity and greater ease of detection by autoradiography. Slots 1 + 2 
show the products synthesized by the lysato alone before and after treatment 
with nuclease and confirm that no endogenous synthesis takes place after 
nuclease addition. On addition of day-old chick lens mRNA to the treated 
lysate (Slot 3) a variety of products are synthesized, most of which correspond 
to the crystallins synthesized in vivo (Slot 4). To confirm that these 
products were indeed crystall ins, samples of the in vitro synthesized proteins 
were immunoprecipitated with (a) anti-total crystallins (b) Anti--cryst- 
aiim (c) non immune rabbit serum antisera (Table 1). About 45% of the counts 
were precipitated with the anti-total crystallin antiserum, significantly less 
with the anti-ç3-crystallin antiserum and less than 2% with non-immune  rabbit 
serum. This was a similar result to that obtained when labelled total soluble 
protein from the lens was iiumunoprecipitatcd. This confirmed that the trans-
lation products were indeed crystailins. Proteins synthesized endogenously by 
the reticulocyte lysate (i.e. cior to nuclease treatment and addition of lens 
.iRNA) 	not precipitatc b any f the antibodies • Thus eRNAs coding for 
the 	'i cyaUins 	e:utted from day old chick lens polysomea. 
Using this type of analysis we cn now detect an -1 say erystallin aRNAs in RNA 
populations fron different sources where they are present in significant amounts. 
Sucrose Gradient Analysis of Crystallin rLRNA5 
Day-old chick lens rnRNA was fractionated on a sucrose gradient with the 
intention of purifying individual crystallin mRNAs. Figure 4 shows that 
localization of iziRNA in individual fractions, both by hybridization to 
3H-poly(U) and by stimulation of incorporation of 35S-inethionine in the cell-
tree system, showed a similar mRNA size profile to that obtained on SDS-acryl-
amide gels (Figure 1). The greatest hybridization to poly(U) 
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occurred at a slightly lower S value than the peak of 35S-Mothionine 
incorporation, suggesting either that a small amount of degradation had occurred 
or that the length of poly A is a smaller proportion of total mRNP. length 
as the size of the uRNA increases. Slightly degraded mRN? would still hybridize 
to 3H-poly U but might not translate in the cell-free system. Both methods 
showed that no LIRNA was sedthenting faster than 17-18S indicating that 
aggregation of r:RNPts was not occurring. Analysis of the translation products 
by fluorography of SDS gels (Figure 5) showed that sucrose gradient centri-
fugation achieves only partial separation of individual crystallin rRNAs. 
Translatable 5-crystallin uRNA was found in only a few fractions and peaked 
at the expected value of 17S (Zelenka and Piatigorsky, 1976). Messenger RNAs 
for the other crystallins were spread across the gradient from 8 to 18S 
and little separation of individual mRNAs was achieved. Scanning of 
individual slots on the I luorograph using an integrating densitometer 
showed some differences in the relative amounts of the major products present 
in individual fractions. In particular, incorporation of label into 
o-crystallin showed two peakr of activity (lOS & 15S). Bloemendal and co-workers 
(Berns et al., 1973, Beerng Janssen and Bloemendal, 1974) have shown that 
the size of calf aA2 r?L 4- (143 i ':uch longer than would be required to code 
for a 7?000 m.w. peptic' 	—.lf c3 chain uRNA sediments at lOS. In 
o' 	yrceL: the two r' 	 t3ir chains a:,- P- not well separated and so 
separatioa .f -crystai.n syxi -izing activity titc two peaks is the expected 
result. 	e have therefore gained information on to size of individual 
crystallin ciRNAs but clearly the sucrose gradient has insufficient resolution 
to purify individual crystallin uRNA species. 
The Presence of Non-Crystallin uRNAs 
It is clear that most of the po].ysomal poly(A)-containing RNA is 
crystallin mENA. However, significant amounts of other mRNAs may be present 
which are either not being translated and so are not found in the polysomal 
fraction, or are not bound to oligo (dT)-cellulose because they lack poly(A). 
To test these possibilities non-polysorial poly(?+) RNA and polysomal poly(A-) 
RNA (not bound to oligo (dT)-cellulose cOluLn) were translated in the cell-free 
system (Figure 6). The products of the poly(A-) RNA translation were very 
similar to those of polysomal poly(A+) RNA and the major products corresponded 
to identifiable crystalline. When non-polysomal poly(A+) RNA was translated 
the products were also crystalline, but interestingly the two major 3-
crystallins were the uost prominent products. This was confirmed by itimunO-
precipitation, as almost as many counts were precipitated by anti--cryst-
alliri antiserum as were precipitated by anti-total crystallin (Table 1). 
We therefore have no evidence that large amounts of translatable non-crystallin 
RNs are present in any of these fractions. Small amounts of individual 
r.iRNAs would not be detected as thcir translation products would not contain 
sufficient radioactivity to show as individual bands on the I luorographa 
of the gels. 
Crystallin mRNAs During Development 
The transition fro. lens epithelium to lens fiber in the embryo and 
young chick has been s°wn to be accoipanied by an increase in the relative 
ar.ount. of -crystallin :tei 	d 	some stages of development F -crystallin 
caa. accoii't f -w 70-80% or total prc'tn synthesis of lens fibers (Zwaari & Ikeda, 
168, ?oshid & Katoh, 	Paizorsy and cc'-:'iei have isolated 
total cytoplasmic po1v(+) PTJxA frct, ö -lay embv 	r:rs axi;1 found 6-cryst- 
allin to be the only detectable product of cell-free translation (Zelenka and 
Piatigorsky, 1974). These workers have also shown that in explanted 
6-day embryo epithelia, fiber cell differentiation is accompanied by an 
increase in the amount of -.crystaliin uRNA (iilstone et al., 1976). 
We have compared the translation products of poly(A+) RNA from 15 day embryo 
epithelia and fibers and confirmed that the increased specialization for 
-crystallin synthesis found in fiber cells is reflected in the nRNP isolated 
from the fibers (Figure 7a). However, significant amount of both aand P.- cryst-
allin mRNAs are still present in fibers in a translatable form. This is in 
contrast to ealier findings (Zelanka and Piatigoreky, 1974) and served to 
analysis used in the present work. 
Changes in the protein composition of the eMek lens during develop-
Ment have been extensively studied by a variety of methods, and after the 
first detection of individual crystallins in the very early embryo ,changes 
in composition tend to be quantitative rather than qualitative (Clayton, 
1970). To determine whether these quantitative changes were reflected 
in mRNA populations, mRNA was isolated and translated from lenses at 
various stages of development. Analysis of the translation products 
(Figure 7b) showed some interesting differences in the relative amounts 
of individual crystallin subunits formed. At eight days of development 
6-crystallin mJM is the major component but a-and 3-crystallin mRNAa 
are also present. By 15 days the relative amount of 0 -crystallin mRNA 
has fallen significantly, and at 1 day and 8 days post-hatch remains 
approximately the same. Delta-crystallin synthesis has been shown to 
decrease during later development (Geni s-Galvez et al., 1968; Truman et a]., 
1972), and this is reflected in the amount of translatable -crysta11in 
in RNA bound to the polysomes. Other minor quantitative differences can 
be seen, but the major crystallin products were present at all of the stages 
studied, reinforcing the view that the changing patterns of crystallin 
synthesis are quantitative rather than qualitative. 
Crystallin mRNAs During Transdlfferentiation 
The appearance of lens-like cells during long term culture of neural 
retina from 8 day chick embryos was first reported by Okada et a]., (1975) 
and these workers used immunological techniques to test for the appearance of 
crystallins. Lore recently in this laboratory the appearance of individual 
crystallin subunits has been followed during neural retina culture by a 
variety of techniques We Pomerai et al., 1977). It was therefore of 
interest to see if crystallin uRNAs could be detected by cell-free translation 
of mENA from culture material. Translation products of total cytoplasmic 
poly(A+) RNA from fresh 8 day embryo neural retina and from 8 day embryo 
neural retina after culturing for 42 days (by which time a large number of 
lentoid bodies have formed) showed that the synthesis of lens specific proteins 
is accompanied by the appearance of eryitallin mRNA* (Figure 8). Indeed, the 
products after translation of mRNI from the 42 day culture material were 
nearly all crystallins and only three other proteins could be detected, 
and at least two of these corresp'nd to proteins synthesized by rBNA 
from fresh neural retina. Precipitation of the translation products with 
anti-total cryatallin confirmed that a significant proportion of the 
products were 	crystalliris. This was an encouraging but slightly 
surprising result, as SDS gels of the proteins isolated from the 42 day 
culture material had shown crystallins to be present, but among large 
amounts of a variety of other proteins We Porierai et al., 1977). Thus 
only a few of these other proteins were being synthesized in significant 




Characteristics of mENAs Coding for Cryta1in Subunits 
The addition of purified uRNA to the nuclease treated reticulocyte 
cell-free system shows that translation in vitro gives a good repres-
entation of the pattern of protein nynthesis in the day-old chick lens. 
This indicates that the major crystalliri mENAs werebound to oligo (dT)-
cellulose and so contained poly (A). 
In the chick, only -crysta11in nRNA has been characterized to any 
significant extent. There is evidence to suggest that )-crystallin DRNA 
isolated from 15 day embryonic lens fibers is transcribed from non-
repetitive DNA (Zelenka and Piatlgoraky, 1976), but many workers have 
reported heterogeneity in -crystallin either in the native form (Rabacy, 
1962; Zwaan, 1968; Bours and van Doorenmaalen, 1970; Piatigorsky, 
1975) or in dissociating conditions (Truman et al., 1972; Thomson et al., 
1977). In this paper, we have shown that only one size of '-crystallin 
subunit is detected both in vivo and in vitro, which agrees with previous 
results that-crystal1in consists of subunits of identical molecular 
weight (Piatigorsky, Zelanka and Simpson, 1974). 
Most of the data on mRNAs coding for a-crystallins come from work on 
species other than the chick. The mRNA for the a2 subunit is in the 108 
size range but the nRNA coding for aA2 from both bovine (Berns et al., 1973, 
1974; Chen and Spector, 1977) and rat lenses is 14S (Cohen et al., 1976). 
Our results show that mRNAs which codes for -.crystal1in subunits separate 
into two sizes on a sucrose gradient, which suggests that this may also 
be true for a-crystallin mENAs from chick lenses. The reason why the 
larger of these mRNAs is very much larger than necessary for coding is not clear, 
Coh(i .t al., (1970. point out that a 148 oRNA is long enough to be 
bicistronic, coding for two a-crystallin subunits, and there is some 
evidence to suggest that this may be the case (Chen and Spector, 1977). 
Little is known about the oRNAs coding for 3-crysta11ins. A number of 
subunits of different molecular weights are synthesized in the bovine 
lens (Berns et al., 1973) and in the rat lens (Cohen et a] 1976). 
We have shown here that this is also true for the chick lens, and also 
indicate that non-polysomal r-RNA in the day-old chick lens is particularly 
rich in p-crystallin riRN. 
Correlation of crystallins and Their riiNAs during Lens Development 
The experiments described here provide good evidence that the relative 
amounts of polysorial uRNs are related to the amount of synthesis of the 
corresponding crystallins. This ic true both for the differentiation of 
lens epithelial cells to lens fibre cells and for soi:xe stages of lens 
development. However, in the day-old chick lens there is a larger pool 
of non-polysoiaal LINAs coding for the -cryatallins than for a- or - 
crystalline. Studies on the synthesis of chick 3-crystallins during 
development suggest that their synthesis increases with age, particularly 
after hatching (Genic-Galvez et al. 1968; Truman et al., 1972). One 
possibility is that these non-polysorrial -crystallin mENAs are being stored 
for future translation, but other interpretations (e.g. differences in 
the rates of turnover of individual nHNAs) are also possible. Further work 
on both polysomal and non-polysonal mRNA from various developmental stages 
is required to resolve this problem. 
Crystallin mRNAs during TransciifferentiatiOn 
Among vertebrates, eye tissues are unusual in that they are inter-
convertible to a remarkable extent in vivo and in vitro, a situation found 
only very rarely in other tissues 
	 Okada, 1976; Clayton, 1977). 
At the molecular level a large number of mechanisms could be proposed 
to explain how these phenomena may be regulated. In the case of trans-
differentiation of neural retina, it is knwon that the appearance of lens-
like structures (lentoids) is accompanied by the appearance of crystallins 
(Okada et al., 1975 ; de Pomerai et al., 1977) and the present results 
showed that no crystallin mRNAs were detectable in fresh neural retina, but 
by 42 days of culture they were the major mRNA components. We therefore 
have no evidence that neural retina contains a store of large amounts of 
crystallin uRNAs in vivo which are then triggered to translate into crystallin 
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during culture under suitable conditions in vitro. This conclusion is 
reinforced by a number of results in the following paper (Jackson 
1977), which characterize crystallin mRNAs by nybridization to complementary 
DNA. In particular, the estimated number of different riRNAs in the abundant 
class in the day old chick lens correlates closely with the number of 
individual crystallin subunits found by cell-free translation of purified 
iflNAs. Also, it is clear that neural retina rtHNA has no high concentrations 
of these abundant E1RNAS. These results do not preclude the possibility 
that translational control mechanisms exist in this system over short time periods, 
or that storage of crystallin ciRNAs occur in the nuceli of the neural retina 
cells, but we prefer the hypothesis that the transdifferentiation of neural 
retina is accompanied by the activation of crystallin gene transcription to 
produce large amounts of crystallin mRNAs. 
The neural retina culture system offers an excellent opportunity to study 
in vitro the expression of a number of related genes whose products can be 
identified and characterized using a starting material where these genes are 
not expressed in vivo. A more detailed analysis of the appearance of 
individual mRNAs in relation to the appearance of corresponding crystallins 
is in progress. 
TABLE 1 
15. 
IMMUNOI4ECIPITATION OF IN VIVO LABELLED CRYSTALLINS AND 
CELL-FREE TRANSLATION PRODUCTS 




Lysate + Lens 
pQlySODal cRNA 
Anti-total crystalliri 	 68.4 
Ant i--crysta1lin 	 22.5 
Woniniune rabbit 1.6 
serur. (NRS) 
Anti-total 	 1.6 
Anti-13 	 1.2 
NRS 	 1.0 
Anti-total 	 43.8 
Anti-p 	 20.7 
NRS 	 3.5 
Anti-total 	 '29.4 
Anti-P 	 27.4 
NRS 2.8 
Anti-total 	 10.9 
NRS 	 8.5 
Anti-total 	 31.3 
NRS 	 9.4 
Lysate + lens polysonal 
supernatant nRNA 
Lysate + neural 
retina ERNP' 
Lysate + 42 day 
culture nRNA 
Immunoprecipitations were carried out as described in Materials and 
Methods • At least 10,000 dpn were used for each sample. 
Soluble lens proteins prepared froo day-old chick lenses labelled with 
358-Methjonine. 
Proteins synthesized by the reticulocyte lysate prior to nuclease treatment. 
Proteins synthesized on addition of day-old lens polysornal nRNA to MDL. 
Proteins synthesized on addition of day-old lens polysonal supernatant 
ERNA to LDL. 
Proteins synthesized on addition of 8 day embryo neural retina nRNA to 
MDL. 
Proteins synthesized on addition of nRNA fron 8 day embryo neural retina 
after culturing for 42 days, to MDL. 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 
Figure 1 Polyacrylarilde gel electrophoresis of lens nRNA. 15pg of day-old 
chick lens LtRNA was fractionated on a 10cm 2.6% polyacrylamide gel. The gel was 
sliced, the RNA eluted and poly(A) -containing RNA localized by hybridization 
with an excess of 3H-poly(U) as described by ilosbash and Ford (1974) except 
that samples were collected on Mili:.re filters. 
Fipure 2 Time course of incorporation of 35S-Methionine in the reticulocyte 
lysate. Lysate mixtures of 50p.l were incubated and 2.5i.l samples removed at 
0, 15, 30, 45 and 60 mins. Incorporation was stopped by adding the samples 
to lml distilled water. Samples were decolon.zed with a drop of hydrogen 
peroxide, 0.5ml of 0.1N NaOH added and precipitated by the addition of icil 
of 25516 TCA. Precipitates were collected on GF/C filters and tie radioactivity 
determined. Subsequent cell-free translations were incubated for 45 mm. 
• _____ 	Untreated lysate 
• 	
Messenger Dependent Lysate (MDL) - 
Nuclease treated 
ILDL + 14g day-old chick lens nRNA 
Fijure 3 Gel electrophoresis of the products of cell-free translation. 
Samples of in vivo labelled soluble lens proteins and products of cell-free 
translation were electrophoresed on slab gels and individual bands detected 
by fluorography as described in Materials and Methods. 
5.Ll untreated lysate. Time of exposure of fluorograph 3 days. 
5p.1 MDL. Exposure 2 weeks. 
51.L1 MDL + day-old lens uRNA. Exposure 2 weeks. 
201 35S-labelled soluble lens proteins. Exposure 3 weeks. 
20.L1 3H-labelled soluble lens proteins. Exposure 3 weeks. 
The migration of marker crystallins run in parallel is also shown. 
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Figure 4 Sucrose gradient fractionation of chick lens mRNA. 15p.g of day-old 
chick lens mRNA was heated to 60 °C for 5 nin and run 	 on a 5-20% linear 
sucrose gradient 	 was for lChr at 21,000rpm. The gradient was 
fractionated by upward displacement and samples of each fraction analysed for 
inRNA by hybridization with excess 3H-poly(U) (Rosbash and Ford, 1974). The 
remainder of each fraction was ethanol-precipitated, added to a 3011 lysate 
translation mix and the incorporation of 35S-Llethionine into protein determined 
as described in the legend to figure 2. Sedimentation coefficients was 
calculated using the method of Funding and Steensgaard (1973) and these 
showed good correlation with marker RNAs run in parallel gradients. 
Figure 5 Cell-free translation of individual gradient fraction SILl samples of 
the translation products of the gradient fractions (see Figure 4) were electro-
phoresed on slab gels and subjected to fluorography as described in Materials 
and Methods. Exposure 3 weeks. 
Figure 6. Comparison by cell-free translation of polysomal and non-polysomal 
ruRNiiS. RNA samples were translated in 5Op1 lysate translation mixes and 
5d samples were electrophoresed on slab gels and subjected to fluorography 
as before. 
lp.g polysornal poly(A+) RNA. Exposure 2 weeks. 
5&g total polysocial RNA. Exposure 3 weeks. 
1O.&g polysomal poly(A"') RNA, ie not bound to oligo (11)-cellulose. 
Exposure 4 weeks. 
Polysotnal supernatant poly (A-)RNA. Exposure 2 weeks. 
Figure 7 Developmental profile of lens uRNA. 1Lg ions polysomal i:RNAs from 
various stages of development were translated and 5l samples were analyzed on 
slab gels which were then subjected to fluorography as before. 
18. 
	
a. (1) 	15 day-embryo lens mHNA. Exposure 2 weeks. 
15 day-embryo lens epithelium mRNA. Exposure 3 weeks. 
15 day-embryo lens fiber mRNA. Exposure 1 week. 
b. (1) 	8 day embryo lens uRNA. Exposure 2 weeks. 
15 day embryo lens mRNA. Exposure 2 weeks. 
1 day post-hatch lens i[A. Exposure 2 weeks. 
8 day post-hatch lens mUNA. Exposure 2 weeks. 
Fijure 8 Crystallin mHNAs during transdifferentiation of neural retina. , ciRNAs 
from neural retina and from culture material were translated in 50Ll incubations 
and 5i.1 samples analyzed on slab gels and subjected to fluorography as before. 
Day-old lens polysomal mRNA. Exposure 2 weeks. 
8 day embryo neural retina total cytoplasuic LiRNA. Exposure 3 weeks. 
Total cytoplasmic uRNA from dissociated neural retina after 
42 days In culture as described in !terials and flethods. Exposure 
3 weeks. 
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AB8TRAC1 
Using hybridization reactions with a cDNA copy, the complexity of 
olysomal polyadenylated mRNA from the day-old chick lens was found to 
correspond to 5800-7200 sequences of average size, arranged in three 
abundance classes • In experiments with heterologous cDNAs, essentially 
L11 the sequences expressed in eight-day embryonic neural retina and 
pigmented epithelium were found to be present in lens nRNA. A cDNA fraction 
oinpleiaentary to the most abundant lens inRNAs (presumably the crystallin 
ANA), and representing about four sequences, was used to assay the 
osage of crygtauin sequences in other embryonic tissues • Neural retina 
ad pigmented epithelium cytoplasmic mENAs have low concentrations of 
these sequences, and they appear to be absent from inENA prepared from 
eadleas bodies and muscle. 
2. 
1NTRUCTIW 
It has long been known that in urodelea a lens, as defined by 
morphology, ultrastructure and high crystallin content, may regenerate from 
the dorsal iris: which develops from the margin of the eye cup between the 
presumptive neural retina and pigmented epithelium regions (Yamada, 1967). 
It has been shown recently 'Eguchi and Okada, 1973; Okada et al., 1975) that 
lens cells can be obtained in cell culture from retinal pigmented epithelium 
and also from neural retina of 8-day embryonic chicks. They have termed 
this process transdifferentiatiOn. Thus lens cells may be derived from the 
normal route (from competent head ectoderm) and also under appropriate 
conditions from tissues which, although in proximity to the lens and in the 
case of neural retina, of important influence in lens differentiation, 
nevertheless have a quite different developmental origin (from an outgrowth 
of the embryonic brain). 
This phenomenon raises three questions which are discussed extensively 
elsewhere (Clayton, 1977). These are: (1) the status with respect to gene 
expression (and in particular crystallin gene expression) of the tissue of 
origin (2) the operation of the signals required to permit tranadifferentiatiOn 
to lens cells and (3) the expression of crystallin genes in normal compared to 
tranedifferentiated lens cells. 
There has been a prolonged controversy regarding the possible existence 
of crystalline at low levels in iris and retina (Clayton et al., 1968). 
This data has been further reviewed and the underlying problems discussed 
more recently (Clayton 1970, 1977). 
}kemagglutination inhibition assays with antisera specific for selected 
crystaUin chains detected very low levels of crystallins in freshly excised 
chick embryo neural retina We Pomerai, Pritchard and Clayton, 1977). These 
levels were no longer detectable during the first few days of culture but 
during the second week of cell culture crystalline levels began to rise 
steeply. 
3 . 
Although there is no direct evidence as to whether the traces of 
crystalline in the lenticular tissues are synthesized in situ, or whether in 
normal conditions they are continually taken up from the lens (which would 
then require some as yet undetected, means of export), it is nevertheless 
clear that lens crystalline are synthesized during the tranadifferentiatiOn 
process (Okada, 1976; Eguchi, 1976) and that the levels of different specific 
crystalline rise steeply and steadily, although at different rates as trans- 
differentiation proceeds (de Pomerai, Pritchard and Clayton, 1977). Furtherriore, 
crystalline comprise almost all the proteins synthesized in a cell-free system 
by the polysomal mRNA extracted from a terminally tranedifferentiated culture 
of neural retina origin (Thomson et al., 1977b). The technique of mRN-cDNe 
hybridization (Bishop et al., 1974; Birnie et al., 1974) is well-suited to 
characterize the quality and quantity of different sequences in a mRNA 
population, particularly when some are present in high concentrations. 
It is also possible to ask how many mRNAs two cell types have in 
co..mon in reactions where cDNA from one source is annealed with excess mRNA 
from a second cell type or tissue (Bishop 	1975; Young et al., 1976, 
Levy, W. and McCarthy, 1975; Ryffel and McCarthy, 1975; Axel, Feigelson and 
Schutz, 1976). Cross-hybridizations between various developmental stages of 
Drosophila showed 65-100% homology between the RNA populations of pupa, larva, 
embryo, imago and Schneider cells (Izquierdo, 1976). At the other extreme, 
Hastie and Bishop (1976) found that the most abundant sequences expressed in 
kidney are completely absent from nyelonia cell mENA. Thus, sequences present 
in one cell type may be present in widely differing concentrations in other 
cell types. 
Delta crystallin mRNA from 15-day chick embryonic lens fibers is the Only 
lens iaRflA studied by mRNA-cDNA hybridization (Zelenka and Piatigoraky, 1976). 
This paper reports on further characterization of chick crystallin iaRNAs and 
on cross-hybridization studies with retinal and other tissues. 
4 . 
MATERIALS AND =HODS 
Preparation of uRNA 
Lenses were dissected frou day-old chickens and stored in liquid nitrogen 
until ready for use. Heat-sterilized glassware and solutions treated with 
diethylpYroCarbOflate (British Drug Houses) were us.d for RNA extraction 
procedures. One to three thousand lenses were homogenized in isotonic 
saline solution (0.1411 NaCl, lnfl Tris-HC1, 1.5mM TlgCl 2 , pH 7.4) containing 
0.2.15MI sucrose,using a homogenizer with a loose-fitting pestle. Nonidet 
P-40 (Shell) was then added to 0.5% (w/v) and the mixture vortexed. After 
preparation of a postmitochondrial supernatant (by centrifugation in a Sorvall 
HB-4 rotor for 15 min at 12,000 rpm) polysomes were pelleted by centrifugation 
through a bilayer of 4m1 each of 1.51.1 and 2M sucrose-isotonic saline in 
the MSE 8x25Ti rotor for 2 hr at 55,000 rpm. All manipulations to this 
point were performed at 4 °C. 
The pelleted polysomes were redissolved in a snail volume of ANE 
(0.01W sodium acetate, 0.111 NaCl, imN EDTA, 1% SDS, pH 7.6) and extracted 
with an equal volume of 90% phenol : chloroform (1:1), 0.1% 8-hydroxy-
quinoline saturated with ANE (-SDS). The organic phase was re-extracted 
with ANE and pooled with the aqueous phase for a second extraction. RNA 
was ethanol-precipitated with 1/5 vol 4I 1 NaCl and 2 vol absolute ethanol. 
Poly(A)-containing RNA was prepared by redissolving the pelleted poly-
sonal RNA in binding buffer (0.5L1 NaCl, 1mM Trio-HC1, 0.2% SDS, pH 7.5), 
heating to 600C for 5 mm, and adsorbing to a 500mg oligo (dT)-cellulose 
column Type T3, Collaborative Research). After exhaustive washing with 
binding buffer, poly (A)-containing RN!- was eluted with 1mM Tris-HC1, 0.2% 
8DB, pH 75 at 450C. The eluted RNA was made 0.51. in NaCl and recycled 
over oligo(dT). After concentration by ethanol precipitation, this RNA was 
desalted by passage over a Sephadex G25 column underlaid with a bed of Chelex. 
Cytoplasmic polyadenyl*ted RNA from neural retina, pigmented epithelium 
(excis(--d from 8-day embryonic chick eyes) and embryo bodies was prepared as 
described in Thomson et al. (1977b). Embryonic chick muscle polysomal riRNA 
upaa a kind Pift from Dr. L. 11org 
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Sucrose GradientCentrifugatiOfl of RNA 
15-50&g of poly(A)-containing RNA was heated for 5 mm. at 60°C and 
overlaid in a volume of 0.4l on a 22m1 5-20% sucrose gradient containing 
0.liI NaCl, 10mM Tria-HC1 (pH 7.4), 1mM EDTA, 0.5% SDS (NETS) and centrifuged 
for 16hr at 21,000 rpm at 18°C in the MSE 3x25 swing-out rotor. imi 
fractions were collected by upward displacement with fluorocheLiical 
(Fluorochemical FC43, 314 Co., Ltd). Sedimentation coefficients were 
calculated using the cotputer program devised by Funding and Steensgaard 
(1973). 
Synthesis of eDNA 
Complementary DNA was prepared in a reaction mix containing RNA at a 
concentration of 801ig/m1 using RNA-dependent DNA polymerase prepared from 
avian myeloblastosis virus (Harrison at al., 1974; Young et al., 1974). 
RNA was incubated in a mixture (0.01-0.2rnl) containing 8tg/m1 oligo(dT) 
(Collaborative Research), 400ff1 dATP, dGrP, dTTP (Boehringer Mannheim), 
and 3E-dCTP (20Ci/mmol, Radiochemical Centre, Amersham, Bucks), 75g/ra1 
actinonycin D (Sigma), 375p.g/ul bovine serum albumin (Serva, specially 
purified), 5004 Tris-HC1 (pH 8.2), 501 magnesium acetate, 2mM dithiothreitol, 
5OtaL NaCl, and 400 gg/ml reverse transcriptase (in 0.15M potassium phosphate 
(pH 8.0), containing 50% glycerol and lcTI dithiothreito].). 	After incubation 
for 2hr at 37°C, the mixture was made up to 10mM EDTA, 10mM JPES (pH 7.3), 
0.1% SDS; one-half volume of 90% phenol, 0.1% 8_hydroxyquinolmne (saturated 
with ANE): chloroform, 1% isoary1 alcohol (1:1) was added and the mixture 
was vortexed and centrifuged. The organic phase was re-extracted with 
an equal volume of sterile water and the two aqueous phases pooled and 
applied to a Sephadex G50/Chelex column developed with 50mM NaCl, 100M HEPES 
(pH 7.3). Peak fractions were pooled and ethanol-precipitated after the 
addition of NaCl to 0.811 and 100g E. coil RNA. 
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The cDNA was then collected by centrifugation and redissolved in 
3001 0.3N NaOH and incubated 30 i:)in at 60 °C in a conical plastic test 
tube. HEP (to lOaM) and a drop of phenol red were added, and the 
solution neutralized with HC1 and then ethanol-precipitated as before. 
Finally, the eDNA and carrier were spun out of ethanol, washed with 70% ethanol 
and dissolved in a small volume of sterile water. cDNA prepared in this 
manner had a specific activity of 2.3xl0 7dpm/g. The yield of cDNA was 
typically 8% of the mRNh input. 
Size determination of cDNA 
cDNA was e].ectrophoresed on 3.6% acrylamide-98% formamide gels 
(Staynov et al., 1972) using 98, 5S and 48 RNA from mouse reticulocytes as 
markers. Alternatively, it was centrifuged in 5-11% alkaline sucrose gradients 
(in 0.9M NaCl, 0.1N NaOH) at 30,000 rpm for 20 hr at 20°C in the MSE 3x25 
swing-out rotor. Fractions were collected and sedimentation coefficients 
determined ns for RNA gradients. Molecular weights were calculated using 
the relationship described by Studier a965). 
Hybridization Reactions 
Appropriate volumes of RNA and cDNA solutions in gterile distilled water 
were mixed, lyophilized and redissolved in 0.511 NaCl, 25mM JPES, 0.5mM EDTA 
(pH 6.8), 50% (v/v) deionized formanide. The salt solutions (before 
addition of formamide) were passed through Chelex-100 resin, then treated 
with diethylpyrocarbonate and boiled for 30 min. Aliquots of the 
hybridization mixture (1-10il) were sealed in glass capillaries which had 
been siliconized ("Repelcote", Hopkins & Williams Ltd., Chadwell Heath, 
Essex) and boiled in 0.10,10 diethylpyrocarbonate. The capillaries were 
heated at 60 
0  C for 5 min., then incubated at 43 
0
C for various times. The 
contents of the capillaries were flushed out with 0.25ml of nuclease assay 
buffer (50m!.1 sodium acetate pH 4.5, 2.8mM ZnSO4 , 0.1M NaCl, 20g/ml denatured 
rat DNA) and frozen. The proportion of eDNA in hybrid was determined by 
addition of 20 units of Sl nuclease (Sigma) and calculating the proportion of 
acid-soluble radioactivity after incubation for 1 hr at 37 °C. 	In control 
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experiments, this auount of Sl was shown to be capable of completely 
degrading Uie arnount of cDN1 used in the presence of 1mg/mi E 	RNA. 
Size determination of poly(A) Tracts in mRNA 
3g rnRNA was incubated with 2pg/ml pancreatic RNA.ase (Sigma) and 
5 units/ni RNi.ase T1 (Sigma) for 30 mm. at 37°C in lul ].xSSC (SSC is 0.15t 
NaCl, 0.015M trisodiun citrate). Then 50pl 10% 8DB, 5p1 2M sodium acetate 
and 5l 10g/ni poly(A-) yeast RNA and 2.2 ml absolute ethanol were added. 
The samples were electrophoresed on 10% polyacrylanide gels as described 
by Cabada et al. (1977). The gels, after being frozen with dry ice, were 
sliced using a kic klQ gel slicer. Four adjacent 0.5mm slices were placed 
in a vial and the RNA ciuted overnight at room temperature with 2m1 2XSSC. 
The amount of poly(A) in an aliquot of each fraction was determined by 
hybridization with [ 3H-poly(u) as described by Rosbash and Ford (1974) except 
that TCA-precipitable material was collected in Lillipore filters. 
be 
RESULTS 
Determination of tnRNA Purity 
When polyadenylated RNA from day-old lens polysones is prepared by 
two cycles of oligo WT) -cellulose chromatography and run on polyacrylamide 
gels, the optical density profile shows it to be quite heavily contaminated 
with ribosomal RNA (Figure 1, Thomson et al., 1977b). When { 3H} poly(U) 
is used to localize the poly(A+) RNA in the gel, a heterogeneous distribution 
of material in the 8-18S region is seen. 	In RNA-driven hybridization 
reactions, we rust know the actual mRNA input if its complexity is not to 
be overestimated. If we determine the poly(A) content of a pure mRNA 
preparation (by dividing the average size of the poly(A) by the average 
size of the mRNA), the purity of preparations contaminated with ribosomal 
RNA can be calculated from its poly(A) content using the equation 
L 
R = [poly(Ps)] 	n 
L rnktNP 
n 
Poly(A) tracts in lens eRNA have a number average size of 53 nucleotides 
(Figure 1). Three different methods gave similar estimates of the number 
average size of lens mRNA, ranging from 11-136 (Table 1). The value of 
277,000 daltons (840 nucleotides) obtained in foruamide gels is least likely 
to be inflated by secondary structure effects, and was taken as the size of 
lens mENA. Thus, a 100% pure preparation would have a poly(A) content of 
53 
740 
or 6.3%. Preparations of Lns uRNA were 30-50% pure, as calculated by 
this method. 
Cpmplcxity of lens riRNA 
The reaction of complementary DNA (eDNA) prepared against polygonal 
po1y(i-+) lens RNA with an excess of its template is shown in Figure 3. 
The reaction is complex and covers 6 log units on the rot scale, indicating 
that there are sequences present at a wide range of concentration in the oRNA 
preparation. A nonlinear least-squares regression program is used to resolve 
the curve into an arbitrary number of first-order reactions (Hastie and Bishop, 
1976). It is assumed that the best fit gives the smallest sum of standard 
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deviations (sad). For the lens cDNA-ciRNA reaction, the fit for one component 
is poor, improves through two and three components and there is little 
improvement for four or more components (Figure 3, inset), suggesting that 
sequences present in lens mRNA fall into three abundance classes (Bishop 
et al., 1974). After correction for contamination by RNA belonging to 
the other two classes, the rot of an abundance class is proportional to 
the complexity (gene number), which is determined by comparison to a kinetic 
standard. Table 2 shows this treatment for the data in Figure 3. 
Cross-hybridization reactions 
In light of the relationships noted in the Introduction, it is useful 
to know the extent of similarity between the sequences expressed in each of 
the embryonic tissues, on the one hand, and the lens on the other. We prepared 
cDNA (of the same size as the lens cDNA) from cytoplasmic poly(A+) RNA of 
eight thy embryonic neural retina and pigmented epithelium. The cDNAs 
were each annealed with their template to a rot of 1x10 3 , when all 
complementary sequences should have reacted. The kinetics of the reaction 
of the cDNAa with excess day-old lens mW4A are shown in Figure 4. The 
kinetics of both reactions indicate that most of the cDNA is complementary 
to the second and third abundance classes of lens mRNA. The neural retina 
data is best satisfied by two abundance classes and the pigmented epithelium 
data suggests two, or possibly three abundance classes. For simplicity, two 
abundance classes were postulated for both sets of data (Table 3). The 
rot values of the first and second components agree well for both tissues, 
although there is some difference from the rotr values of the second and third 
components of lens mRNA. There is no apparent component with the kinetics 
of component 1 lens mRN. Both neural retina and pigmented epithelium 
hybridize to the sane plateau level with their template mRNA as with lens 
oRNA, indicating that essentially all sequences in the cDNA are represented 
in lens mBNA. 
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Dosage of abunçlant lens sequences in other tie-sues 
It appears from the results of the cross-hybridization that there is 
no appreciable fraction of neural retina and pigmented epithelium cDMe 
reacting with the same kinetics as the most abundant sequences in the lens. 
We therefore decided to isolate abundant cDNP from the lens and compare 
the concentrations of these sequences in the three tissues. Total lens 
cDN(i was reacted with 50-fold excess of lens mRNA to a rot of 27 x 10_1 
(ten times the rot of the most abundant transition) and following the 
method of Hastie and Bishop (1976), the hybridized material was isolated. 
The yield after the first cycle was 100% and after the second cycle 47% 
of the theoretical maximum. Loss of about half the cDNA on a second cycle 
of hybridization and $1 treatment was also observed by Hastie and Bishop. 
When this material was reacted with lens oRN, over 80% had hybridized by a 
rot of 1 x 100  (Figure 5). This is a first-order reaction and occurs over 
a range of 2.5 units on the log rot scale, as does the mouse globin mRNA-
cDNA reaction (Young etal., 1974). The rot, 9.8 x 10, is close to 
that predicted by the data in Table 2 (1.1 x 102)  and suggests that the 
most abundant sequences in the population are present in a narrow range of 
concentrations. 
Figure 6 shows the reaction between abundant lens cDNA and imRNAs from 
other tissues. Pigmented epithelium (panel A) saturates the probe and 
with kinetics which indicate the sequences are present at a concentration 
1/2500 that of the lens. Hybridization to neural retina (panel B) occurs 
somewhat slower than to pigmented epithelium, but is not complete at the 
highest rot values obtainable. Polysomal eRNA from embryonic bodies and 
muscle, on the other hand, lacks these sequences. As a consequence of 
the method of dissection, pigmented epithelium is contaminated with variable 
amounts of iris, cornea, choroid and neural retina, but not with lens. 
Neural retina can be obtained pure as it forms a discrete layer between the 
vitreous humour and pigmented epithelium. Post-hatching chick iris and 
cornea are known to contain crystallins (Clayton, Campbell and Truman, 1968; 
11. 
Sours and van Doorennaalen, 1971; Brahma, Sours and van Doorennaalen, 1971), 
which could acount for a certain proportion of the putative cryatallin uRNA 
sequences found in pigmented epithelium. Neural retina from day-old chicks 
has antigens in coiion with a- and 3-crystaUins, but a ouch lower level of 
- crystallin antigens (Clayton, Campbell and Truman, 1968; Sours and 
van Doorennaalen, 1972). 
12. 
flTQITTCC T1ThT 
Physical Characteristics of Lens mRN 
Poly(A+) polysomal RNA prepared from lenses of day-old chicks has 
characteristics typical of eukaryotic mRNAs. It is found on polysomes 
and will program the synthesis of the expected range of polypeptides in 
a cell-free protein synthesizing system (Thomson et al., 1977b). 	It is 
of the size expected for mRNPis coding for small proteins. The bimodal 
distribution of poly(A+) RNA on formamide gels probably reflects a large 
proportion of 17S mRNA coding for 5-crystallin (Zelenka and Piatigvrsky, 
1974), 10 + 14S a-crystallin nRNAs (Chen et al., 1974; Berns et al., 1974) 
and -crystallin mHNAs of undetermined size. The size distribution and 
average size of poly(A) tracts is similar to that reported for steady state 
duck globin, silkmoth chorion, HeLa mitochondria, yeast, Xenopus oocytes 
and, in particular, calf lens polysomal mRNs (Layers, Chen and Spector, 
1974). The size of the poly(A) tracts at the small end of the scale 
represents the minimum which can be selected by oligo(dT)-cellulose. A 
Cabada et al. (1977) show, for Xenopus oocytes, a class of molecules 
containing even shorter poly(A) tracts can be selected by binding the oligo(dT) 
flow-through to poly(U)-sepharose. The cell-free translation experiments 
of Thomson et al. (1977b). show that the oligo(dT) column selects a repres-
entative population of the mRNA molecules. 
Couplexity of Lens mRN 
The sequence complexities of the different abundance classes are 
summed to estimate the total complexity of the aRNA population. Considering 
that the lens contains only two cell types, epithelial cells and fibers 
derived from them, 5800-7200 sequences seems appropriate when compared to 
12,000-15,000 for liver and oviduct (Axel, Feigelson and Schutz, 1976). This 
technique can underestimate the total mBNA complexity in two ways, both 
related to the failure of all of the cDNA to be hybridized. First, if there 
is a class of molecules present in such a low concentration that much 
greater rots would have to be achieved for them to react, then these are 
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ignored. Secondly, Williams and Penman (1975) found that when unhybridized 
eDNA was isolated and re-reacted with its template, a proportion (1/3 for 
HeLa eDNA) was able to react • This would also cause the complexity to be 
underestimated, the error being greatest for material complementary to the 
least abundant class. Moreover, the estimates refer only to polyadenylated 
mFNA molecules on polysomes at the time of isolation. Additionally, 
one assumes that all sequences in the population are copies by reverse 
transcriptase with equal efficiency, regardless of their abundance. Hastie 
and Bishop (1976) have discounted preferential copying by mixing experiments 
between kidney and globin mRNAs (in effect creating artificial abundance 
classes) in which the kinetics of hybridization reflected the proportion of 
the cRNA sequences used as a template. If such errors do occur, their 
effect cannot be great, because in three cases, complexity estimates from 
rot curves have been confirmed by hybridization of a vast excess of mRNA to 
single-copy DNA, a technique more suitable for analysis of low abundance 
sequences (Izquierdo1 1976; Hastie and Bishop, 1976; Axel, Feigelson and 
Schutz, 1976). 
The lens is a tissue engaged almost exclusively in the synthesis of 
crystaflins, as judged by protein composition and eRNA translational specificity. 
It therefore is reasonable to expect the crystallin sequences to be represented 
by the most abundant class, which is comprised of about 4 sequences, 43% of the 
mRNA mass, and is present at a concentration one to two orders of magnitude 
greater than any other sequences in the lens. This class was isolated and 
the kinetics of its reaction with lens mRNA correspond to those predicted by 
the least squares program, verifying both the reality of this particular 
abundance class and the methodology used to resolve the curve Into first-
order transitions. 
In several systems, the identity of the most abundant mRNP component 
as the majority product mENA has been confirmed by its physical isolation 
and hybridization of a cDNA copy to the total population of mRNAs. 
This has been done for duck reticulocytes (J.O. Bishop, personal communication), 
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oviduct (Axel, Feigelson and Schutz, 1976), heat-shocked Drosophila tissue 
culture cells (D.J. Bower, personal communication) and chick embryonic muscle 
(Paterson and Bishop, 1977). 
The number of abundant sequences in lens nRNi four is smaller than the 
number of 9 polypeptide chains estimated by SDS gel electrophoresis or about 
12 by gel isoelectric focusing in urea (Thomson et al., 1977a). However, 
there has been shown to be considerable similarity between the members 
of a class. For instance, van der Ouderaa et al. (1974) showed a 57% 
homology in the amino acid sequences of bovine aA 2 and aB2 cryatailin, evenly 
distributed along the molecules. Fingerprints of the regions protected when 
MA 2 and aB2  mHNA are formed and digested with RNase show considerable similarity 
(Chen and Spector, 1976), suggesting that at least the 5' ends are homologous. 
The P crystallins are grouped into two classes of three members each On 
the basis of immunological criteria, each of the classes sharing at least six 
different antigenic determinants (Clayton and Truman, 1974). This group, for 
which there is no aLltho acid sequence data, could be represented by as few 
as two groups of mRNA sequences, the members of each group having sequence 
similarity. 	It is known that closely related proteins such as P and 5: 
globins are coded by gene sequences which can cross-hibridize to at the 
cDNA level (Ottolenghi., 1975). 
Sequences common to Three Eye Tissues 
It is somewhat surprising to find that a substantial proportion of the 
gene activities expressed in the two embryonic retinal tissues (as measured 
in the overlap of nRNA molecules rather than sequences) are also expressed 
in the day-old lens. At the stages from which these perceptions were made, 
these tissues show distinctive patterns of differentiation. The day old lens 
is a transparent body composed solely of a layer of epithelial cells and the 
fibers derived from them. Although the neural retina and pigmented epithelium 
have a common origin distinct from that of the lens by 8 days of incubation, in 
the eight-day embryo, deposition of melanin granules in the presumptive 
pigmented epithelium has begun (Hamilton, 1952) and the presumptive neural 
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retina consists of five layers of partially differentiated cell types 
(Fujisawa, 1971). 
The extent of the overlap in gene expression, as judged by mENA 
sequences, varies over a wide range. Galau et al. (1976), using sea urchin 
gastrula single-copy DNA (enriched in nRNA-coding sequences) annealed with 
mRNA from various adult tissues, concluded that a specific subset of the 
embryonic sequences were expressed in each of the adult tissues studied. 
Striking changes in the pattern of expressed genes can occur within a 
short time during development. Penman and Bishop (personal communication) 
found that in the 48 hr period airing which a Xenopus oocyte becomes a 
swimming tadpole, 6000 sequences (but of a total of 15,000) have disappeared 
and 1500 new ones appear. Yet in Drosophila, there is a 65-100% homology 
between the mRNA populations of embryo,larva, pupa, imago, and Schneider cells 
(Izquierdo, 1976). 	In vertebrates, chick liver and oviduct share 83% of 
expressed sequences (Axel, Feigelson and Schutz, 1976) and mouse liver, 
kidney and brain share 45-53% of their mRNA population (J.O. Bishop, 
personal communication). 
The present data indicates that most sequences in neural retina and 
pigmented epithelium are also present in day old lens, presumably represented 
in the second or third abundance classes, and that crystallin mRNAs are present 
in the less abundant classes of retinal maNAs; being found at levels between 
2 and 5 thousand times lower than they are found in the lens. 
Crystallin Sequences in Other Eye Tissues 
When Hastie & Bishop (1976) hybridized liver mRNA with brain and kidney 
cDNA, they found no hybridization to the abundant mRNA component. When 
abundant liver cDNA was annealed with brain and kidney mRNA, it reacted with 
the third component of both tissues, although a smaller proportion reacted 
with brain than with kidney. 	It was unable to react with myeloma mRNA. 
Thus, the earlier cross-hybridizations would •ot have detected cryatallin 
sequences if contained in the middle or slow component of the other tissues. 
Iris and cornea isolated from chicks contain crystallins (Clayton, 
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Campbell and Truman, 1968; Bours and van Doorenciaalen, 1970; Brahma, Bours 
and van Doorennaalen, 1971) as detected by immunoelectrophoresis and iso-
electric focusing. The presence of crystallin transcripts in the eight-day 
embryonic pigmented epithelium preparation is plausible in the light of this 
data. Low levels of crystallin antigens were found in eight-day embryonic 
neural retina by haemagglUtiflAtiOn inhibition assays and indirect iEuflUflO-
fluorescence We Pomerai, Pritchard and Clayton, 1977), using chain-specific 
antisera. 
it is worth pointing out that Humphries, Windass and Williamson (1976) 
found similarly low levels of globin gene expression in several non-erythroid 
tissues of the mouse. Contamination of tissues with erythrocytes cannot 
explain the presence of globin sequences in tissue culture cells or large 
nuclear RNA molecules. 	Axel, Feigelson and Schutz (1976) reported 0.3-0.6 
copies of the ovalbumin oRNA sequence per chick liver cell. These data 
represent an average concentration of a sequence (or sequences) in tissues 
made up of several cell types and cannot rule out the existence of a small 
subset of the cells possessing the sequence(s) in high concentrations. 
It is now beconing clear that at least in some cases, the specificity 
of a differentiated cell type is due mainly to the selection, from a general 
complement, of a limited number of gene products for expression in large 
quantities, rather than the presence of a set of sequences restricted to 
that tissue (Clayton, Campbell and Truman, 1968; Clayton, 1970). Whether 
the crystallin nRNA-containing cells in neural retina and pigmented epithelium 
play a role in tranadifferentiation to lentoids must await more sensitive 
analytical techniques. ImmunofluOrescenCe experiments show that in primary 
cultures of embryonic neural retina the neuroblast cells, which react weakly 
with anti-crystallin antisera, are lost from the culture before the appearance 
of postively-staining cells (de Pccierai, Pritchard and Clayton, 1977). 
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TABLE 1. Size of Lens mRNA 
Method 
	 Number-average MW, daltons a 	Weight-average MW, daltons 
	Experiment 
267 000 619 000 
Data not shown 
234 000 452 000 
Figure 4, Thomson et al., 1977b 
337 000 343 000 
Figure 1, Thomson et *1., 1977b 
sucrose gradient 
sucrose gradient  
SDS- acrylamide gel 
Formamide gel 	 277 000 	
300 000 	 Figure 
2, this paper 
Size of inPNA calculated from the profile of 
Oil ] poly(U) hybridization using the formulae 




PNA was heated to 60°C for 5 mm and quick-cooled in an ice bath 
bef3re centrifugation. 
TABLE 2. Lens uRNA Complexity 
1 
Couponent 	p 	rot 
1 	 0.34 	2.58 x 10 -2 
2 	 0.23 	1.8 x 100 
3 	 0.23 	6.19 x 101 
rot 
1 
 (if a pure) a 
1.11 x 10 
10_1 5.07 x 
1.75 x 10 
Numbers of sequenceab 
80% reaction 	100% reaction 
4 	 4 
	
203 	 162 
7000 	 5600  
Copies/lensC 







The reaction between globin mRNA and cDNA 
was used as a kinetic standard (Getz et al., 1975). 
	10-3 
When + giobin riRNA ( c
omplexity 4.4 x 10 daltons) is reacted with its template, the rot is 4 x 
jo1-1/sec. Thus the rot of a sequqnce of complexity 2.8 x 1O 5 daltons would be 2.5 x 
lO mol-l/sec. 
Glcbin cDNA has an average size of 330 nucleotides (Young et al., 1974) ad lets cDNA 
has an average 
size of 200-300 nucleotides. As the rate of this type of reaction depends on the square root of the 
tracer length (Bishop et al., 1975), this difference was ignored. 
In this type of reaction, a proportion of the cDNA does not hybridize, as judged by resistance to 81 
nuclease. We can either discount it (100% reaction) or assume it is representative of all abundance 
classes (130% reaction). 
We typically obtain 15.4ng of poly(A)-containing uRNA per lens. 
The amount of any sequence per cell 
cannot be calculated, as a lens is composed of indeterminate numbers of two different cell types, 
fibers an epithelium. This estimate seems reasonable when compared to the figure of bong of poly(A+) 
RNA 
ported by Zelenka and Piatigorsky (1974). The higher figure reflects a 
per 17-da embryo fiber mass re  






Kinetic analysis of heterologous hybrid izations  
Neural retina 
rot 	Component 	P 	 rot 
2.58 x 10 




Component 	P 	 rot; 
	
1 	0.30 	5.42 x 100 	I 	0.41 	6.33 x 
10  
II 	0.33 	1.70 x 
10 
it 	0.30 	3.85 x 
10  
When neural retina and pigmented epithelium cDNAs are reacted with an excess of template RNA to a rot of 
1.1 x 1O3  (when all complementary sequences should have annealed), 63 and 70% respectively of the eDNA is 
hybridized. These are exactly the values obtained in the heterologoua (lens-dtiven) reactions. 
FIGURE LEGENDS 
Figure 1. Poly(A) size of lens mRNA 
Poly(A) tracts in mFNA were sized as described in Materials and Methods. 
The calibration curve in Cabada et al. (1977) corrects for the anomalous 
migration of poly(A) in acrylariide gels by determination of the size 
of poly(A) coraigrating with markers by thin layer chromatography. The 
length of poly(A) tracts in newly synthesised raRNA molecules was 
directly determined by culture of lenses for 18 hr in medium containing 
90ci/ml [3Hj adenosine (Radiochemical Center, Anershara) and isolation 
and electrophoresis of poly(A) as before. Newly synthesized poly(A) was 
found to fall in the same size range as the steady-state population 
(results not shown). 
Figure 2. Formamide gel electrophoresis of lens raRNA 
4.31Lg of lens poly(A+) RNA was electrophOresed in 99% foruamide - 3.6% 
acrylaclide gels as described by Staynov et al. (1972). An aliquot of RNA 
eluted from each fraction (consisting of 2 adjacent 1mm slices in 2m1 
2 x SSC) was hybridized to [ 3H] poly(U) as described by Rosbash and Ford 
(1974). The thin line represents the A260 profile, the bold line [ 3H] 
poly(U) hybridized and the dashed line migration of 28S, 18S ribosomal 
markers and 6.58 chick DNA fragments plotted against the logarithm of their 
molecular weight. 
Figure 3 	Hybridization kinetics of reaction between lens raRNA and cDNA. 
eDNA and excess mRNP' were reacted and hybridization assayed as described 
in Materials and Methods. The points represent three separate experi-
ments where symbols (from left to right in order of occurrence) represent 
RNA concentrations of 1.75, 35, 175, 210 and 350 &g/ml. The solid line 
is the a least squares fit for three components. Inset: The sum of 
standard deviations (sod) is plotted as a function of the number of postulated 
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